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Abstract 

In this research, inspired by real life problems, very important scheduling areas, i.e. variability 

and due date related goals are considered. The focus of this study is on tardiness related objective 

functions in a scheduling system and the importance of the variability in tardiness and its effects 

on other tardiness related objectives. First the importance of minimizing variability of the 

positive difference between completion time of each job and its due date with the aid of some 

examples is explained. To measure the variability of tardiness in a flow shop scheduling system, 

the variance of tardiness as an objective function is considered. In this study the goal is finding a 

good compromise between minimizing variability in the system (variance of tardiness) and 

minimizing three other due date related objectives which are, total tardiness, maximum tardiness, 

and number of tardy jobs. One of the important advantages of the new objective function results 

from smoothing the difference of completion time of each job and its due date. In a situation that 

tardiness due to different uncertainties in the system cannot be avoided in the system, the new 

objective function helps to reduce the variability in the system and increase customer satisfaction 

in a situation that tardiness due to different uncertainties in the system cannot be avoided in the 

system. The enumeration analysis shows that variance of tardiness has no common behavior with 

other due date related objectives like total tardiness or number of tardy jobs. It means by 

minimizing variance of tardiness the other objective functions can be increased or decreased or it 

can also have no influence on the other objective functions. This shows that this new objective 

function should be considered next to other objective functions to minimize variability in 

tardiness next to other business targets. To solve this multi-objective function scheduling 

problem and reach a good compromise between all objective functions, two Algorithms are 

presented: Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) and Strength Pareto 

Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) are presented. For the presented test problems, the numerical 

results show that SPEA2 has more efficient results in comparison with NSGAII; however, CPU 

time for NSGAII is significantly smaller than SPEA2.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

In today's dynamic and complex manufacturing environment, to gain competitiveness, the ability 

of a company to respond quickly and effectively to satisfy customers is very important [1]. But 

due to different uncertainties, variability in a scheduling system can be increased. Variability 

means anything that causes the system to depart from predictable regular behavior. For example, 

a piece of dust in the operator’s eyes distracts him for a while and the process time decreases. Or 

due to lack of information and (or) randomness, a good forecast of demand cannot be achieved, 

and the products are produced less than it is needed. Another example is when there is no good 

quality check in the system. That cause more rework and consequently the orders cannot be 

delivered on time. In these cases, the uncertainty causes to have tardiness in the system. In 

today's manufacturing environment, the ability that a company to respond quickly and effectively 

to satisfy customers is very important to gain competitiveness but sometimes because of different 

uncertainties it is very difficult to provide a schedule with no tardiness. In figure 1 a schematic of 

flow shop system with 6 machines and 7 jobs is depicted. 

 

 

           

 

Figure 1. Flow shop scheduling schematic 
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As it is shown in figure 1, in this flow shop system, there are 6 machines and they are organized 

in series. It is assumed that each machine serves a different purpose. Every job has to be 

processed in all machines, in the same specified order [2]. The horizontal axis shows the time 

and the vertical axis shows the machines. The circles on the horizontal axis are due dates. 

Tardiness is the positive difference between the completion time of the job and its due date. As it 

can be seen, in this schedule, job 3, 5 and 7 have tardiness and completed later than the due date. 

Job 1 and 4 have earliness and finished earlier than the pre-determined due date. Job 2 and 6 

have no tardiness or earliness and finished exactly on the due date. The question is, if due to 

different uncertainties in the system, tardiness cannot be avoided, what the best business target 

is? Minimizing total tardiness would be the first and the most important goal? To keep customers 

satisfied; would this objective function be the best one? Even though the orders with delay are 

delivered, what should be done to keep the customer still quite happy? To answer these 

questions, some examples for more transparency are presented. 

There is a producer with 5 customers (jobs) and due to some uncertainties, tardiness cannot be 

avoided and consequently the customers might receive their orders with delay. The customers are 

in a very competitive market. Due to high storage costs, earliness is not recommended at all. For 

each day delay, 100 € as a penalty should be paid. 

There are two possible scenarios. In scenario A, minimizing total tardiness is the target and it is 

important to deliver the orders as soon as possible with minimum tardiness. In this case the 

orders of two customers can be delivered with no delay but storage costs should be considered. 

All in all for these two jobs in Scenario A, 200 € as storage costs should be paid. Two customers 

with four days delay and one customer with ten days delay receive their orders. To have more 

transparency, the results are shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Flow shop schedule considering Scenario A 

In figure 2 the horizontal axis shows time and the vertical axis presents the orders of customers 

(1-5). The due dates of each customer are shown on the time axis. Customer 1 receives his orders 

with 10 days delay and cannot stay in the competitive market because of this delay and lose his 

trust in the producer and ordered never again by this producer. The producer loses one customer 

and his credit in the market will be decreased. 

In Scenario B, the goal is to minimize variance of tardiness so that all customers receive their 

orders with almost equal tardiness. In this case the producer focusses on minimizing variance of 

tardiness. In the end, he will deliver the orders of three customers with three days delay, and two 

customers with five days delay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Flow shop schedule considering scenario B 
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In scenario B the number of tardy jobs is increased from 3 to 5, the total tardiness from 18 days 

to 19 days, but tardiness penalties are 1900 € which is 100 € more than scenario A. However, 

there is no earliness and consequently no storage costs. All in all, the tardiness and earliness 

costs are 1900 € and all customers receive their orders with 3 to 5 days of delay.  

 

Table 1. Objective functions in scenario A and B 

Objective function/Scenario Scenario A Scenario B 

Total tardiness 18 19 

Variance of tardiness 16.8 1.2 

Number of tardy jobs 3 5 

Maximum tardiness 10 5 

Tardiness penalties 1800 € 1900 € 

Earliness costs 200 € 0 € 

Tardiness penalties & earliness costs  2000 € 1900 € 

 

This is important especially if all customers have the same priority and they are in a competition 

market. They will be more satisfied if all of them deliver their orders in a small-time window so 

that to stay in the competitive world. The difference between the two scenarios is variance of 

tardiness. In scenario A, the value of variance of tardiness is equal to 16.8 while in scenario B it 

is equal to 1.2. This example shows the importance of minimizing variance of tardiness and its 

role in increasing customer satisfaction.  

Another example is where, when the tardiness penalty will increase when time passes. For 

example, for the first 2 days of delay, 50 € per each day should be paid but for the third and 

fourth day, 60 € per day should be paid and after that for each extra tardiness day, 100 € as a 

penalty is considered. In this case, it is preferred to reduce the variance of tardiness than reducing 

total tardiness. For example, if there are 5 jobs and because of lack of resources, tardiness in the 

system is not avoidable, then it is preferred to have 2 days of tardiness for 3 jobs and 4 days 

tardiness for 2 jobs and pay all in all 740 € penalty rather than no tardiness for 2 job, 2 days 

tardiness for 2 jobs, and 10 days tardiness for 1 job with 1020 € penalty.  
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Table 2. The penalty which should be paid in each day of tardiness 

Day Penalty 

Day 1 50 

Day 2 50 

Day 3 60 

Day 4 60 

From Day 5 100 

 

Table 3- Objective functions for Scenario A and B 

Objective Function/Scenario Scenario A Scenario B 

Total tardiness 14 14 

Variance of tardiness 1.2 17.2 

Number of tardy Jobs 5 3 

Maximum tardiness 4 10 

Tardiness penalties 740 1020 

 

The difference between scenarios A and B is the variance of tardiness. In Scenario A, the value 

of variance of tardiness is equal to 1.2 while the value of variance of tardiness in scenario B is 

17.2.  

These examples emphasis on the importance of minimizing variance (variability) of tardiness. 

Variance of tardiness should be minimized with the purpose of unifying the system, reducing 

tardiness penalties and increasing customer satisfaction. The goal of this research is to minimize 

variance of tardiness as a compromise to three other due date related objective functions. These 

objective functions are minimizing total tardiness, minimizing maximum tardiness and 

minimizing number of tardy jobs. 

In chapter 2 an introduction on flow shop scheduling systems, a review on different objective 

functions and multi objective scheduling systems are presented. In this chapter different methods 

to deal with multi objective functions are presented. Since in this research, the due date related 

objective functions are considered, setting proper due date for customer's orders is a key issue to 

maintain the credibility for all production companies [3]. Therefore, different due date setting 

approaches and methods in a scheduling system are proposed. In this research, a modification of 

TWK method is presented to set the due dates in three different level. Tight due dates level 
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means, the due dates are defined very small and not realistic in a way where there is at the end, 

even for the best solution, a lot of tardiness in the system. The loose due dates level is where the 

due dates are defined so large, so that, there is a lot of earliness in the system. The middle due 

date level is where due dates are defined not very loose and not very tight. In this level, the due 

dates can be defined, so that there are solutions with no tardiness or acceptable tardiness in the 

system. 

The analysis of the solutions in these three different levels of due dates emphasize on the 

importance of setting realistic and proper due dates in the first place. Although the uncertainties 

in the system can result in not to meet the pre-defined due dates, setting proper due dates with 

enough puffer time is still important and helps to avoid more penalties.  

In chapter 3, variability in scheduling systems is discussed and some related questions are 

answered. For example, what variability in a scheduling system means, how variability can be 

measured, what causes variability and how it can be dealt with. Du and Leung [4] showed, that 

minimizing total tardiness on one machine is NP-hard and cannot be solved by exact algorithms. 

Since the multi-objective flow shop scheduling problem considered in this research is a NP-hard 

problem and exact algorithms cannot solve it, evolutionary algorithms are considered to solve 

this problem. In chapter 4 two evolutionary algorithms considered in this research are described. 

These algorithms are Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) and Strength Pareto 

Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2). NSGA-II applies an elitism based non-dominated sorting 

method for ranking and sorting each solution. This algorithm uses then a crowding distance 

approach in its section operator for keeping the diversity among the obtained Pareto-

optimalOptimal Solutions. First the objective functions are evaluated for each solution in non-

dominated sorting and then based on the calculated dominance count and ranks the whole 

population is sorted into different non-domination levels. Second the population is sorted in 

ascending order and then for each objective the smallest and the largest function values are 

chosen as boundary values and an infinite crowding distance value is allocated to them. The 

crowding distance between any two neighboring solutions is then calculated based on the 

normalized difference in the objective function value. SPEA2 applies an external archive which 

consists of the previously found non-dominated solutions and is updated after every generation 

and for each solution a strength value is calculated. According to this calculated strength values 

the fitness of each solution is computed. The fitness assignment strategy of SPEA2 considers for 
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each solution, the number of solutions that dominate it and that are dominated by it. Further to 

maintain the diversity it applies the nearest neighbor density approach and for preserving the 

boundary solutions it applies the archive truncation method. 

In chapter 5 the experimental results are presented. In this chapter, first, an enumeration analysis 

considering 30 small size test problems is presented. This enumeration analysis has three 

purposes. The first goal is to get an impression between the new objective function and the other 

three objective functions. This analysis answers to these questions whether by minimizing 

variance of tardiness, total tardiness or number of tardy jobs is increased or decreased. 

Furthermore it shows, what correlation the new objective function has with other three objective 

functions. Second purpose is to see whether the new modification of the TWK method is 

efficient enough and to compare the results of three different levels of due dates. The third 

purpose is to figure it out whether doing right-shifting can always help to minimize variance of 

tardiness in the system. Right-shifting in a semi active scheduling system means shifting the jobs 

to the right and starting them later than the earliest possible start time. In this way tardiness will 

be given to the jobs which have no tardiness purposefully to decrease variance of tardiness in the 

system. Of course, it causes increasing total tardiness or number of tardy jobs in the system. But 

as it is mentioned, the goal is to find a good compromise between variance of tardiness and other 

due date related objective functions, which means right shifting can be accepted if it helps to 

minimize variance of tardiness, provided if and only if other objective functions have an 

acceptable value. An acceptable value means that there is a pre-defined upper bound for each 

objective function and by doing right-shifting, the value of other objective functions does not 

exceeds this upper bound.  

After doing enumeration analysis and determine the correlation between variance of tardiness 

and other due date related objective function, to solve this multi-objective function scheduling 

problem and reach a good compromise between all considered objective functions, two 

evolutionary algorithms are presented (i.e. NSGAII and SPEA2). These algorithms are used for 

30 large size test problems. In chapter 6 the conclusion of this research and the proposal outlook 

for future researchers is presented. 
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2. Flow shop scheduling systems 

 

Pinedo [5] defines scheduling as a form of decision making that plays an important role in 

production, services, transport and distribution, information and communication processes. In a 

Make-To-Order (MTO) setting, a key issue for customer satisfaction is to deliver the orders on 

time [2]. A late delivery implies a penalty in the form of loss of goodwill and the magnitude of 

the penalty depends on the importance of the order or the client and the tardiness of the delivery. 

One objective of the scheduling system is to minimize the sum of these penalties  [5]. Early jobs 

were discouraged since the advent of Just-In-Time approaches due to the costs generated by 

those jobs, such as tied-up capital and inventory costs [6]. 

 2.1 Flow shop scheduling system 

 

Flow shops are the first of a series of the so-called  ‘shops’ layouts, which include flow shops, 

job shops and open shops [2]. In a flow shop, there are m machines and they are organized in 

series. It is assumed that each machine serves a different purpose. Every job must be processed 

in all machines, in the same specified order [2]. This order, without loss of generality, can be 

assumed to be 1,2, …, m. as the order is the same for all jobs, that ∀E ∈ G, /� = �1,2, … ,M�. In 

addition, <$� denotes the time job j needs at machine i. The term ‘flow’ refers to the fact that all 

jobs flow from one machine to the other in the same order. Permutation refers to the restriction in 

flow shop layout that the order of jobs is not allowed to change from one machine to the other 

one. It means, if a job has no operation on a specific machine, it is not allowed to skip this 

machine and violate the pre-defined order of jobs. Although the job has no operation on this 

machine, it must wait in the queue in front of the machine and wait for all the jobs in front of the 

job to be executed. 

Gupta and Stafford [7] provided the flow shop assumptions. These assumptions are classified 

into three groups: assumptions concerning jobs, assumptions concerning machines, and 

assumptions concerning operating policies.  

Assumptions concerning jobs are as follows: 
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• Each job is released to the shop at the beginning of the scheduling period. 

• Each job may have its own due date which is fixed and is not subject to change. 

• Each job is independent of each other. 

• Each job consists of specified operations, each of which is performed by only one 

machine. 

• Each job has a prescribed technological order which is the same for all jobs and is fixed. 

• Each job (operation) requires a known and finite processing time to be processed by 

various machines. This processing time includes transportation and setup times, if any, 

and is independent of preceding and succeeding jobs. 

• Each job is processed no more than once on any machine. 

• Each job may have to wait between machines and thus in-process inventory is allowed. 

 

Assumptions concerning machines: 

• Each machine center consists of only one machine; that is, the shop has only one machine 

of each type. 

• Each machine is initially idle at the beginning of the scheduling period. 

• Each machine in the shop operates independently of other machines and thus can operate 

at its own maximum output rate. 

• Each machine can process at most one job at a time. This excludes those machines that 

are designed to process several jobs simultaneously like a multi-spindle drill. 

• Each machine is continuously available for processing jobs throughout the scheduling 

period and there are no interruptions due to breakdowns, maintenance or other such 

causes. 

 

Assumptions concerning operating policies: 

• Each job is processed as early as possible. Thus, there is no intentional job waiting or 

machine idle time. 

• Each job is considered an indivisible entity even though it may be composed of a number 

of individual units. 
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• Each job, once accepted, is processed to completion; that is, no cancellation of jobs is 

permitted. 

• Each job (operation), once started on a machine, is completed to its completion before 

another job can start on that machine, that is, no preemptive priorities are assigned. 

• Each job is processed on no more than one machine at a time.  

• Each machine is provided with adequate waiting space for allowing jobs to wait before 

starting their processing. 

• Each machine is fully allocated to the jobs under consideration for the entire scheduling 

period; that is, machines are not used for any other purpose throughout the scheduling 

period. 

• Each machine processes jobs in the same sequence. That is, no passing or overtaking of 

jobs is permitted. 

 

2.2 Objective functions in a flow shop scheduling system 

 

Framinan et. al. [2] categorize common criteria in a scheduling problem as follows: 

• Utilization-based criteria: These objectives try to make the most out of available productive 

resources such as maximizing machine utilization, reducing setup times or changeover, 

minimizing idle times, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A flow shop scheduling solution with idle time and waiting time 
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In this schematic, a flow shop scheduling system is shown with three jobs and three machines. J 

refers to job, M refers to Machine. W refers to waiting time and Id refers to idle time. As it is 

shown in figure 4, machine 2 stays idle after operation job 1 and cannot start operating job 2 

immediately. Because operating job 2 in machine 2 is not yet finished. Or after job 2 or job 3 are 

operated in machine 2, they should wait and cannot be operated in machine 3 immediately. The 

reason is, that machine 3 is still operating the last job.  

 

• Customer’s satisfaction: These include performance measures regarding the fulfillment of 

due dates or the number of jobs that are completed before their due dates (O�� or 

equivalent minimizing the number of late jobs. Some other related criteria are those in 

which it is desired to minimize the number of late units or the value of time jobs are 

completed way before their related due dates. This category of objective functions is the 

focus of this research. Therefore, it can be said, that the final goal of this research is to 

increase customer satisfaction. In figure 1, tardy jobs are shown, when jobs are finished 

later than their due dates. 

• Storage oriented: If storage is an important issue, minimizing the queue lengths between 

machines, minimizing the work-in-progress or other similar procedures is advantageous. 

To avoid storing finished products for too long, it might be a good idea not to complete 

jobs way before their related due dates. In Figure 1, earliness is shown, when jobs are 

finished earlier than their pre-determined due dates. 

• Just-in-Time: In a Just-In-Time approach production jobs should be completed exactly at 

their delivery time, not before and after. In lean manufacturing, the focus is on reducing 

waste and non-value adding operations throughout production. In figure 1, Job 2 and 6 

are finished exactly on their due date and have no earliness or tardiness. 

• Cost oriented: Large batches are sometimes more economical due to economies of scale. 

Many other policies can be compelled, and decisions can be made to reduce production 

costs. Usually, cost objectives are related to the previous categories, especially with 

throughput and storage. 
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Most of the scheduling literature considers only a single criterion or objective and most of the 

time the objective is of the minimization type. Because of different processing constraints, 

scheduling criteria are as varied and numerous as possible real-life manufacturing scheduling 

scenarios one might encounter. Usually, average or maximum values of corresponding indicators 

are to be minimized. But there is a new category of objective functions that focus on reducing 

variability in the system. The point is, only rarely, uniformity related objective functions are 

discussed in scheduling literature although uniformity, e.g. of completion times of jobs, might be 

an interesting issue in manufacturing  [8]. The objective function addressing similar aspects so 

far is the minimization of the variance of completion times. Starting with a paper by Merton and 

Muller in 1972 [9], several authors addressed this objective function, implicitly or explicitly 

aiming at achieving a common completion time of all jobs in a shop. Merton and Muller [9] 

orient their objective function by an example from a computer file organization where it is 

required to achieve a common/uniform response time to users. Separately from this during the 

last decades uniformity (or small non-uniformity) has been identified to be an important issue 

with respect to the performance of manufacturing and other systems, often referred to the context 

of planning and controlling of lean (manufacturing) systems (see e.g. [10]) and intending to 

smooth material or job flow in a manufacturing system. Based on the fact that in manufacturing 

contexts or, more generally, in each material flow system every deviation from uniformity needs 

a buffer mix of time, inventory and/or capacity, considering aspects of (non-) uniformity may 

have a large effect on the performance of the respective system. In this context, non-uniformity 

might refer to a diversity of aspects. It might, e.g., be induced by variable demand, variable 

processing times, times of non-availability of resources etc. Quantifying (non-) uniformity of an 

indicator is often conducted using the expression ‘variability’ which is well-known as the 

coefficient of variation from basic statistics [6]. Related considerations can be found in the 

manufacturing literature. An extended discussion of variability aspects is, e.g., offered in Hopp 

and Spearman [10]. However, these approaches often refer to (dynamic and stochastic) queuing 

theory and are not linked to (static-deterministic) scheduling decision problems. Meeting due 

dates is presumably one of the important indicators of customer’s satisfaction affected by short-

term operations management. As a result of this, many different objectives exist that in one way 

or another capture this important issue. All these criteria are mainly based on the previous 

definitions of Lateness (+�), Tardiness (��) and Earliness (!�). At this stage, it is important to 
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make some punctuation. In a make-to-order production environment, every job usually 

corresponds to a client order (or to several orders from different clients that have been batched). 

Therefore, the due date will be set through negotiation with the customer. Make-to-Stock 

production systems are different as client orders are ideally served promptly as they are placed. 

As a result, there are no due dates. However, stock levels decline as orders are served and reach a 

point where replenishment is required. An internal order is placed to refill the stock with 

products. This is because if the internal orders are proceeding late, client orders might go 

unserved due to stock outs. In a make-to-order system, it is worth to measure the service level 

which is just the fraction of client orders served by or before the due date while, in make-to-stock 

production environments, the fill rate is the fraction of orders that are or the number of stock 

outs. In the following section Max-Form Objectives are introduced [2].  

The first objective is minimizing maximum lateness, calculated as 

 Min	�max	L� 
                         Where               max+ = max>U�U� +� 

 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

 

This objective aims at minimizing the maximum deviation from the due date or deadline in the 

schedule. This idea is to restrict as much as possible the delay regarding the committed date. 

Note that max +� might be a negative number if all jobs in a given schedule are completed before 

their corresponding due dates. Indeed, if all jobs can be finished before their due dates (i.e. there 

are schedules for which	+� ≤ 0		∀E), the maximum lateness minimization leads to finishing the 

jobs as early as possible [2].  

The next objective function is minimizing maximum tardiness. Maximum tardiness minimization 

can be defined as  

       Min������ 
                                  Where          ���� = max>U�U��� 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Minimizing maximum tardiness has a direct meaning. For example, if max �� = 20, then the 

tardiest job in the schedule is completed 20 units of time (whatever these unit of time might be) 
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after its due date. However, ∑�� can rapidly grow to large numbers if n is large in a given layout, 

which might be hard to interpret.  

The next objective function is maximum earliness. In some scenarios, tardy jobs might be of no 

concern as compared to having jobs finished before the due date. Finishing a product early has 

some added costs. First, the product has to be kept in a stock if the due date is still far ahead in 

time, which leads to inventory handling and costs, especially so if the product is cumbersome or 

voluminous. Besides, if the manufacturing process is costly and/or if the product is very 

expensive, finishing it early leads the company to invoice the client which can add a significant 

financial burden. Some extreme cases could be perishable products which have to be consumed 

shortly after production. Dairy foods or some chemical products are clear examples [2]. In these 

cases, minimizing earliness might not be just a nice option, but obligatory. Next objective 

function is maximum earliness minimization which can be defined as follows:  

Max EZ ∶ 	Maximum	earliness	minimization	calculated	as 
 

 

fg.�!���� 
                                  Where      !��� = max>U�U�!� 
 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Earliness minimization opens a very important aspect to consider for building schedules: idle 

time insertion (i.e. non-semi active schedules). To avoid storage costs, sometimes it is better to 

leave machines idle even if there are jobs available to be processed. This is preferable because 

otherwise, the schedule would result in jobs finishing before the due dates and it increases 

storage costs. However, inserting idle time is not a straightforward point of issue at all since the 

value of inserted time can be assumed as a continuous variable. This decision must be made 

before that means which tasks shall be postponed and what value of idle time should be inserted. 

Besides, inserting idle time might, in turn, result in tardy jobs [2]. 

Another group of objective functions is sum-form objectives. The first objective in this category 

is total or average lateness. Minimization of total lateness can be denoted as follows: 

∑+� : Total lateness minimization calculated as  
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                                                         Min (∑+�� 
                                         Where     ∑+� = ∑ +���h> . 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

 

And minimizing average lateness is calculated as: 

+� : Average lateness minimization 

 Min�+��	 
+� = 1

.E .i +� .
�
�h>

 

(2.9) 

 

(2.10) 

 

Where nj is the number of the jobs. Total lateness and average lateness are not very 

recommended objectives for scheduling systems. The reason is that, negative lateness values 

compensate the positive ones and the final total or average lateness value might be meaningless. 

A small average lateness  +� could be the outcome of all jobs meeting due dates, but it could also 

be the result of a bad schedule where half of the jobs are very early (large negative lateness 

value) and the other half of the products are finished very late (large positive lateness values) [2]. 

The second objective is total/average tardiness. As it is just discussed before, total/average 

lateness minimization does not seem to make sense in many settings. Therefore, total/average 

tardiness minimization can be applied. 

∑�� : Total tardiness minimization, calculated as                                                                

 

                                                                                  Min	�∑��	
 

                                                 Where ∑� = ∑ �.��h>  

(2.11) 

 

(2.12) 

 

�� : Average tardiness minimization, calculated as  
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                                               Min	�	� � 
                                              Where �� = >

�� . ∑ �� .��h>  

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

 

Note that as it is the case with the total and average completion time or flowtime, there is no real 

difference from the optimization point of view in the minimization of total or average lateness or 

tardiness. As expected, the main drawback of tardiness measure is that some jobs might be 

finished very early which in many situations is not the desired result [2]. 

The next objective function is total/average earliness. As with lateness minimization, two 

variants are commonly studied: 

∑!� : Total earliness minimization, calculated as  

                                                           Min (∑!� 
Where ∑! = ∑ !�.��h>  

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

 

!� : Average earliness minimization, calculated as  

 Min (!�� 
Where !� = >

�� . ∑ !���h>  

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

 

And sometimes, if a job is tardy or early, the damage is already done, and it is not so important 

how much tardy or early the job finally is. In these cases, the interest lies in ‘counting’ how 

many jobs are tardy or early. Therefore, the following objectives can be defined:  

∑0� : Number of tardy jobs minimization, calculated as  

 Min (∑0�� 
Where ∑0� = ∑ 0���h> . 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

 

∑�� : Number of early jobs minimization calculated as  
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 Min (∑��� 
=i �� .

�
�h>

 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

An interesting feature of ∑0� 	�.O	∑ ��		is that they are very easy to interpret. As a matter of 

fact, they can be easily transferred to measures like the percentage of early or tardy jobs. From 

that perspective, it is very easy to assess the quality of a given schedule. Note however, it might 

be impossible to finish all products before or after their due dates. As expected, the main 

drawback of these measures is that they neglect extremely early or tardy jobs. Normally, in real 

life, it is important to have a small number of tardy (early) jobs and for the jobs that are tardy 

(early) a small tardiness (earliness) is wished. A straightforward extension of the tardiness and 

earliness minimization is to add them both in a single expression. For all abovementioned 

reasons, it might be of interest to complete a job as close as possible to its due date, i.e. not early, 

not late. Earliness-tardiness minimization is defined as follows. 

 fg.�	i �� + !��
�
�h>

	 (2.23) 

 

Total tardiness and earliness minimization are expressed sometimes simply as !��. 
It is interesting to note that  

 !�� = �� + !� 	= 	max	{O� − �� 	,0} 	+ max{�� − O�}	,0} 	= n�� − O�n	 (2.24) 

 

This expression is equivalent to what is referred to in some texts as minimization of the absolute 

deviation from due date [11]. There are also other potentially interesting objectives that have not 

been thoroughly studied so far. One common characteristic of some previous objectives is that 

they are linear on	��. Each unit of time that a job is completed after its due date adds one unit to 

the tardiness value or o� units if it is talking about weighted tardiness. However, very large 

deviations from the due date are more important than small deviations. A simple way of 

penalizing larger deviations from the due date is to simply square the deviations [2]. By doing so, 

a new breed of objectives and criteria arise:   
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Max	��  : Maximum squared deviation from the due date. This is calculated as 

 Min (Max	��� 
Where 		Max	�� = max	{��> − O>�@, ��@ − O@�@, ��B − OB�@, … . , ��� − O��@}.	 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

 

 ∑� : Total squared deviation from the due date. Calculated as 

 Min (∑�� 
Where ∑� = ∑ p�� − O�q@��h> . 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

�  : Average squared deviation from the due date, calculated as   

 Min (� ) 

Where � = >
�� 	 . ∑ p�� − O�q@��

�h> . 
(2.29) 

(2.30) 

 

Where nj is the number of jobs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Squared deviation of due date [2] 

 

A typical O� function is equal to the sum of the squared earliness and tardiness. However, if only 

earliness or tardiness is important, all that should be done, is to add the square which results in 

objectives such as	∑ !@ ,∑�@ and all other alternatives. Also, it is possible to have weighted 

variants of these objectives as well as of all other alternatives. Although it is possible to have 

weighted variants of these objectives, they have little to no interpretation. It might be interesting 
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to minimize the average squared earliness, but the value of the objectives, for example the 

percentage of early jobs, total earliness, etc. [8].  

In all tardiness measures, it is assumed that the due date, O�, is a very specific point in time. 

Anything before or after this point in time is early or tardy, respectively. As expected, the 

defined objective of number of just-in-time jobs is a complicated one to maximize as it is hardly 

expected that all jobs finish exactly by their due date. As a matter of fact, for single machine or 

flow shop layouts, only a few jobs will exactly finish by their due dates, unless the due dates are 

very well spaced in time.  

In continue the objective functions considered in this research are presented: 

To define objective functions, first the used parameters should be defined as follows:  

nj:    Number of jobs 

m:   Number of machines 

i:     Machine index 

j:     Job index 

<$�: Processing time of job j on machine i 

 

��:      Tardiness of job j  

O�:     Due date of job j  

NOT: Number of tardy jobs 

I. The first objective function is minimizing total tardiness  

 �$ = maxp0, �� − O�q,     
 

  (2.31) 

 2> = Min�i��
�

�h>
. � 

 

  (2.32) 

II. The second one is minimizing variance of tardiness which is defined as follows: 

 

 �� = ∑ ����h>
.  

���	��� = ∑ ��� − ���@�
.E − 1  

 

 (2.33) 

 

 (2.34) 
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 2@ = Min	�var	�T�� 
 

 (2.35) 

 

III. Minimizing Number of tardy jobs (NOT) 

 

          0� = 1,            If job j has tardiness 

            

          0� = 0,           Otherwise, 

 

 ��� =i0�,
�

 

 

(2.36) 

 

 zB = Min�����.	 (2.37) 

 

IV. Minimizing maximum tardiness 

 2t = 	Min	������. (2.38) 

 

2.3 Multi-objective scheduling 

In this research the correlation between variance of tardiness, as a measurement of variability of 

tardiness in a scheduling system, and other tardiness related objective functions is studied. 

Therefore, a multi-objective scheduling system should be considered solved. The goal of this 

section is to get familiar with the concept of multi-objective functions and the possible solutions 

to find a compromise for this category of scheduling problems. In a scheduling system, different 

goals from different perspectives can be defined. Internal goals, for example, minimizing tied-up 

capital and the related consequences concerning utilization and work in process, conflict with 

other internal goals or with externally oriented goals e.g. maximizing service level with its 

relation to due date models. Such conflicts have been discussed in many publications and 

considerations coping with multi criteria aspects. Framinan et. al. [2] define a multi-objective 

problem as a poorly defined single objective problem. In other terms, if one needs to optimize a 

given scheduling problem with several simultaneous objectives, this is because it was not 
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possible to verbalize and rationalize a single objective function, no matter how complex this 

function might be. However, agreeing upon a single objective is by no means an easy task in real 

production scheduling settings. Below several issues from the reference book (Framinan et. al.  

[2]) are stated concerning single- versus multi-objective optimization in real production 

scheduling settings.  

• Well defined objectives are hard to determine in practice. Shop managers have a fair 

value of intuition of what makes a good or a bad schedule, but not a specific objective 

function. In addition, even if a well-defined objective exists, its actual value might be of 

little relevance in practice. Even simple objectives like minimizing the number of tardy 

jobs can quickly turn into a debatable measure. Some jobs are not as important as others. 

Accordingly, being tardy for some jobs is not as important. Even if weights are added to 

the objective function, to deal with this problem, it is only a temporary fix since weights 

are often not enough. For example, let’s assume there is a job that is not allowed to be 

tardy and has a highly dedicated weight, but the scheduling method still results at the end 

in this job being tardy. In other cases, a simple phone call to a client with the purpose of 

advancing that delivery date for a job or order is going to change suffices to make up for 

a tardy job. 

• Preferences or objectives vary over time. They do depend on past and current shop 

performance, on the mix of pending production and the market situation. Therefore, some 

days, the focus might be at reducing lead times, while other days, machine utilization 

might be of paramount importance or, in our case, one day the variance of tardiness can 

be on focus although it causes more tardy jobs and the other days minimum total 

tardiness is important to us because of different priority of each client, a big variance of 

tardiness in the system is not only bad but also wanted. 

• Most of the time, scheduling decisions are taken in a committee rather than by a single 

individual. A consensus on a single objective in these situations is seldom feasible. In 

addition, different managers of a company will have various and often conflicting goals. 

Top management often desires to meet client’s due dates while plant managers care about 

machine utilization. Consequently, even deciding on an objective to optimize can be 

challenging. 
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• The concept of ‘optimal solution’ is often not well understood. Plant managers have a fair 

understanding of what constitutes a bad or a good schedule. However, it is hard to tell 

what is a good and what is an optimal schedule. Additionally, an optimal solution for one 

objective might degrade another objective more than needed.  

• Becouse of the performance of the schedule, problem constraints can be relaxed. For 

example, working shifts might be reduced by sending workers home or augmented via 

overtime hours. Similarly, production might be subcontracted in order to deal with 

additional orders. Given this potential relaxation of problem constraints, the more the 

concept of an optimal solution becomes debatable at best. 

•  Human schedulers are more oriented towards goals or minimum/maximum achievement 

levels for a set of preferences rather than towards complex mathematical formulations 

and precise objectives. Verbalizing objectives as reaching an 80% service level is much 

more meaningful than saying that the total tardiness is 1,700,000 minutes. 

• Real settings are marred with portions of data that are unknown, imprecise, constantly 

changing and even wrong. In this situation, focusing on improving a single criterion by a 

few percentage points makes little, if any sense. 

To deal with a single criterion, for a formal deterministic model involving the minimization of 

objective f, evaluating if schedule S is better than S' reduces to checking if f (S) < f (S'). 

However, this is not possible, in general, for more than one objective. If the minimization 

objectives "> and	"@ is considered , and it turns out that "> (S) < "> (S') but "@�
�	 > "@(S'), then it 

is clear that it cannot be said, that S is better than S' or vice versa. To discuss more about multi-

criteria scheduling, it is needed to first give some specific definitions. The following definitions 

are written by Framinan et. al. [2]. 

If a scheduling model with a number of minimization objectives is assumed, for which two 

solutions 1> and 1@ existand furthermore, most scheduling objectives are of the minimization 

type Then the following definitions can be proposed [2]: 

Strong domination: A solution 1>strongly dominates solution 1@ (1> ≺≺ 1@) if: 

 

 "#�1>� <"#�1@�, ∀ℎ.  (2.39) 
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Therefore, 1> is said to strongly dominate 1@ if 1> is strictly better than 1@ for all objectives. This 

is often also defined as strict domination. 

 

(Regular) domination: Solution 1> (regularly) dominates solution 1@ (1> < 1@) if the following 

two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: 

1. "#�1>� ≤ "#�1@�, ∀ℎ, (2.40) 

 

2. "#�1>� < "#�1@�	 for at least one h = 1,2, ..., H. (2.41) 

 

This implies that 1> is not worse than 1@ for all objectives except for one in which it is strictly 

better.  

Weak domination: Solution 1> weakly dominates solution 1@ (1> ≤ 1@) if: 

 "#�1>� ≤ "#�1@�, ∀ℎ. (2.42) 

 

This last definition implies that 1> is not worse than 1@ for all objectives.  

Incomparability: Solutions 1> and 1@ are said to be incomparable, denoted by 1>||1@ or by 

1@||1>, if the following two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: 

(1) 1> does not weakly dominate 1@ (1> ≰ 1@),  

(2) 1@ does not weakly dominate 1> (1@ ≰ 1>). 

In other words, if two solutions do not weakly dominate each other, they are said to be 

incomparable.  

Given a set of solutions A, there might be relations between the solutions contained. More 

specifically, one is usually interested in the dominant solutions from the set: 
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Weak Pareto optimum: a solution 1 ∈ � is a weak Pareto optimum if and only if there is 

no	1′ ∈ � for which 1′ ≺≺ 1. In other words, 1 ∈ � is a weak Pareto optimum if no other 

solution in set � strongly dominates x. 'Weakly efficient solution' is an alternative name for a 

weak Pareto optimum. 

Strict Pareto optimum: a solution 1 ∈ � is a strict Pareto optimum if and only if there is no 

1′ ∈ � for which 1′ ≺ 1. In other words, 1 ∈ � is a strict Pareto optimum if no other solution in 

set � dominates 1. 'Efficient solution' is an alternative name for a strict Pareto optimum.  

Pareto set: a set �′ ⊆ � is denoted a Pareto set if and only if it contains only and all strict Pareto 

optima. Since it contains only efficient solutions, this set is denoted as efficient set. Alternative 

names are Pareto front or Pareto frontier. 

For more transparency, here a graphical representation is given. A scheduling problem with two 

minimization objectives is considered. the values of the objective functions along two axis is 

depicted: X-axis represents the makespan (����) values and the Y-axis the total tardiness (∑�$) 
values. Note that every possible solution 1$ 	to this bi-objective scheduling problem can be 

represented by a point in this graphic. Some possible solutions in figure 6 are presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Representation of the function objectives’ values of several possible solutions [2]	
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By looking at figure 6, some further definitions can be given: 

Utopian (or ideal) solution: The utopian solution is a given solution with the best possible 

objective function value for all objectives. Often, this ideal solution does not exist as the multiple 

objectives are often conflicting. It has been represented in Figure 6 as solution 'UU'. 

Nadir solution: The Nadir solution is contrary to the utopian solution. It is a solution with the 

worst possible objective function value for all objectives. Luckily, such solution is not likely to 

exist either. In figure 6 the Nadir solution has been represented by 'NN '. Solutions UU and NN 

are often used for bounding the sets of solutions for multi-objective problems.  

Considering figure 6, there are the following relations: 

• Solutions 1> and 1@ have the same total tardiness value. However, solution 1@ has a lower 

makespan value than 1>. Therefore, it is said, that solution 1@ regularly dominates 

solution 1> or 1@ ≺ 1>. 

• Following the previous example, there is also these relations: 1B ≺ 1t, 1y ≺ 1x, 1| ≺ 1>} 

≺ 1>@ and 1>> ≺ 1>@  

• It can also be seen that 1z and 1B have both lower makespan and a lower total tardiness 

than 1>B. Therefore, it can be stated that 1z ≺≺ 1>B and 1B ≺≺ 1>B. 

• There are some incomparable solutions in figure 6. Let us pick, for example, 1> and 1B. 

1> has a lower total tardiness value than 1B and additionally it has a worse makespan 

value. Therefore, it cannot be concluded, in a multi-objective sense, whether 1> is better 

than 1B or vice versa. Then it can be stated, that 1> and 1B are incomparable or 1> ||1B. 

• The Pareto front for the example is formed by solutions 1@, 1B, 1y, 1z, 1{, 1|, and 1>>. 

This is further depicted in figure 7. Note the stepwise 'frontier'. This is indeed the case as 

straight lines in between Pareto solutions would imply that other solutions in between 

have been found. 
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Figure 7. Representation of the Pareto frontier [2] 

 

Different classes of multi-objective models can be formulated, and it depends on how the 

different objectives are considered in the decision problem. For instance, the decision-maker 

may accept some trade-off between the different objectives considered or may be interested 

in that the schedule has at least a (minimum) performance concerningone or several 

objectives considered. There are many classes of models; the following classes are the most 

employed in manufacturing scheduling: 

1. Weighted combination of objectives. In this class of models, explicit importance 

(weight) of each objective can be determined. As it will be seen, this transforms the multi-

objective model into a single-objective model.  

2. Lexicographical optimization. In this class of models, there is a ranking or importance 

order of the objectives, so that they must be optimized one after another.  

~. �-constraint optimization. Only one objective is optimized at a time, while all others are 

kept as constraints with a known bound. 

4. Goal programming. In this class of models, a given goal or target value is set for each 

objective considered. This class of models can be considered as a multi-objective version of 

a feasibility model.  
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5. Pareto optimization. In this class of models, the goal is finding the Pareto set 

with respect to the considered objectives.  

Framinan et. al. [2] described each model in the next section with more details: 

1. Weighted Combination of Objectives 

Combining all objective functions into a single-objective, usually by adding weights to each 

objective is the simplest approach to multi-objective scheduling problems. One example is the 

makespan and total tardiness minimization as follows: C���� + �1 − C�∑��, where 0 ≤ C ≤ 1. 

and C is the weight given to the objective function ����. Note that this is a convex linear 

combination, a reason for which this class of models is also known as Linear Convex 

Combination (LCC). 

For three objectives ">, "@ and "B, one can write something like ="> + ?"@ + A"B where 0	 ≤
=, ?, A ≤ 1and = + ? + A = 1. The advantage of such an approach is that at the end one has 

effectively one single-objective (a weighted sum) and therefore, existing single-objective 

approaches can be used with little adaptation. Indeed, some authors do not even consider this 

method a 'true' multi-objective approach [2]. 

2. Lexicographical Optimization 

Lexicographical optimization principally has a definition of an order among the considered 

objectives. Once this order is determined, the scheduling problem is optimized with respect to 

the first objective, with no trade-offs between all other objectives. Once a solution is obtained, 

the second objective is optimized subject to no deterioration in the first, i.e. the second objective 

is optimized, and a constraint is imposed so that the objective function value for the first 

objective is not worsened. Lexicographical optimization is 'easy' in the sense that one has as 

many optimizations runs as objectives to regard. In the context of mathematical programming the 

first mathematical model to optimize is the following [2]: 

 min�>. (2.43) 

 

If by "> the value obtained by the first minimization objective is denoted, the second 

mathematical model goes as follows: 
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 min�@, (2.44) 

�. �.	 
 �> ≤ ">, (2.45) 

 �@ ≤ "@. (2.46) 

 

This procedure continues until the last objective is optimized. The final solution is the 

lexicographic optimal solution for all considered objectives in order. Multi-criteria scheduling 

models of the lexicographical class are denoted as follows: 

+71��>, �@, … , �#�: lexicographical optimization of objectives �>, �@, … , �#. The order indicates 

that �> is optimised first, then �@ is optimized subject to non-deterioration in �> and so on until 

�#.  

3. � −Constraint Optimisation 

The � −Constraint is another important approach in which only one objective is optimized at a 

time, while all others are kept as constraints with a pre-determined bound on their minimum or 

maximum possible values. In other terms, it optimizes one objective while maintaining 

maximum or minimum acceptable levels for all others. These levels are known as the �-values or 

�-bounds for each objective. These values are hard to set correctly and definitively depend on the 

combination of objectives and on the scheduling problem at hand. Generally, large (or small) 

values for the � -bounds allow for larger feasible regions when optimizing the chosen objective 

and therefore, better objective values. However, this usually sacrifices all other � - bounded 

criteria. Equally important is the choice of which objective to optimize first. Some of these 

disadvantages are clearly onset by the fact that in this method a single objective is optimized at 

each run, needing only an existing effective single-objective algorithm [2]. An example with 

three minimization objectives is given next:  
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 min�>, (2.47) 

�. �.	 
 �@ ≤ �@, (2.48) 

 �B ≤ �B. (2.49) 

 

4. Goal Programming 

Goal programming (sometimes referred to as goal-attainment approach) is a methodology, 

similar, but intrinsically different to the previous lexicographic or �-constraint approaches. It can 

be known as a generalization where each objective is associated with a given goal or target value 

to be gained. A new objective function -referred to as achievement function is constructed where 

the deviations from these set of target values are minimized. Note that, it is accepted that the 

decision-maker is going to assume that some sacrifices will be necessary as achieving all goals 

will not be possible [2]. From the perspective of mathematical programming, an example with 

one minimization objective (�>), another maximization objective (�@) and an equality objective 

(�B) is given [2]: 

 min!!> + ��@ + !!B + ��B, (2.50) 

 

 �> = 8> + !!>, (2.51) 

 

 �@ = 8@ − ��@, (2.52) 

 

 �B = 8B + !!B − ��B. (2.53) 

 

Note that 8>, 8@	and 8B are the target values of objectives �>, �@ and	�B, respectively. Similarly, 

the variables 'DD' and 'EE ' modelise the defect and excess values below or above the desired 

target values, respectively [2]. Therefore, by minimizing the Sum of !!> + ��@ + !!B + ��B , 

it can be ensured, that all three objectives are as close as possible to their desired goals. Goal 
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programming shares the same dimensionality problems with the weighted combination of 

objectives. In the previous example, the objective min !!> + ��@ + !!B + ��B assumes that all 

deviations are measured in the same units, or alternatively, the orders of magnitude in which 

each objective is measured are comparable. If this is not the case, the same normalization 

problems appear [2]. 

 5. Pareto Optimization 

Pareto Optimization models give the decision-maker with the Pareto front. Hence not only one 

solution, but many are given to the decision-maker. Achieving a good Pareto set approximation 

is extremely complicated. Note that many scheduling models with a single-objective are already 

of the NP-hard class. Accordingly, achieving many Pareto solutions is usually hard for most 

scheduling settings. Second, the cardinality of the Pareto front might be extremely large, making 

the choice of the solution to be applied in practice hard [2]. Approaches to multi-criteria 

problems can be widely classified into three categories which mostly depend on when and how 

the user intervenes: 

• A priori approach: There is user intervention before the optimization run. This 

information is in the form of user preferences. 

• Interactive optimization methods: The user intervention occurs during the optimization 

run. 

• A posteriori method: The user is presented a as complete as possible Pareto front. The 

user selects the desired trade-off solution to be implemented in practice from the	front. 
In the 'a priori' category, the user must provide some information in order to guide the search. 

This information often encompasses objective preferences or weights. The 'a priori' optimization 

methods often require a single optimization run and usually one single solution is achieved as a 

result. This single solution already considers the information and preferences given by the user. 

A priori multi-objective method is very interesting as much of the work and results achieved in 

the single-objective scheduling literature can be reused. The biggest disadvantage is that the 'a 

priori' information must be precise and must reflect the preferences of the user accurately. Many 

times, it is not possible to provide this information without any knowledge of the resulting 

sequences and solutions. A possible workaround to this problem is to implement a loop in which 

the user provides information; a solution is achieved and later analyzed. Should this solution fail 
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to address the user's preferences, the 'a priori' information can be updated correspondingly and a 

new solution can be achieved. But in the 'a posteriori' approach, the user is presented with the 

Pareto front (or at least an approximation of such Pareto front). The user can then analyze as 

many solutions as desired with the help of graphical tools so as to choose the solution to be 

implemented in practice. This is an ideal approach as no preferences or any a priori information 

is needed. 

Nevertheless, this approach is not exempt of problems. First, calculating an approximation of the 

Pareto front might be computationally challenging. Let us not forget that any a posteriori multi-

objective optimism has to gain not only one but also many dominant solutions that sufficiently 

cover the objective space. Due to these problems, most a posteriori optimization method is often 

limited to two simultaneous objectives. Furthermore, there is a lingering problem over 

information. Given a load of dominant solutions, the user can easily become overwhelmed by the 

quantity of information. However, there are some techniques that can be used to cluster solutions 

in the objective space so to present the user only a certain number of selected solutions [2]. 

Lastly, the interactive approaches look for amalgamating the advantages of the two previous 

categories. With some limited information, an optimization run is done, and a solution is 

presented to the user. After surveying the solution, the user provides further information, like 

where to go, what to enforce or what to avoid. A second optimization is run, and another solution 

is presented to the user. The process goes on as much as the user wants or until he or she finds an 

acceptable solution. With proper training, very good solutions can be achieved. This 

methodology allows the user to include advanced human knowledge in the process. Surprisingly, 

not many interactive approaches have been proposed in the multi-objective scheduling literature. 

The different classes of models can be analyzed under the light of the approaches in which these 

models may be embedded [2]: 

• Basically, LCC models fall within the ‘a priori’ approach. Namely, the weights of the 

different objectives must be given to formulate the model. However, these models can be 

enclosed into an interactive approach where at each iteration the weights are changed 

based on the opinion of the decision-maker, to lead the search towards new solutions [2]. 
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• Lexicographical optimization needs very little data, but it should be still considered as an 

'a priori' technique since the user must provide, in the very least, the order of the 

objectives to optimize. 

• �-constraint models are often considered as enough for a priori approaches. However, 

many authors also pinpoint the need to run the method several times when adjusting the � 

-bounds, which effectively turns the technique into an interactive approach. Under 

specific scenarios and following certain - actually, strict - conditions [12] the �-constraint 

method can generate the Pareto set.  

• Goal programming is clearly an 'a priori' method since aspiration levels or goals for each 

objective have to be set. 

• Pareto optimization is the typical example of an 'a posteriori' approach. Once the 

decision-maker is presented a set of dominant solutions, he or she knows that each given 

solution is a non-dominated solution and that improving one objective always leads to a 

deterioration of the other objectives and in such a case, the closest non-dominated 

solution is accessible in the given Pareto front approximation. The 'a posteriori' decision 

is then decreased to selecting one of the non-dominated solutions to be implemented in 

practice. Figure 8 shows the complexity of multi-criteria models [2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Complexity hierarchy of multi-criteria models 
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2.4. Due date determination 

Scheduling problems may be categorized based on various schemes. Scheduling problems can be 

classified as static vs. dynamic, deterministic vs. stochastic, single-processor vs. multi-processor 

facilities and theory vs. practice [13]. Cheng and Gupta [14] surveyed both static and dynamic 

scheduling problems regarding due date determination decision variables. A scheduling problem 

has a set of machines N = {�$	| j = 1,2, …, m} and a set of jobs, J = { G�	|   j = 1,2, …, n}. Each 

job E	is characterized by processing times �� ,the release time �$, and due date O$. The symbol ��, 
�� and !� are usually used to denote the completion time, tardiness and earliness, of job E 
respectively. In a job shop production system, each job on arrival is assigned a due date for 

delivery before it is actually released to the system. The literature reveals that a variety of 

decision rules has been recommended to set due dates. These due date assignment procedures 

can be classified as follows: 

2.4.1 Exogenous  

In this case, the due dates are assigned by some independent external agency and are reported 

upon arrival of the job. They are fixed and given features of a job. Two kinds of due-date 

assignment methods have been studied in this category: 

• Constant (CON): all jobs are given exactly the same flow allowance. 

• Random (RAN): the flow allowance for a job is randomly assigned. 

These two rules can be expressed in notational form as follows: 

 CON:		O� = �� + :′, (2.54) 

 RAN: O� = �� + 7� , 
 

(2.55) 

Where :′ is a constant and for job j, 7� 		is a random number, �� 	is arrival time and O� is the due 

date. But these two methods ignore any information about jobs already in the system, future jobs, 

or the structure of the shop itself.  

2.4.2 Endogenous 

In this case, the due dates are set internally by the scheduler as each job arrives, based on job 

characteristics, shop status information and an estimate of job flowtime. Following are some due 

date assignment methods which fall into this case: 
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TWK (Total Work content): Due dates are based on total work content. 

SLK (Slack): Jobs are given flow allowances that reflect equal waiting times or equal 

slacks. 

NOPTBF (Number of Operations to be Performed): Due dates are determined based on 

number of operations to be performed on the job.  

These methods can be written in notational form as follows: 

 TWK:  O� = �� + :′<� , 
 

(2.56) 

 SLK:  O� = �� + <� + 	:′ 
 

(2.57) 

 NOP:  O� = �� + :′.′� 
 

(2.58) 

Where .′� is the number of operations of job j and <� is processing time of job j. These due date 

assignment methods take into account job characteristics in one form or another. If compared 

with exogenously established due dates, these methods are generally found to be superior, as 

observed by Conway [15]. 

There is another class of due-date assignment method, which considers shop status information, 

i.e. information about jobs already in the system, see [16] and [17]. Many researchers have 

claimed improved performance resulting from this type of methods, including:  

 (i) JIQ (Job in Queue): Due dates are determined based on current queue lengths in the system 

[18]. 

(ii) JIS (Job in System): Due dates are determined based on information on number of jobs in the 

system [19].  

(iii) PPW (Process time Plus Wait): Due dates are determined based on information on waiting 

time in the system [20]. 
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For more details, see [14]. A key issue is to obtain due dates reasonableness, which is defined as 

a measure of the due date performance reflected on the capability of the system to obtain an 

arbitrary set of due date [21]. Two aspects of due date performance can be considered: delivery 

reliability and delivery speed [22]. Delivery reliability is the ability to consistently meet 

promised delivery dates [23]. If the resulting due date is based on the completion time of jobs in 

the sequence, there is a high probability to achieve delivery reliability. Delivery speed is the 

ability to deliver orders to the customer with shortest lead times (lead time being the difference 

between the release time and the due date of a job, so if the completion times are minimized, it 

can be guaranteed the best delivery speed [24]. Therefore, these concepts determine the stability 

of manufacturing lead times and consequently a firm's strategic competencies at a micro level 

[25]. Obtaining reasonableness of due dates is not a trivial issue. It is related to the order 

acceptance mechanism as well as to the method selected to set the due dates.   

Moreover, both concepts are related to the workload of the system, since the capacity of the 

system to process new orders depends on the number of jobs that are currently being processed, 

on the number of orders waiting to be processed, and on the estimated time to until machines are 

ready to process these new orders [1]. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the workload, with 

continuous information update, and integrated due date setting can be mostly adopted when high 

delivery time performance must be guaranteed [26]. The comprehensive understanding of the 

internal systems, processes and characteristics of order arrivals are key issues to provide 

effectively due dates for sequencing decisions [27]. By scheduling and due date setting in a 

correct way, it is possible to find an ideal schedule in which all jobs finish exactly on their 

assigned due dates, satisfying the customer without risks. Once due dates are accepted by the 

customer and considered as firm and taking into account that the manufacturing system is 

dynamic (implying changes or new conditions), it is possible to carry out a new scheduling 

process considering due date related objectives in order to keep the previously established due 

date. 

Order management implies taking some decisions in the process of order capture, when the firm 

establishes a negotiation process with the customer. These decisions affect the scheduling 

process and consequently, the due dates of the jobs belonging to the order and possibly, other 

jobs in the system. A careful determination of the due date in the course of sales negotiations 
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with a customer is clearly an important task for the firm [28]. In this regard, this negotiation 

process can take place in two different situations: 

1. The due dates are dictated by the customer. In this case it is usual to consider several 

penalty costs within the scheduling objective in order to keep the established due dates, 

which helps to maintain a good image among the customers [29]. Therefore, the costs are 

associated with the failure of completing a job on its promised delivery date (these can be 

tangible costs such as e.g. clerical work, plant overtime, as well as intangible costs such 

as e.g. contractual penalty, loss of goodwill, dwindled customer satisfaction, etc.), and 

with completing jobs early, since it means bearing the costs of holding unnecessary 

inventories and storage costs (see[14] and [30]). 

2. The due dates can be negotiated with the customer. In this case, the firm can suggest a 

due date based on the schedule of the jobs considering the current workload of the 

system. 

Beseids, the due date setting is a decision function of special significance in the scheduling 

problems [14]. This problem has received considerable attention in the last years due to the 

introduction of new methods of inventory management such as Just-in-Time (JIT) concepts [26] 

An essential value for the customers is that the due dates are both relatively soon in the future 

and can be met reliably (see [31] and [2]), so being an important tool for the company acquisition 

and retention of customer orders [32]. A late due date facilitates the scheduling problem and 

reduces tardiness costs, but has often important revenue consequences, since it reflects a lower 

service level and incurs in an obvious penalty for the supplier [33]. Setting the due date early 

results in a difficult scheduling problem and if it cannot be met, the tardiness of jobs results in 

contractual penalties, loss of credibility and customer goodwill, causing damages to the 

company's image and consequently loss of clients [11]. 

Many recent studies consider due date assignment as part of the scheduling process becouse the 

ability to control due dates is a major factor for improving system performance [31]. The most 

common due date assignment methods used in manufacturing include (i) the common (or 

constant) due date assignment method (usually referred to as CON), where all the jobs are 

assigned the same due date; (ii) the slack due date assignment method (usually referred to as 

SLK), where the jobs are given an equal flow allowance that reflects equal waiting time (i.e., 

equal slacks); and (iii) the unrestricted (or different) due date assignment method (usually 
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referred to as DIF), where each job can be assigned a different due date with no restrictions [31]. 

Most previous papers considered common due date assignment methods and tried to minimize 

the mean absolute deviation of job completion times about the pre-specified common due date. 

Sundararaghavan and Ahmed [34] presented the problem of minimizing Mean Absolute 

Deviation (MAD) of job completion times about a common due date (d) and proposed an 

algorithm to determine an optimal schedule under a restrictive assumption on the due date. 

Bagchi et. al. [35] extend this discussion to identical parallel machines and presented an 

algorithm which can provide all optimal schedules. Hall [36] addressed the MAD problem over a 

large range of due dates. Later several researchers like [see 37-39] worked on the MAD problem. 

However, considering a common due date for all jobs is not always recommended, especially 

when the processing times of different jobs on different machines are very different, because in 

this case, a common due date results in large earliness for some jobs and large tardiness for the 

others. In this case, for the proposed flow shop scheduling problem, a modification of TWK 

method is applied, which is suitable for a permutation flow shop scheduling problem. With the 

aid of this method, the proper due dates considering processing times of jobs and their arrival 

times can be calculated. Based on this method due dates can be determined based on the 

following equation: 

 O� = �� + 99∑ <$��$h> . 

 

(2.59) 

Here, �$ is the arrival time of job j and <$� is the processing time of job j on machine i, and KK is 

a constant parameter. KK can be varied from 0 (in this case there is very tight due dates and a lot 

of tardiness) to infinity (where there are loose due dates and no tardiness, but the results are also 

economically not meaningful, especially in a competitive market where it should be negotiated 

about delivery times with the customers). By varying KK from 0 to infinity it can be seen:  

• How the shift from tardiness to earliness takes place, 

• How the variability of reaching due dates develops if the value of KK is varied. 

• This gives the following approach: all objective functions related to due date only depend 

on KK- for a given job sequence or the best one for a certain measure. 

• A smart aspect of this approach refers to the application: the order management system of 

a company is able to provide all customers with a quick answer concerning  due dates: It 
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is just (O� = �� + 99∑ <$��$h> � with exactly one parameter KK for all possible orders. 

This makes the approach attractive for practical implementation. 

In section 5.1.1 some numerical examples are given which show how to apply KK to find the 

proper due date for each job.   
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3. Variability in scheduling systems 
 

Based on Little’s law (Throughput (TH) = Work in Process (WIP)/ Cycle Time (CT)), it is 

possible to have the same throughput with long cycle time and high WIP or short cycle time and 

low WIP. Obviously, short cycle time with low WIP system is preferable. But what causes the 

difference? The answer is variability. But what is variability? Why is variability important and 

what causes variability especially in a production system? These questions are answered by 

Hopp and Spearman [10]. The authors give a formal definition of variability in their book. 

Variability is the quality of non-uniformity of a class of entities. For example, a group of 

individuals who all weight exactly the same has no variability in weight, while a group with 

vastly different weights is highly variable in this regard. In manufacturing systems, there are 

many features in which variability is of interest. Process times, machine failure/repair times, 

quality measures, temperatures, material hardness, setup times, and so on are examples of 

characteristics that are prone to non-uniformity. In other terms, all different uncertainties in both 

environmental and internal parameters can cause variability in the system. It can be concluded 

that variability is tied to randomness. Therefore, to understand the causes of variability, first the 

concept of randomness is needed to be understandable. Hopp and Spearman [10] defined two 

types of randomness: apparent randomness and true randomness. If the first case is considered, it 

means, that systems behave randomly because there is incomplete information. An example here 

is when there is not enough market information, but still some forecasting for future demand can 

be done. In this case demand uncertainty or randomness can be handled to some extent. The very 

notion of a process being truly random gives most people trouble. How can something occur that 

is independent of its initial conditions? Does this not violate the notion of cause and effect? It is 

interesting to make some observations about the nature of randomness. In this interpretation, 

there is a universe that behaves randomly. In other words, having a complete description of the 

universe is not enough to predict the future. At best, these can provide only statistical estimates 

of what will happen. Additionally, identical starting conditions may not yield identical futures. 

Because of the apparent violation of the principle of cause and effect, this perspective has been 

roundly criticized in philosophical circles. In spite of whether randomness is elemental or 

because of lack of knowledge, the effects are the same; many facets of life, including 

manufacturing management, are inherently unforeseeable. This means that the results of 
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management actions can never be guaranteed. In fact, starting with the same conditions and 

using the same control policy on different days may well lead to different outcomes. 

But the difference between elemental randomness and lack of information has practical 

implications. If the forecast error is due to randomness, then no value of extra information is 

going to make the forecast better. For example, assuming a device is produced, used by people 

who have a chronic disease and these people order the device directly from the producer, the 

consumers using the internet to order this product. When they decide to order the device, it is up 

to them. Then, if there are no large changes in the population of those with this disease and if 

there is a captive market because of certain patents, the producer would expect a stable but 

random demand. In fact, it would be expected, that the demand to be exactly Poisson-distributed 

because of the large population involved. This does not mean that the demand is known exactly, 

but it would be known its probability distribution. However, it is not allowed to forget about 

managing the factory because of randomness and uncertainties. It means that some robust 

policies should be considered. A robust policy is one that works well most of the time. This 

differs from an optimal policy, which is the best policy for a specific set of conditions. A robust 

policy is seldom optimal but is usually ‘quite good’. Whereas, an optimal policy may perform 

very well for the set of conditions for which it was designed but work very poorly for many 

others. Unfortunately, more and more detailed tools are presented to optimize random processes. 

These are called, variously, finite capacity modules and advanced planning and optimization 

(APO) systems. There is no surprise that these tools over and over result in a bad schedule. 

Therefore, investment in such tools usually results in spending a large value of money for 

software and integration with few tangible results. A more effective tool for the manager is good 

probabilistic intuition. This, combined with powerful and robust polices, will lead to 

improvement performance notwithstanding the randomness present. Variability in a scheduling 

system could be in processing times, in flow times, in tardiness or in differences of the 

completion time of each job and its due date. To determine strategies for managing production 

systems to cope with variability, it is important to first understand the causes of variability and 

be informed about the consequences of not taking care of variability in the system. The most 

prevalent sources of variability in manufacturing environment are introduced in Hopp and 

Spearman[10] as follows: 
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• Natural Variability which includes minor fluctuations in process time due to differences 

in operators, machines, and material 

• Random outages 

• Setups 

• Operator availability 

• Rework 

The authors discussed each of these causes separately below. To choose the right strategies to 

cope with variability, first the cause of variability should be determined.  

Natural variability is the variability inherent in natural process time, which excludes random 

downtimes, setups, or any other external influences. In another term, this is a catch-all category, 

because it accounts for variability from sources that have not been obviously called out (e.g., a 

piece of dust in the operator’s eyes). Since many of these unidentified sources of variability are 

related to operators, hence there is obviously more natural variability in a manual process than in 

an automated one. But even in the most tightly controlled processes, there is always some natural 

variability. For instance, in fully automated matching operations, the composition of the material 

might differ, causing processing speed to vary slightly. Natural process times are only the 

starting point to evaluate effective process times. In any real production system, workstations are 

exposed to various detractors, including machine downtime, setups, operator unavailability, and 

so on. This affects consequently the completion times and causes more tardiness. As a 

conclusion here, it can be agreed on this fact, that natural causes can cause variability in different 

manufacturing parameters, namely, completion times, processing times, tardiness and earliness, 

etc.  

The next source causing variability is Preemptive Outages (Breakdowns). In the high-variability 

example discussed earlier, unscheduled downtimes can greatly inflate both the mean and the 

Coefficient of Variation (CV) of effective process times. With no doubt, in many systems, this is 

the single largest cause of variability. The good news is that there are often practical ways to 

decrease its effects. A breakdown is a preemptive outage because they happen whether they are 

wanted or not. Power outages, operators being called away on emergencies, and running out of 

use (e.g. cutting oil) are other possible sources of preemptive outages. These have similar effects 

on the behavior of production lines. Therefore, they can be combined and treated all as machine 
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breakdowns in the fashion discussed (i.e., include outages due to these other sources as well as 

true machine breakdowns, when completing Mean Time to Failure (MMTF) and Mean Time to 

Repair (MTTR). A non-preemptive outage is the next cause of variability. Non-preemptive 

outages show downtimes that will inevitability happen. On the contrary, a preemptive outage, 

which might be caused by a catastrophic failure of a machine or when the machine becomes 

radically out of adjustment, forces a stoppage whether or not the current job is completed. An 

example of a non-preemptive outage happens if a tool starts to become dull and needs to be 

replaced or when the mask used to expose a circuit board begins to wear out. In situations like 

these it can be waited until the current piece or job is finished before stopping production. 

Process changeovers (setups) can be considered as non-preemptive outages when they happen 

due to changes in the production process (such as changing a mask) as opposed to changes in the 

product. Changeovers due to changes in the product (e.g. setting up for a new part) are more 

under our control (it can be decided how many to make before changing to a new part). Other 

non-preemptive outages consist of preventive maintenance, breaks, operator meetings, and shift 

changes. These typically take place between jobs, rather than during them. Non-preemptive 

outages need somewhat different treatment than preemptive outages. Another important source 

of variability in manufacturing systems in quality problems is rework. Rework on a single 

workstation is the simplest quality case to analyze. This happens when a workstation performs a 

task and then checks to see whether the task was done correctly. If it was not, the task is 

repeated. If additional processing time spent ‘getting the job right’ as an outage is considered, it 

is easy to see that this situation is equivalent to a non-preemptive outage case. Hence, rework has 

analog effects to those of setups, namely, that it both robs capacity and contributes greatly to the 

variability of the effective process times. 

Variability exists in all production systems and can have a huge influence on performance. For 

this reason, the ability to measure, understand and manage variability is necessary to effective 

manufacturing management. Hopp and Spearman [10] introduces different metrics which can 

measure variability in a scheduling system: coefficient of variation, square coefficient of 

variation, variance of tardiness, etc. At a first glance, it seems that the coefficient of variation can 

be a proper metric to measure the variability in tardiness and helps a scheduling system to have a 

good balance between mean tardiness and variance of tardiness and concequently tends to 

increase reliability in the system, but this is not always correct. In a flow shop scheduling 
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system, there can be two feasible solutions with the same expected value. One of these solutions 

has a smaller variance of tardiness than the other one. It is obvious that the sequence with small 

variance of tardiness is better than the sequence with a larger variance of tardiness.  

 

 

 

Figure 9. two feasible solutions with equal expected value but different values of variance of tardiness 

If variability by coefficient of variation (CV) is measured, it can be seen, that variability in the 

first sequence with smaller variance is less than the coefficient of the variation in the second 

sequence with a larger variance of tardiness.  
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But now if two solutions with the same value of the variance of tardiness are considered and 

different expected values For example, the first solution has smaller mean tardiness than the 

second solution, then  the sequence with the smaller mean tardiness is better than the sequence 

with the larger mean tardiness. However, the coefficient of variation for the first solution (better 

Solution) is larger than the the coefficient of variation for the second solution. It means, 

considering this metric may results to choose the worse solution. 

 

 

Figure 10. Two feasible solutions with the equal variance but different values of expected value of tardiness 
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This simple example shows that the coefficient of variation is not the proper metric for 

measuring variability in tardiness. Therefore, variance of tardiness as a metric to measure the 

variability of tardiness is considered. 

In recent years reducing variability in a production system is one of the important issues (see 

[40], [41-42] and [8]). Li et. al. [43] surveyed inventory variability. Parsons and Sevcik [44] 

considered variability in service time. Noland and Polak [45] reviewed both the theory and the 

empirical results of several projects that have estimated coefficients on various measures of 

variability using stated preference techniques. This review focused on issues regarding the theory 

and empirical analysis of travel time variability. Gulati et. al. [46] considered throughput 

variability.  

3.1 Variability of completion time 

 

Non-regular performance measures in scheduling research have obtained significant importance 

in recent times [47]. A regular measure is a function of job completion times which is to be 

minimized and its value can increase only when at least one of the completion times increases. 

Some of these include mean tardiness, number of tardy jobs, and mean flow time. They do not 

impose any penalties for jobs completing early and do consider only the tardiness penalties. 

Earliness costs are relevant where uniformity in service is required and non-regular performance 

measures consider both earliness and tardiness penalties [47]. The value of a non-regular 

performance measure can decrease when one or more completion times increase. They are 

consistent with Just-in-Time philosophy. Completion Time Variance (CTV) and Mean Squared 

Deviation (MSD) are two important non-regular performance measures. Optimization of CTV 

and MSD ensures the job’s completion as close as possible to each other and the common due 

date respectively. 

Bagchi et al. [48] showed that the unconstrained MSD problem is equivalent to the CTV 

problem. The CTV problem has been extensively studied in the literature. If ��	 denotes the 

completion of job j in a sequence, the Completion Time Variance (CTV) can be defined as  

 ��� = 1
. p�[�] − �̅q@,								oℎ7�7 

(3.3) 
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The non-preemptive single machine scheduling problem to minimize the completion time 

variance was first introduced by Merton and Muller [9]. They analyzed the variance of flow-time 

and variance of waiting time performance measures for a single machine sequencing problem. 

These measures were compared and contrasted to the performance measures of mean flowtime 

and mean waiting time. They proved that the variance of job completion times remains the same, 

when the order of the last (n-1) jobs in a sequence are reversed. This assumption was later 

proved by Hall and Kubiak [43].  

Eilon and Chowdhury [18] proved that the variance minimizing schedule must be V-shaped. A 

schedule is V-shaped when all jobs preceding the shortest job are in descending order of 

processing times and all jobs succeeding the shortest job are in ascending order of processing 

times. Many researchers investigated the CTV problem using this V-shaped property of an 

optimal schedule. De et al. [50] developed a pseudo-polynomial algorithm to solve this problem 

and obtained optimal solutions up to a size of 100 job. Viswanathkumar and Srinivasan [40] 

proposed a branch and bound algorithm to solve the problem. Srirangacharyulu and Srinivasan 

[51] proposed some heuristics for CTV minimization in a single machine and multi machine 

(identical parallel machines) systems. They also presented an analysis of the worst-case 

performance of their heuristic for the single machine problem. Muhittin and Malouin [52] 

focused on scheduling nj jobs on two identical parallel machines to minimize completion time 

variance (CTV). The authors considered the unrestricted version of the problem. The problem is 

said to be restricted when a machine is not allowed to remain idle when jobs are available for 

processing. It may be necessary to delay the start of job processing on a machine to reduce the 

completion time deviations. This gives rise to the unrestricted version of the problem. The 

authors discussed several properties of an optimal schedule for the problem. In this paper, the 

authors developed a lower bound on CTV for a known partial schedule and propose a branch and 

bound algorithm to solve the problem. Optimal solutions are obtained, and the results are 

reported. Chandraskaran and Ponnambalam [41] presented a new particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) to solve the multi-objective flow shop scheduling problem. They considered minimizing 
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of makespan, total flowtime and completion time variance simultaneously. The performance of 

the proposed methodology has been tested by solving benchmark scheduling problems available 

in the literature. The proposed methodology is guided to search a set of non-dominated solutions 

close to the Pareto front. The search capability of the proposed PSO algorithm is enhanced using 

a local search mechanism. Gajpal and Rajendran [42] considered a problem of scheduling in 

permutation flowshops to minimize the completion time variance of jobs and solve it the authors 

presented an Ant-Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. They proved that their new proposed 

ant-colony algorithm gives promising and better results, on average, as compared to those 

solutions given by the existing ant-colony algorithms and the existing heuristic for the 

permutation flowshop scheduling problem under study. Hopp and Spearman [10] defined 

variability in their book as the quality of non-uniformity of a class of entities. For example, a 

group of individuals who all weight exactly the same has no variability in weight, while a group 

with vastly different weight is highly variable in this regard. In manufacturing systems, there are 

many attributes in which variability is of interest. Process times, machine failure/repair times, 

quality measures, temperatures, material hardness, setup times, and so on are examples of 

characteristics that are prone to non-uniformity. Leisten and Rajendran [8] introduced a new 

objective function to measure the variability of completion time differences which intends to 

smooth the differences between the completion times of each two consecutively scheduled jobs 

in a permutation flow shop setting. The authors introduced a variability-oriented objective 

function in job scheduling. This objective function integrates homogeneity and uniformity 

aspects into scheduling. One results of the analysis of this new objective function, based on small 

numerical study, is that uniformity (or low variability) probably is in a severe goal conflict to 

makespan and at least partly, also to flowtime. They presented a heuristic which turns out to be 

the best among twenty heuristics considered based on an analysis using the well-known Talillard 

test-bed.  

Variance and variability as objective functions in scheduling systems have only covered 

completion time related objective functions so far. In this research this issue is expanded to due 

date or more specific tardiness related objective functions and increase homogeneity and 

uniformity aspects in a scheduling system. One of the goals of this research is to answer this 

question whether variability of tardiness is in severe conflict with other tardiness related 

objective functions such as total tardiness or number of tardy jobs. Since variance of tardiness is 
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considered as a measurement of variability in tardiness, in continue, a review on this objective 

function is presented to see how the previous papers considered variance of tardiness so far. 

3.2  Variance of tardiness 

 

Here a review on the papers which so far have considered variance of tardiness in a scheduling 

system is presented. The variance of tardiness is often given special attention because a mean 

reducing dispatching rule might be of little practical value. If it produces a high value of variance 

in tardiness, it would cause difficulties in making fairly accurate prediction of the eventual 

completion time of a job. Muhittin and Malouin [52] considered variance of tardiness as a 

measurement to evaluate a new dispatching rule named SPT-T in a job shop scheduling system. 

Later, Holthaus [53] considered variance of tardiness also with the purpose of evaluating a new 

dispatching rule. The author considered the design and simulation-based analysis of dispatching 

rules for scheduling in dynamic job shops. The author developed new dispatching rules based on 

the combination of well-known rules. In order to evaluate the performance of the dispatching 

rules, the criteria of mean and maximum flowtime, variance of flowtime, mean and maximum 

tardiness, percentage of tardy jobs and variance of tardiness have been selected. The results of 

the simulation study reveal that the simple structured combination rules are quite efficient. 

Again, the author considered variance of tardiness as a measurement to determine whether the 

new developed objective functions are efficient or not. It can also be reoffered to [54-58], as 

more papers considering variance of tardiness to of evaluate dispatching rules. Qiu and Lau [59] 

also considered variance of tardiness as a measurement to evaluate some dispatching rules but, 

what makes this paper more interesting is that they considered variance of tardiness next to the 

other three objective functions related to tardiness, i.e. mean tardiness, number of tardy jobs and 

maximum tardiness. All objective functions have been used to compare some dispatching rules 

to find the best one for a dynamic job shop scheduling problem. That could be an emphasis on 

the importance of variance of tardiness next to other objective functions. Later Zhao and Li [22] 

presented a comparative study on the performance of scheduling rules in job shop. Four new 

dispatching rules were proposed and have used variance of tardiness next to three other 

measurements, mean tardiness, maximum tardiness, and proportion of tardy jobs, to evaluate the 

performance of various scheduling rules. Breakdown level and shop load level were considered 

in the comparative study. The simulation result indicated the performance of dispatching rules is 
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being affected by breakdown level and shop load level. Once again, variance of tardiness has 

been considered as a measurement to evaluate new dispatching rules for a dynamic scheduling. 

Mirabedini and Iranmanesh [60] considered variance of tardiness as an objective function next to 

other objectives such as primitive maintenance (PM) costs, makespan, and variance cost. They 

presented a new method of PM scheduling in two modes for more precise and better machine 

maintenance, as pieces must be replaced or repaired. Since PM scheduling is an NP-hard 

problem, they used a dynamic Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve their proposed model and 

presented another heuristic algorithm (particle swarm optimization) against which to compare 

the GA’s answer. In the end, a numerical example showed that the presented method is very 

useful in implementing and maintaining machines and devices. It should be mentioned, that in 

this paper the authors focused on variance of tardiness only with the scope of maintenance issues 

but not regarding other objective functions related to due date issues. It can be concluded from 

the literature review, that so far variance of tardiness has been considered mostly in a dynamic 

environment as a measurement to determine whether a dispatching rule is efficient or not. In 

contrast, the focus of this research is to find the correlation between variance of tardiness and 

other due date related objective functions in a deterministic flow shop scheduling system and 

finally to find a good compromise between all considered objective functions. 
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4 An Introduction on two evolutionary algorithms: NSGAII and 

SPEA2 
 

Note that many scheduling models with a single-objective are already of the NP-hard class [2]. 

The multi objective scheduling problem considered in this research is consequently also of NP-

hard class and exact algorithms cannot find the optimum solution. Therefore, two evolutionary 

algorithms are applied. These algorithms are NSGAII and SPEA2. Among all existed 

evolutionary algorithms (for example indicator-based evolutionary algorithm, multi-objective 

Genetic Algorithm, and hypervolume-based evolutionary algorithm), these two algorithms are 

chosen because of two reasons. Firstly, both algorithms are population-based algorithms and at 

the end, they present instead of one single near optimum solution, a pareto set of solutions which 

help to have more flexibility to find a compromise between all objective functions. Secondly, 

these algorithms have been used mostly in flow shop scheduling literature ([61], [62-66]) 

In this chapter these two presented evolutionary algorithms (NSGAII and SPEA2) based on 

reference papers will be introduced. In section 4.1, based on Deb et al. [67], an introduction on 

NSGAII is given. 

4.1 Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA II)  

 

This algorithm is proposed to solve multiple objective problems by finding a set of optimal 

solutions (largely known as Paretooptimal \solutions). In a Pareto-optimal set, in the lack of any 

further information, one of these Pareto optimal solutions cannot be claimed to be better than the 

other. This leads us to find as many Pareto-optimal solutions as possible. By classical 

optimization methods (including the multi-criterion decision-making methods) the multi-

objective optimization problem can be converted to a single-objective optimization problem by 

considering one specific Pareto-optimal solution at a time. When such a method is to be used for 

finding multiple solutions, it must be used many times, hopefully finding a better solution at each 

simulation run [67]. Some multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been 

proposed so far. The primary reason is their ability to find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in 

one single simulation run. In this section based on Deb et al. [67], a detailed description of 

NSGAII is presented. 
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The evolutionary algorithms (EAs) work with a population of solutions. Therefore, a simple EA 

can be extended to maintain a variety set of solutions. With focusing on moving toward the true 

Pareto-optimal area, an EA can be used to find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in one single 

simulation run. The non-domination sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) presented in 

Srirangacharyulu and Srinivasan [68] was one of the first such EAs. Deb et al. [67] gave three 

important criticisms on the NSGA approach as follows: 

a) High computational complexity of non-domination sorting: The non-domination sorting 

algorithm has a computational complexity of O (��B) (where � is the number of objectives and 

� is the population size). Therefore, NSGA is computationally expensive for large population 

sizes. This large complexity comes from complexity because of the non-domination sorting 

procedure in every generation  

b) Lack of elitism: The previous results [69-71] show that elitism can speed up the performance 

of the GA considerably, which also can help avoiding the loss of good solutions once they are 

found. 

c) Need for specifying the sharing parameter	5(#�%*: Traditional mechanisms ensuring diversity 

in a population, to get a wide variety of equivalent solutions, have depended mostly on the 

concept of sharing. The main problem with sharing is that it needs the specification of a sharing 

parameter (σ�3���).  

Deb et al. [67] discuss all these issues and present an improved version of NSGA and name it as 

NSGAII. To have a clear presentation of NSGAII, a naive and slow procedure of sorting a 

population into different non-domination levels is presented.  

After that, a fast approach is presented. In a naive approach, to find solutions of the first non-

domination front in a population of size N, each solution can be compared with every other 

solution in the population to see if it is dominated. This needs O (HB) comparisons for each 

solution, where M is the number of objectives. When this process is continued to find all 

members of the first non-domination level in the population, the total complexity is O (��@). At 

this stage, all individuals in the first non-domination front are determined. To identify the 

individuals in the next non-domination front, the solutions of the first front are discounted 

temporarily and the above procedure is repeated. In the worst case, the task of determining the 
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second front also needs O (��@) computations, particularly when O(H) number of solutions 

belong to the second and higher non-domination levels. This argument is true for finding third 

and higher levels of non-domination. Thus, the worst case is when there are fronts and there 

exists only one solution in each front. This needs an overall O (��B) computations. Note that O 

(H) storage is needed for this procedure. For more details, please see Weeks [19]. For each 

solution two entities are calculated:  

1) domination count	.�, the number of solutions which dominate the solution l, 

2) 
�:	a set of solutions that the solution l dominates. This requires O (��@) comparisons. 

All solutions in the first non-domination front will have their domination count as zero. Now, for 

each solution l with .� = 0, each member of its set is visited and decreased its domination count 

by one. In doing so, if for any member the domination count becomes zero, it will be kept in a 

separate list. These members belong to the second non-domination front. Now, this procedure is 

continued with each member and the third front is determined. This process continues until all 

fronts are found [67]. 

For each solution in the second or higher level of non-domination, the domination count	.�, can 

be at most B-1. Thus, each solution l will be visited at most B-1 times before its domination 

count becomes zero. At this point, the solution is assigned a non-domination level and will never 

be visited again [67]. Since there are at most N-1 such solutions, the total complexity is O (�@). 

Thus, the overall complexity of the procedure is O (��@). It is important to note that although 

the time complexity has reduced to O (��@), the storage need has increased to O (�@). 

Regarding diversity preservation, it is mentioned earlier that, along with convergence to the 

Pareto-optimal set, it is also desired that an EA maintains a good spread of solutions in the 

obtained set of solutions. The original NSGA used the well-known sharing function approach, 

which has been found to maintain sustainable diversity in a population with proper setting of its 

related parameters. The sharing function method uses a sharing parameter	5(#�%*, which sets the 

extent of sharing desired in a problem. This parameter is associated with the distance metric 

determined to calculate the proximity measure between two population members. The parameter 

5(#�%* denotes the largest value of that distance metric within which any two solutions share 

each other’s fitness. There are two difficulties with this sharing function approach [67]. 
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1) The performance of the sharing function method in maintaining a spread of solutions 

depends largely on the chosen 5(#�%* value. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Crowding-distance calculation. Points marked in filled circles are solutions of the same non-

dominated front [67] 

 

2) Since each solution must be compared with all other solutions in the population, the overall 

complexity of the sharing function approach is O (�@). 

In the presented NSGA-II, the sharing function approach has been replaced by a crowded-

comparison approach that eliminates both the above difficulties to some extent. The new 

approach does not need any user-defined parameter for maintaining diversity among population 

members. Also, the proposed approach has a better computational complexity. To describe this 

approach, first a density-estimation metric is defined and then the crowded-comparison operator 

is presented [67]. 

The crowding-distance computation needs sorting the population according to the value of each 

objective function in ascending order of magnitude. Therefore, for each objective function, the 

boundary solutions (solutions with the smallest and largest function values) are assigned an 

infinite distance value. All other intermediate solutions are assigned a distance value equal to the 

absolute normalized difference in the function values of two adjacent solutions. This calculation 

is continued with other objective functions. The overall crowding-distance value is calculated as 

the sum of individual distance values related to each objective. Each objective function is 

normalized before calculating the crowding distance. The algorithm outlines the crowding-

distance computation procedure of all solutions in a non-domination set £ [67]. 
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Here, £(l)-h refers to the h-th objective function value of the l-th individual in the set £ and the 

parameters "#��� and "#�$� are the maximum and minimum values of the h-th objective function.  

After all population members in the set £ are assigned a distance metric, two solutions for their 

extent of proximity with other solutions can be compared. A solution with a smaller value of this 

distance measure is, in some sense, more crowded by other solutions. This is exactly what is 

compared in the proposed crowded-comparison operator, described below. 

Although figure 11 illustrates the crowding-distance computation for two objectives, the 

procedure applies to more than two objectives as well [67]. 

The crowded-comparison operator (<�) guides the selection process at the various stages of the 

algorithm toward a uniformly spread-out Pareto-optimal front. Assume that every individual in 

the population has two attributes: 

1) Non-domination rank ( �%��&), 

2) Crowding distance ( �'$(���)*). 

A partial order <�	as � <� �′	if (�%��& < �′%��&�, or (�%��&	= 	�′%��&), and (�'$(���)* � �′'$(���)*� 
is defined as follows: 

That is, between two solutions with differing non-domination ranks, it is preferred the solution 

with the lower (better) rank. Otherwise, if both solutions belong to the same front, then it is 

preferred the solution that is located in a lesser crowded region [67]. 

With these three innovations, a fast-non-domination sorting procedure, a fast-crowded distance 

estimation procedure, and a simple crowded comparison operator, now the NSGA-II algorithm 

and the main loop can be described [67]. Initially, a random parent population is created. The 

population ��} is sorted based on the non-domination. Each solution is assigned a fitness (or 

rank) equal to its non-domination level (1 is the best level, 2 is the next-best level, and so on). 

Therefore, the minimization of fitness is assumed. At first, the usual binary tournament selection, 

recombination, and mutation operators are used to create an offspring population 	} of size B. 

Since elitism is introduced by comparing the current population with previously found best non-

domination solutions, the procedure is different after the initial generation. First the t-th 
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generation of the proposed algorithm is described. The step-by-step procedure shows that 

NSGA-II algorithm is simple and straightforward. First, a combined population //� = �� ∪ 	�	is 

formed, where �� is the population of iteration t and 	�	is the offspring (childern) population of 

iteration t. The population /� is size of 2B. Then, the population //�	is sorted based on non-

domination. Since all previous and the current population members are included in	//� , elitism 

is ensured. Now, solutions belonging to the best non-domination set �>are of best solutions in the 

combined population and must be emphasized more than any other solution in the combined 

population. If the size of �′>	is smaller than B, all members of the set �′�� for the new 

population	���> will be chosen. The remaining members of the population ���> are chosen from 

subsequent non-domination fronts in the order of their ranking. Thus, solutions from the set 

�′@	are chosen next, followed by solutions from the set �′B and so on. This procedure is 

continued until no more sets �′>	can be accommodated. Say that the set �′�� is the last non-

domination set beyond which no other set can be accommodated [19]. In general, the count of 

solutions in all sets from �′�� to �′>	would be larger than the population size. To choose exactly B 

population members, the solutions of the last front ��� will be sorted using the crowded-

comparison operator <� in descending order and choose the best solutions needed to fill all 

population slots. The NSGA-II procedure is also shown in Fig. 8. The new population ���>	of 

size B is now used for selection, crossover, and mutation to create a new population 	��>	of size 

B. It is important to note that a binary tournament selection operator is used, but the selection 

criterion is now based on the crowded-comparison operator <�. Since this operator requires both 

the rank and crowded distance of each solution in the population, these quantities should be 

calculated, while forming the population	���>, as shown in the above algorithm. Consider the 

complexity of one iteration of the entire algorithm. The basic operations and their worst-case 

complexities are as follows: 

a) Non-domination sorting is (O (H�2��@�, 
b) Crowding-distance assignment is O(H(2B) log(2B)), 

c) Sorting on <�is O(2Hlog(2B)). 
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Figure 12. NSGAII procedure  

 

The overall complexity of the algorithm is O (��@�, which is governed by the non-domination 

sorting part of the algorithm. If performed carefully, the complete population of size 2B need not 

be sorted based on non-domination. As soon as the sorting procedure has found enough number 

of solutions in Pareto front set to have B members in ���> , there is no reason to continue with 

the sorting procedure. The diversity among non-domination solutions is introduced by using the 

crowding comparison procedure, which is used in the tournament selection and during the 

population reduction phase [67]. Since solutions compete with their crowding-distance (a 

measure of the density of solutions in the neighborhood), no extra niching parameter (such as 

5(#�%*	needed in the NSGA) is required. Although the crowding distance is calculated in the 

objective function space, it can also be implemented in the parameter space, if desired. 

4.2 Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) 

 

SPEA2 is a modification of SPEA which was developed by Corne et al. [72]. This introduction 

on SPEA2 is based on the original paper by Ziztler et al. [73]. SPEA (Strength Pareto 

Evolutionary Algorithm) forms the basis for SPEA2. Therefore, first a summary of this 

algorithm is given. For further details, please see Zitzler [74]. SPEA is an algorithm for 
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approximating the Pareto-optimal set for multi-objective optimization problems. SPEA applies a 

regular population and an archive (external set). Starting with an initial population and an empty 

archive the following steps are executed per iteration. First, all non-dominated population 

members are copied to the archive; any dominated individuals or duplicates (considering the 

objective values) are deleted from the archive during this update operation. If the size of the 

updated archive exceeds a predefined limit, further archive members are deleted by a clustering 

technique that preserves the characteristics of the non-dominated front. Eventually, fitness values 

are assigned to both archive and population members. Each individual i in the archive is assigned 

a strength value S(l) ∈	[0,1), which at the same time represents its fitness value FF(l). S(l) is the 

number of members j in a population which are dominated by or equal to i for the objective 

values, divided by the population size plus one.  

The fitness FF(l) of an individual l in the population is calculated by summing the strength 

values S(l) of all archive members l that dominate or are equal to l’ and adding one at the end. 

The next step shows the mating selection phase where individuals from the union of population 

and archive are selected using binary tournaments [75]. It should be noted, that fitness is to be 

minimized here, i.e., each individual in the archive has a higher chance to be selected than any 

population member. In the end, after recombination and mutation, the old population is replaced 

by the resulting offspring population. Although SPEA performed well in different comparative 

studies [26], there is still room for improvement as other studies (for example [72]) have shown. 

Especially, the following issues as potential weaknesses of SPEA in Ziztler et al. [73] are 

identified: 

• Fitness assignment: Individuals that are dominated by the same archive members have 

identical fitness values. That means that in the case when the archive contains only a single 

individual, all population members have the same rank independent of whether they 

dominate each other or not. Therefore, the selection pressure is decreased substantially and in 

this particular case SPEA behaves like a random search algorithm. 

• Density estimation: If many individuals of the current generation are indifferent, i.e., do not 

dominate each other, any or very little information can be achieved based on  the partial 

order defined by the dominance relation. In this situation, which is very likely to occur in the 

presence of more than two objectives, density information has to be used in order to guide 
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the search more effectively. Clustering makes use of this information, but only considering 

the archive and not to the population. 

• Archive truncation: Although the clustering technique used in SPEA can decrease the non-

dominated set without destroying its characteristics, it may lose outer solutions. However, 

these solutions should be kept in the archive with purpose of having a good spread of non-

dominated solutions. 

Regarding these issues, the improved algorithm which is called SPEA2 is described elaborately 

as follows: 

SPEA2 was designed by Zitzler et al. [73] to overcome the problems mentioned above. The 

overall algorithm is as follows: 

Input:  B (population size) 

�   (archive size)  

TT (maximum number of generations)  

Output: A non-dominated set 

Step 1: Initialization: Generate an initial population (��}) and create the empty archive 

(external set) ��} = ∅. Set t = 0.  

Step 2: Fitness assignment: Calculate fitness values of individuals in	PP� and P �  
Step 3: Environmental selection: Copy all non-dominated individuals in PP� and P � to P ��>. If 

the size of P ��> exceeds	N  then reduce P ��> by means of the truncation operator. Otherwise if size 

of P ��> is less than N  then fill P ��>with dominated individuals in PP� and P � 
Step 4: Termination: If t ≥ MAXIT or another stopping criterion is satisfied then set A to the set 

of decision vectors represented by the non-dominated individuals in P ��>. Stop 

Step 5: Mating selection: Perform binary tournament selection with replacement on ����>	in o 

Step order to fill the mating pool. 

Step 6: Variation: Apply recombination and mutation operators to the mating pool and set ����> 

to the resulting population. Increment generation counter (t = t+1) and go to Step 2.  

In contrast to SPEA, SPEA2 considers a fine-grained fitness assignment strategy which 

incorporates density information. In addition, the archive size is fixed, i.e., whenever the number 
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of non-dominated individuals is less than the predefined archive size, the archive is filled up by 

dominated individuals; with SPEA, the archive size may vary over time. In addition, the 

clustering technique, which is invoked when the non-dominated front exceeds the archive limit, 

has been replaced by an alternative truncation method which has similar features but does not 

loose boundary points. Details on the environmental selection procedure is described in Zitzler et 

al. [73]. Finally, another difference to SPEA is that only members of the archive participate in 

the mating selection process [24].  

Fitness Assignment: To avoid the situation that individuals dominated by the same archive 

members have identical fitness values, with SPEA2 for each individual both dominating and 

dominated solutions are taken into account. In detail, each individual l in the archive ��� and the 

population ��� is assigned a strength value S(l), representing the number of solutions it 

O�Mg.��7� 

 
��� = |	{�′ ∈ ��� +	��� ∧ � � �′}	| 
 

(4.1) 

Where |·| denotes the cardinality of a set, + stands for multiset union and the symbol > 

corresponds to the Pareto dominance relation. Based on the S values, the raw fitness RF(l) of an 

individual l is calculated: 

 /���� = i 
��′�
�;∈������			�;��

 

 

(4.2) 

That is the raw fitness determined by the strengths of its dominators in both archive and 

population, as opposed to SPEA where only archive members are considered in this context. It is 

important to note that fitness is to be minimized here, i.e., RF(l) = 0 corresponds to a non-

dominated individual, while a high RF(l) value means that l is dominated by many individuals 

(which in turn dominate many individuals). Although the raw fitness assignment provides a sort 

of niching mechanism based on the concept of Pareto dominance, it may fail when most 

individuals do not dominate each other [73]. Therefore, additional density information is 

incorporated to discriminate between individuals having identical raw fitness values. The density 

estimation technique used in SPEA2 is an adaptation of the k-th nearest neighbor method [76], 

where the density at any point is a (decreasing) function of the distance to the k-th nearest data 
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point. Here, simply the inverse of the distance to the k-th nearest neighbor is taken as the density 

estimate [74]. To be more precise, for each individual i the distances (in objective space) to all 

other individuals j in archive and population are calculated and stored in a list. After sorting the 

list in increasing order, the k-th element gives the distance sought, denoted as 5�&. As a common 

setting, k is used equal to the square root of the sample size [76], thus, �� + � . Afterwards, the 

density ����� corresponding to i is defined by 

 ����� = 1
5�& + 2. 

 

(4.3) 

In the denominator, two is added to ensure that its value is greater than zero and that ���� ≤ 1. 

Finally, adding ����� to the raw fitness value /�g�of an individual i yields its fitness �����=: 

�����=	/����+	�����.         (4.4) 

The run-time of the fitness assignment procedure is dominated by the density estimator 

(O(�@logH)), while the calculation of the S and R values is of complexity O (�@), where  

 � = � + ��. (4.5) 

Environmental Selection: The archive update operation (Step 3 in Algorithm 1) in SPEA2 differs 

from the one in SPEA in two respects: i) the number of individuals contained in the archive is 

constant over time, and ii) the truncation method prevents boundary solutions being removed. 

During environmental selection, the first step is to copy all non-dominated individuals, i.e., those 

which have a fitness lower than one, from archive and population to the archive of the next 

generation [74]. 

 ����> = {�|� ∈ ��� + ����>	⋀	����� < 1}. 
 

(4.6) 

If the non-dominated front fits exactly into the archive (|����>| = � ) the environmental selection 

step is completed. Otherwise, there can be two situations: Either the archive is too small (|����>| < 

� |) or too large (|����>| > � ). In the first case, the best �  − |����>| dominated individuals in the 

previous archive and population are copied to the new archive. This can be implemented by 

sorting the multiset ��� + ��� according to the fitness values and copying the first �  −|����>| 
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individuals l with FF(l) ≥ 1 from the resulting ordered list to ���+1. In the second case, when the 

size of the current nondominated (multi)set exceeds NS, an archive truncation procedure is 

invoked which iteratively removes individuals from ����> until (|����>| = � . Here, at each iteration 

that individual i is chosen for removal for which g ≤' E	for all j ∈	����>with

 � ≤' �′ ∶            ∀0	 < :	 < |����>| 		 ∶ 5�& = 5�;& ∨	  
 

(4.7) 

 ∃	0 < : < |����>|:				[p∀0 < :′ < : ∶ 		 5�&; =	5�;&;	q ∩		5�& < 5�;&	] (4.8) 

Where 5$& 		denotes the distance of l to its k-th nearest neighbor in 	� ��> [73]. In other words, the 

individual which has the minimum distance to another individual is chosen at each stage; if there 

are several individuals with the minimum distance the tie is broken by considering the second 

smallest distances and so forth. Although, the worst run-time complexity of the truncation 

operator is ���B�, �� = � + � �@, on average the complexity will be lower (���@��¢�)) as 

individuals usually differ regarding the second or third nearest neighbor, and thus the sorting of 

the distances governs the overall complexity [73]. 

4.3 Parameter setting of presented algorithms 

 

NSGAII and SPEA2 proceed to initialize a population of solutions randomly, and then improve 

it through repetitive application of mutation, crossover, inversion and selection operators. In the 

following section the important parameters in the presented NSGAII and SPEA2 are described. 

� Initialization 

A chromosome for our presented algorithms is an order of jobs. For example, if there are 7 jobs 

and 6 machines in a flow shop scheduling system, the chromosome is defined as follows: 

 

3 2 1 7 6 4 5 

Figure 13. The scheme of the chromosome for a 7-job problem 

 

As it can be seen, in figure 13, the length of the chromosome is equal to the number of jobs. 

Choosing a good set of solutions as the initial population usually improves the performance of 
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population-based algorithms. To generate a good initial population for NSGAII and SPEA2, a 

modified version of Nawaz heuristic for earliest due date (NEHedd) is applied.  

The NEHedd heuristic is dedicated to solving the basic permutation flow shop scheduling 

problem with minimizing maximum tardiness. It reduces the exponential effort of complete 

enumeration of all permutations of job sequences to a polynomial effort by sorting the jobs 

according to the earliest due date. After sorting the jobs in ascending order of their due dates, the 

first two jobs will be selected, and the sequence with the minimum maximum tardiness among 

all possible sequences will be chosen. Then the jobs one after another one will be selected and 

among all possible sequences, the sequence with minimum value of maximum tardiness will be 

chosen till all jobs are executed and have a position.              

The modification of NEHedd considered here is known as NEH-RS-M (a modification of NEH 

with random restart) and introduced in Seng and Lin [77]. This modification is modified also 

based on the presented problem in this research. This algorithm is stated as follows: 

1.  First, the jobs based on their due dates in ascending order should be sorted.  

2. Then, the first two jobs will be chosen and be executed in both possible orders. For 

example, if job 1 and job 2 are chosen, it should be determined, whether total tardiness is 

smaller, when first job 1 and then job 2 is executed or vice versa, first job 2 and then job 

1 should be executed to have less total tardiness.  

3. So far everything is the same as the original NEHedd but to have more than one solution, 

instead of choosing the next job in position 3 in the sorted queue, a job randomly among 

25% of remaining jobs will be chosen. This step will be repeated and jobs for the next 

positions will be chosen also randomly among 25% of remaining jobs until all jobs have 

been executed.  

Instead of total tardiness as the target objective function, other objective functions can be 

considered; variance of tardiness, number of tardy jobs, or maximum tardiness as the target 

objective function to choose the position of the selected job in the sequence. For big size test 

instances, 50 solutions considering each objective function as the target are generated. It means 

the size of initial population is 200 which includes 50 solutions generated by this modification of 

Nawaz heuristic and considering total tardiness as the target objective, 50 solutions generated by 
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this modification of Nawaz heuristic and considering variance of tardiness, 50 solutions 

generated by this modification of Nawaz heuristic and considering number of tardy jobs and 50 

solutions generated by this modification of Nawaz heuristic and considering maximum tardiness. 

� Neighborhood Search engines 

 

The next step is to generate a new generation population of solutions from those selected through 

genetic operators: crossover (also called recombination), and/or mutation [78]. For each new 

solution to be produced, a pair of ‘parent’ solutions is selected for breeding from the pool 

selected previously. By producing a ‘child’ solution using the crossover and mutation methods 

described earlier, a new solution is created which typically shares many of the characteristics of 

its ‘parent’ [78]. New parents are selected to generate each new child, and the process continues 

until a new population of solutions of appropriate size is generated [78]. 

In this research, this operator is applied by choosing two chromosomes randomly as parents and 

then for the job sequence part of the chromosome. A cut point is selected randomly, and new 

children will be produced 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 14. The scheme of the crossover operator before repair solution 

 

Note that in this crossover, since it is possible that a job is repeated in the new sequence by 

interchanging the second parts of the parents, it might be needed to repair the solution. 

Therefore, the repetitive job is switched with the job that is deleted. For example, in figure 14, 

after crossover in child 1, job 2 is repeated twice while job 4 is deleted, so the repair solution 

replaces job 4 with job 2. In figure 15, it can be seen the solution after repair. 

Cut point 

4 3 5 4 1 7 6 

3 2 1 2 5 6 7 

4 3 1 2 5 6 7 

3 2 5 4 1 7 6 

Cut point 
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Figure 15. The scheme of the crossover operator after repair solution 

 

Another neighborhood search engine is shift mutation, where a job and a position are chosen 

randomly and then move the selected job to the new position (see figure 16), and the other 

neighborhood search engine is pairwise interchange mutation, where two jobs are randomly 

chosen and will be switched with each other to generate new solutions (see figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 16. Shift mutation 

 

 

Figure 17. Pairwise interchange mutation 

 

� Termination 

This generational process is repeated until a termination condition has been reached. According 

to [78], common terminating conditions are  

• finding the solution that satisfies minimum criteria, 

• fixed number of generations reached, the highest-ranking solution's fitness is reaching or 

has reached a plateau such that successive iterations no longer produce better results, 

• manual inspection, 

• combinations of the above 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 3 4 2 5 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 4 3 2 5 6 7 

Cut point Cut point 

3 2 5 4 1 7 6 

4 3 1 2 5 6 7 

3 2 1 4 5 6 7 

4 3 5 2 1 7 6 
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In this research a fixed number of generations is determined, and the algorithm will be 

stopped after reaching this number.  

To apply this method for a test problem of bigger size, first some standard test problems 

should be found. Therefore, the benchmark instances introduced in Vallada et al. [79] is used. 

In this paper, the authors introduce their website, http://soa.iti.es/rruiz, which contains a 

benchmark for permutation flow shop scheduling problems considering minimizing total 

tardiness as an objective function. 

The due dates are generated according to the tardiness factor (TT) and the due date range 

(RR) with a uniform distribution between P (1 − TT − RR/2) and P (1 − TT + RR/2) 

following the method presented in [80], which is often used in the literature. Taking into 

account the combinations of the parameters TT and RR considered in the papers reviewed in 

previous sections, the following combinations are proposed: TT= {0.2, 0.4, 0.6} and RR = 

{0.2, 0.6, 1}. 

 

4.4 Overview of NSGA-II and SPEA2 

 

Among the different types and variants of methods discussed in section 2.4, Genetic Algorithms 

seem to be particularly well suited for Pareto optimization models. Since they are population-

based approaches and keep a set of solutions instead of one single solution. The efficient 

solutions within this set can be chosen so this subset yields an approximation of the Pareto front. 

Consequently, GAs are a natural choice for multi-objective problems.  

Table 4. GA-based evolutionary algorithms 

Algorithm Fitness Diversity 

MOGA  Dominance rank Niche sharing 

NSGAII Dominance depth Crowding distance 

SPEA2 Dominance strength k/NH 

IBEA Binary indicator none 

HypE Hypervolume contribution none 
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After the first introduction of a MOEA [81], several algorithmic structures and components have 

been presented. To have a better understanding of the commonalities and peculiarities of the 

most relevant approaches, various are reviewed. All MOEAs described below are summarized in 

table 4. Many extensions of EAs to multi-objective optimization depend mostly on the extension 

of the concepts of fitness and diversity. In a MOEA, the fitness of a solution is mostly calculated 

using dominance compliant metrics. It means, that the algorithm will favor solutions based on 

the Pareto dominance. Some fitness metrics can be found in the literature, such as dominance 

rank [82], dominance strength [83], and dominance depth [84,85]. Besides fitness measures, the 

population is also evaluated based on diversity metrics. In single-objective optimization, 

diversity metrics are considered to avoid the algorithm from stagnating by spreading individuals 

across the decision space. This concept is very important for multi-objective optimization since 

multiple solutions are required to be found. The most commonly used metrics include crowding 

distance [85], niche sharing [86], and k-nearest-neighbor [83]. In the end, algorithms also differ 

as to the frequency with which these values are calculated. Iterative algorithms recalculate fitness 

and diversity values every time a solution is discarded from the population. Although this kind of 

algorithms is known to be computationally more complex, the results have shown this strategy to 

produce better results when runtime does not play an important role [84]. The choice of fitness, 

diversity metrics and how often these are computed are defining features of different multi-

objective EAs. For example, MOGA [82] applies dominance ranking and niche sharing. NSGA-

II [85] applies dominance depth and crowding distance. SPEA2 [83] applies a combination of 

dominance count and dominance rank for the fitness computation but discards individuals using 

an iterative reduction policy. IBEA [87] applies binary quality indicators to compare solutions. 

These binary values are computed for each pair of solutions in the population. The fitness of an 

individual is then equal to the aggregation of its indicator for the rest of the population. More 

recently, the hypervolume indicator has been used to evaluate fitness and diversity 

simultaneously during a MOEA run. In this case, it computes the volume of the objective space 

dominated by a given approximation set, bounded by a reference point. The hypervolume used as 

a fitness metric captures both concepts of closeness to the Pareto front and spread of the 

approximation, thus replacing the explicit diversity measure in other algorithms [84, 87]. For 
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example, HypE [84] is a traditional Genetic Algorithm (GA) that applies the hypervolume 

contribution, that is, the volume of the subspace dominated exclusively by a given solution. 

HypE evaluates the fitness of the individuals at two moments: (i) before mating, when all 

individuals are assessed, and; (ii) during population reduction, when a speed-up is employed: the 

hypervolume contribution is used as a tie-breaker for the dominance depth approach. Among the 

above algorithms, NSGAII and SPEA2 are used mostly in scheduling papers [61-66]. Some of 

these papers are brought in below. 

NSGA-II uses elitismbased non-dominated sorting method for ranking and sorting each 

individual and uses a crowding distance approach in its section operator for keeping the diversity 

among the obtained Pareto-optimal solutions [39]. In non-dominated sorting, firstly the objective 

functions are evaluated for each solution and then, based on the calculated dominance count and 

ranks, the whole population is sorted into different non-domination levels. Secondly the 

population is sorted in ascending order and then for each objective the smallest and the largest 

function values are selected as boundary values and an infinite crowding distance value is 

assigned to them. The crowding distance between any two neighboring solutions is then 

calculated based on the normalized difference in the objective function value [87]. Zitzler et. al. 

[76] used an external archive which includes the previously found non-dominated solutions and 

is updated after every generation. For each solution a strength value is computed. Based on these 

computed strength values the fitness of each individual is computed [39]. SPEA2 was introduced 

by Zitzler et. al [24]. The fitness assignment strategy of SPEA2 considers for each solution, the 

number of solutions that dominate it and that are dominated by it. Further, to maintain the 

diversity, it uses the nearest neighbor density approach and for preserving the boundary solutions 

it uses the archive truncation method. NSGA-II and SPEA2 are the two most widely used Multi-

Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) for comparing the performance of the newly 

developed Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms (MOOAs) [39].  

Anauth and King [90] studied the applicability of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II 

(NSGA-II) and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) in the voltage and reactive 

power optimization problem. This is a multi-objective optimization problem where the real 

power loss, the load bus voltage deviations and the installation cost of additional reactive power 
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sources are to be minimized simultaneously. To evaluate the effectiveness of the presented 

approach, different combinations of the objectives have been minimized simultaneously. The 

simulation results showed that the two algorithms were able to generate a whole set of well 

distributed Pareto-optimal solutions in a single run. Moreover, the fuzzy logic theory is 

employed to extract the best compromise solution over the trade-off curves gained. The results 

showed that SPEA2 found better convergence and spread of solutions than NSGA-II. However, 

NSGA-II found more extended trade-off curves in some cases and required less computational 

time than SPEA2. 

However, Yusoff et al. [91] proposed an overview on NSGA-II optimization techniques of 

machining process parameters. There are many Multi-objective Optimization (MOGA) 

techniques involved in machining process parameters optimization including a Multi-Objective 

Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA), Pareto-Archived 

Evolution Strategy (PAES), etc. This paper reviewed the application of Non-Dominated Sorting 

Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), classified as one of MOGA techniques, for optimizing process 

parameters in various machining operations. As a conclusion, NSGA-II as part of MOGA is a 

popular and reliable technique that can be used in optimizing the process parameters of multiple 

machining performances. Based on this paper NSGA II, in comparison with SPEA or PAES, 

might have better results but still it should be mentioned that in this paper NSGAII has not been 

compared with SPEA2. 

Onaka et al. [92] proposed multi-objective metaheuristics for solving the capacitor placement 

and sizing problem in the presence of non-linear loads, using NSGA-II and SPEA2 algorithms. 

The most relevant similarities and differences were determined, as well as the implementation 

particularities of both methods. It was observed that, as the simulation progresses towards the 

best solutions for the Pareto Optimal Front, violations of the constraints become larger, due to 

conflicting objectives and boundaries of the variables. Elitist algorithms such as SPEA2 show 

better results, given its ability to carry the genetic material of the best solutions to the subsequent 

generations. It was noticed that the versatility provided by multi-objective strategies is a valuable 

tool for system operators, allowing them to choose the most suitable solution inside the Pareto 

Optimal Front based on their requirements, minimizing costs while maintaining voltage in 
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acceptable levels. Another important conclusion was according to the fact that, in both 

optimization algorithms, some solutions would be considered feasible if the effect of non-linear 

loads was small, which could allow the system to violate power quality issues, consisting of 

harmonic resonance, and consequent problems, such as overheating, loss of insulation and 

reduced life cycle of equipment. Gadhvia et al. [93] investigated the potential of the most widely 

used MOEAs such as NSGA-II and SPEA2 to optimize the multi-objective optimization problem 

of the passive vehicle suspension system modeled by the passive half car ride model traveling 

over the road profile of two successive sinusoidal depressions. An optimization study for 2 and 

3-objective optimization was carried out, and results showed that the Pareto fronts obtained from 

NSGA-II yielded extreme trade-off optimal points giving marginally better optimum values of 

the objective vector as compared to SPEA2. However, SPEA2 dominate NSGA-II in maintaining 

the diversity of the Pareto-optimal solutions. The effects of the competitive diversity preserving 

methodologies should be tested over their conventional counterparts of the respective MOEAs 

for obtaining a wide spread of optimal solutions for the optimization problems having 

differential equations. Behnamian et al. [61] has proved once again the superiority of SPEA2 

over NSGA2.  
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5.  Experimental results 
 

In this section, some numerical examples are presented to compare the modified Total Work 

Content (TWK) method with three other due date setting methods to emphasis again on the 

importance of due date setting. Then the concept of right-shifting and its influence on 

minimizing variance of tardiness is studied. An enumeration analysis for 30 instances of the 

proposed flow shop scheduling problem is presented. These instances are generated randomly. 

The goal of this analysis is to check the correlation between variance of tardiness and other 

objective functions. To find the best strategy to deal with these objective functions, it should be 

studied whether the new objective function (variance of tardiness) conflicts other objective 

functions or by minimizing variability in the system, other due date related objective functions 

will be also minimized. Next, to check the verification of the presented metaheuristic algorithms, 

30 small size instances with these two algorithms are solved and their approximated Pareto-

optimal Front are compared with the real Pareto set. In the end, 30 large instances with the 

presented algorithms (NSGAII and SPEA2) are solved and the results are shown in section 5.2. 

The algorithms have been coded in MATLAB 2016a. For NSGAII, the original codes can be 

found in MathWorks (www.Mathworks.com) and have been written by Aravind Sechadri, an 

independent researcher who shared some of his MATLAB Codes in Mathwork. These codes are 

modified and adjusted according to our problem. For SPEA2 the original codes are also available 

in MathWorks. These codes were published on this website by S. Mostafa Kalami Heris who is a 

member of Yarpiz. Yarpiz is aimed to be a resource of academic and professional scientific 

source codes and tutorials, specially targeting the fields of artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, engineering, etc. The original codes are modified and adjusted them to the specific flow 

shop scheduling problem considered in this research. The algorithms and the analysis are written 

in MATLAB and to gather the results, the MATLAB codes are used in a HP NOTBOOK with 

the following characteristics: Version:1607/ OS Build: 14393.0/ Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-

5005U CPU 2.00GHz 2.00/ Installed RAM:4.00 GB. All MATLAB codes are shown in 

Appendix A. 
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5.1 Enumeration analysis 

 

In this section, the modified TWK method with two other due date setting methods is compared 

and it is shown how the range of different objective functions by varying KK using TWK method 

can be tracked. As it is explained before, by varying KK from 0 to infinity, the due dates can be 

changed till the proper due date for the considered scheduling system is found. After that, it is 

discussed, whether right-shifting on a feasible semi active solution has a positive impact on 

reducing variability in tardiness. Then it is studied, if there is a negative correlation between 

variance of tardiness and other three objective functions and if not, how the correlation between 

variance of tardiness and other objective functions will be defined. To verify the presented 

algorithms (NSGAII and SPEA 2), 30 small instances (with 6 machines and 7 Jobs) are solved 

by these algorithms and their results are compared with real Pareto fronts. The purpose of this 

section is not only to verify the presented algorithms for the proposed multi-objective function 

flow shop scheduling problem, but also to tune the parameters of each algorithm and find the 

proper value for them. Tuning parameters is an important issue that should be considered before 

using the algorithm.  

5.1.1 Due date setting  

 

The purpose of this section is to compare the presented TWK method with other due date setting 

methods and see whether this method is superior to other methods. The focus of this comparison 

stays with setting the due dates in a way that minimum total tardiness can be reached while the 

variability of tardiness in the scheduling system stays low. This means in this section two method 

are presented to determine due dates which have been used so far for flow shop scheduling 

systems and compare them to our proposed TWK method to see which method is more flexible 

and can set the due dates in a way to have a small value of variance of tardiness while total 

tardiness is minimized. Here a short introduction of due date setting methods is presented: 

Method 1: the modification of TWK method which has already been explained in detail in 

section 2.4. 
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 O� = �� + 99∑ <$��$h> . 

 

      (5.1) 

Here, ��  is the arrival time of job j and <$� is the processing time of job j on machine i, and KK is 

a decision variable. KK can be varied from 0 (in this case very tight due dates will be generated, 

and it results a lot of tardiness in the system) to infinity (where there is loose due dates will be 

generated and it results a lot of earliness in the system). 

Method 2: Zitzler et al. [83] proposed a method to set the due dates in flow shop scheduling 

system. Then, due dates of the jobs are generated using two parameters, R (relative range of due 

dates) and TT (tardiness factor). The due dates are generated from a discrete uniform distribution,  

 [� ¤1 − �� − ¥¥
@ ¦ , � ¤1 − �� + ¥¥

@ ¦ ],                (5.2) 

 

where P is the time at which all jobs are completed. This time is estimated with the lower bound 

on the makespan, i.e. 

 M�1>U$U�§∑ <$���h> +Mg.$ ∑ <$��¨>
�h> +Mg.$ ∑ <$���h��> ©.  

 

             (5.3) 

 

In this research, the values for TT is between 0.1 and 0.5 and the range for RR is between 0.8 and 

1.8, respectively. Combinations of TT and RR values are selected in such a way that the due 

dates generated with this method are all nonnegative. All these combinations of TT and RR 

values are tried on each set of problems of the same size (numbers of jobs and machines). The 

range of the due dates gets wider as RR gets larger. As RR becomes larger, the values of the due 

dates become smaller and the number of tardy jobs inevitably gets higher [84]. 

Method 3: This method is presented by Deb et al. [85]. They determined due dates based on the 

following steps: 

1. Randomly generate a sequence of jobs. 
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2. Calculate the completion time of each job when the given jobs are processed in sequence 

specified in 1. 

3. Specify the due date of each job by 

 O� = �� + ��.O�M[−100, 100] 
 

      (5.4) 

Where  O� is due date of job j, �� is the completion time of job j, and random [-100,100] is a 

random integer in the interval [-100,100]. 

In the following flow shop scheduling example, all the above introduced due date setting 

methods are used to set the due dates, and then determine the solution with minimum total 

tardiness. In this solution variance of tardiness will be calculated and it can be seen, how the 

range of total tardiness and variance of tardiness is changing, when the value of related 

parameters in each method is changed. A flow shop scheduling system with 6 machines and 7 

jobs is considered. The processing times are shown in table 5.  

 

Table 5. The processing times of the first test problem 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 10 12 14 11 13 11 14 

M2 14 10 13 12 14 10 12 

M3 10 11 12 15 13 11 12 

M4 14 10 11 12 11 10 14 

M5 15 12 11 10 13 11 15 

M6 11 14 10 13 11 12 14 

 

In table 5 the processing times of the first test instances are shown. The M is the abbreviation for 

machine and J is the abbreviation for job. The unit of Measurement of processing times is minute 

and all the processing times can be done in a regular shift. First, method 1 is used which is the 

modification of TWK method. KK is varied from 1 to 1.9. when KK is equal to 1, there is very 

tight due dates, where all jobs have tardiness and when K is equal to 1.9 there are very loose due 

dates where no jobs have tardiness, but there might be a lot of earliness in the system. In table 6, 
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for different value of KK, the sequence with minimum total tardiness and its related variance of 

tardiness is shown. 

 

Table 6. Results of method 1 when total tardiness is minimized 

KK Sequence Min total tardiness Variance of tardiness 

1 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 252 701 

1.1 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 207.7 609.49 

1.2 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 166.2 510.57 

1.3 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 128.8 401.13 

1.4 4 6 2 1 3 5 7 97 255.38 

1.5 4 6 2 1 3 5 7 66.5 167.5 

1.6 4 3 6 2 1 5 7 43 94.86 

1.7 2 1 6 4 3 5 7 21.1 33.47 

1.8 6 1 2 4 3 5 7 7.2 7.4 

1.9 6 1 2 4 5 3 7 0 0 

 

As it can be seen in table 6, by varying KK from 1 to 1.9, the total tardiness changes from 252 to 

0 and the variance of tardiness vary from 701 to 0. Using this method, it can be seen how the 

range of different due date related objectives change. For example, if the acceptable maximum 

value of total tardiness is 129 and the acceptable value of maximum variance of tardiness is 

about 400, KK should be determined larger than 1.3. 

In continue, other methods are used to set the due dates. The problem is solved with the method 

presented byZitzler et al. [83] which consideres different size of tardiness factor (TT) and due 

date range (RR). The results are shown in table 7.  
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Table 7 The results of method 2 when total tardiness is minimized 

Due date 

range 

Tardy 

factor 

Sequence Min total tardiness Variance of tardiness 

 

 

0.1 

0.8 6 2 1 3 4 5 555.33 853.86 

1 6 2 1 4 5 3 723.33 671.86 

1.2 6 2 1 4 5 3 882 649.2 

1.4 6 2 1 4 3 5 1036 659.6 

1.6 6 2 1 3 4 5 1178.33 609.86 

1.8 6 2 1 4 3 5 1351 667.2 

 

 

0.2 

0.8 6 2 1 4 5 3 557.66 371.46 

1 6 2 1 4 5 3 557.66 371.46 

1.2 6 2 1 3 4 5 749 574 

1.4 6 2 1 4 3 5 1054.66 714.66 

1.6 6 2 1 4 5 3 1165.5 545.9 

1.8 6 2 1 3 4 5 1391.83 577.36 

 

 

0.3 

0.8 6 2 1 4 5 3 557.66 947.066 

1 6 2 1 3 4 5 690.66 842.26 

1.2 6 2 1 4 5 3 862.16 847.76 

1.4 6 2 1 5 4 3 989.33 409.46 

1.6 6 2 1 4 5 3 1160.83 845.36 

1.8 6 2 1 4 3 5 1375.5 620.3 

 

 

0.4 

0.8 6 2 1 3 4 5 539 368 

1 6 2 1 5 4 3 745.5 527.1 

1.2 6 2 1 4 5 3 848.16 691.76 

1.4 6 2 1 4 3 5 1011.5 671.9 

1.6 6 2 1 3 4 5 1246 1310 

1.8 6 2 1 5 4 3 1246 1310 

 

 

 

0.5 

0.8 6 2 1 4 5 3 542.5 297.1 

1 6 2 1 4 3 5 666.16 446.96 

1.2 6 2 1 3 4 5 908.83 1592.96 

1.4 6 2 1 4 5 3 1082.66 667.46 

1.6 6 2 1 4 3 5 1235.5 931.9 

1.8 6 2 1 3 4 5 1235.5 931.9 
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Here there is two parameters in this method and by varying due date range from 0.1 to 0.5 and 

tardiness factor from 1 to 1.8, total tardiness from 539 to 1391.83 and respectively variance of 

tardiness can be varied from 297.1 to 1592.96 can be varied. For example, when minimum total 

tardiness is equal to 539, the variance of tardiness is equal to 368 and when minimum variance of 

tardiness is 297.1, total tardiness is equal to 542.5. As it is shown in table 7, there is no pattern 

and to achieve acceptable due dates different combinations of both parameters should be 

considered while in method one, there is only one parameter. To have a better understanding of 

solutions, the results of both methods are shown in figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. The results of method 1 and method 2 

 

In figure 18, the stars show the results of method 2 and the diamonds are the results of method 1. 

In this method there are two parameters and by setting even 1 parameter in the wrong range, for 

example tardy factor, although select the proper due date range is selected, good results for due 

date related objective functions cannot be found. Next, the results of using method 3 are 

presented. 

This method determines due dates based on completion time and a random number	O� = �� +
��.O�M[−100, 100]. The results with different random numbers are shown. Here it should be 
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emphasized, if the random number has a positive value, there would be no due date in the 

system. Because the due date of each job will be larger than its completion time.  

Table 8. The results for method 3 when mean tardiness is minimized 

Random 

number 

Sequence Min total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

 -92.9364 1 6 4 2 7 3 5 589.55 28.9 

-63.4927 1 6 4 2 7 5 3 383.45 28.90 

-42.5463 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 236 28.9 

-30.4693 6 1 2 4 7 3 5 152.28 28.9 

-24.3098 1 6 2 4 7 3 5 109.17 28.9 

-19.8152 1 6 2 4 7 5 3 77.71 28.9 

-015.6347 6 2 1 4 5 3 7 48.81 28.04 

0 7 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 

10 7 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 

30 7 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 

50 7 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 

100 7 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 

In table 8, it can be seen, that for all negative values of the random number there is one single 

sequence which gives us the minimum value of total tardiness. This is because as long as the 

value of this random number is negative, the due date of each job is smaller than its completion 

time and there is tardiness for all jobs. Under these circumstances, there is one schedule, which 

gives us the minimum value of total tardiness.  
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Figure 19. The results of method 1 and method 3 

The advantage of this method is, that it can search a large space to find a proper due date for the 

problem. It is shown in table 8 that, the minimum value of total tardiness changes from 589.55 to 

0 and the value of variance of tardiness changes from 28.9 to 0. Here the scheduling system has a 

large value of total tardiness but very small value of variance of tardiness. It means there is a lot 

of tardiness in the system, probably all jobs have large tardiness and that leads us to a small 

variance of tardiness and very large total tardiness. In table 9 the due dates as, the random 

number is -92.9364 is shown. 

Table 9. Due date and Tardiness for method 3 as random = -92.9364 

Job 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Due date -11.94 0.06 11.06 26.06 36.06 49.06 60.06 

Tardiness 92.94 92.94 92.94 92.94 92.94 92.94 92.94 

  

As it is shown in table 9, all jobs have a large value of tardiness, but the value of  variance of 

tardiness is small. Here for this example the superiority of method 1 over method 3 can be 

concluded. In method 3 setting due dates depends on a random factor which is seriously not 
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recommended when the focus is on due date related objective functions. Here by this simple 

comparison, the advantages of method 1 to set the due dates in a way that solutions with 

objective functions in acceptable ranges are shown. 

By using method 1 and varying KK, the changes of objective function ranges can be tracked, and 

due dates can be determined where there is a better compromise between different objective 

functions. In table 10, the solutions with the minimum value of variance of tardiness and its 

related value of total tardiness as the value of KK is varied from 1 to 2.8 is shown. Here with the 

aid of KK and varying it, a proper range for variance of tardiness and total tardiness cab be 

looked for: 

Table 10. Minimizing the value of variance of tardiness with different size of KK 

KK Total tardiness Variance of tardiness 

1 293 563.14 

1.1 246.6 495.94 

1.2 203.2 404.04 

1.3 141.5 323.39 

1.4 105 228.36 

1.5 76 149.97 

1.6 54.8 79.68 

1.7 25.6 32.25 

1.8 11  6.96 

   

1.9 0 0 

 

In table 10, the solution with the minimum value of  variance of tardiness and its relevant value 

of total tardiness with different value of KK is shown. For example, if the value of KK is between 

1.6 and 1.8, then the value of total tardiness is between 11 to 54.8 unit of time and the value of 

variance of tardiness is about 6.96 to 79.68 in the system. In figure 20 the changes of minimum 

variance of tardiness with different values of KK is shown. 
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Figure 20. Minimizing variance of tardiness concerning different size of KK 

 

In figure 20, by varying KK from 1 to 1.9, the range of the minimum value of variance of 

tardiness and respectively the variability of tardiness in the system can be changed. This is one of 

the most important advantages of the modified TWK method. By varying only one parameter, 

the proper range for important objective functions can be determined and set the due dates 

accordingly. 
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Figure 21. the solution with minimum variance of tardiness and its total tardiness with different size of KK 

 

In figure 21, it is shown that by varying KK and changing due dates from tight level to loose 

level, variance of tardiness and total tardiness is decreased, by loose level, it means the due dates 

are defined so that the completion time is so smaller than due dates and there are a lot of 

earliness in the scheduling system while tight level, is where the completion time of jobs is so 

much smaller than the defined due dates and it should be dealt with a lot of tardiness in the 

system.  

It can also be concluded, that by varying KK the range of variance of tardiness and total tardiness 

will be changed. Now it depends on how much tardiness or how much variability in the system is 

acceptable. After defining these upper and lower bounds for all important objective functions, 

proper due dates can be also determined. 

5.1.2 Right-shifting  

 

In this section the jobs on the last machine are shifted to the right to see if it can help to minimize 

the value of variance of tardiness or total tardiness. In all semi active feasible solutions, right 

Value of KK 
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shifting can be considered. A semi active scheduling is a feasible schedule, if no operation can be 

completed earlier without changing the order of processing on any one of the machines. Shifting 

of the jobs to the right and starting them later than the earliest possible start time might increase 

the tardiness in the system, but it is also not deniable, that it can help to decrease the variance of 

tardiness; especially when there are some jobs with a large tardiness and some job with no 

tardiness or even with earliness. In this case, by shifting the jobs to the right, in an attempt to 

minimize the difference of deviation of completion time of each job and its due date, more jobs 

will have tardiness. It should be determined whether by doing right shifting on a feasible semi 

active solution, the variance of tardiness can be decreased. To have more transparency, a semi 

active flow shop schedule before and after right shifting is shown in figure 22 and 23. 

 

Figure 22. A semi active flow shop scheduling solution before right-shifting 
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                   Figure 23. A semi active flow shop scheduling solution after right-shifting 

 

In figures 22 and 23, the points on the horizontal axis are due dates. First, a semi active schedule 

before right shifting is shown, and then the jobs on the last machine to the right are moved which 

means the jobs are not started as soon as it is possible (i.e. as soon as next machine is available, 

and the job is also ready for the next operation). The right shifting can be done on any jobs if it is 

possible except for the last job, because the makespan is not allowed to be increased. As it is 

shown in figure 22, in a semi active schedule there is the possibility to move the jobs to the right 

and start them later than their earliest possible start time. By right shifting, the tardiness in the 

system can be increased, but as it is explained in previous sections, most real-life scheduling 

problems are multi-objective and a good solution is nothing but a good compromise between 

different key objective functions. The goal of this analysis is to find out whether the right 

shifting helps always to decrease the value of the variance of tardiness and cause always an 

increase in total tardiness in the system or not. 30 flow shop scheduling test problems are 

generated. The processing times are generated randomly, and the due dates are set by the aid of 

the modified TWK method.  
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First, among all feasible solutions, two specific solutions are chosen to perform right shifting on. 

These solutions are the solutions with a minimum vaalue of variance of tardiness and the 

solution with value of minimum total tardiness. The right shifting will be done stepwise on the 

jobs in the last machine in these solutions. The right shifting is done stepwise on each job (except 

the job in the last position) that can be started on the last machine later than the earliest possible 

start time without effect on the start time of the job in the next position. The processing times of 

these test instances are shown in table 11. The processing times are randomly generated between 

500 and 1000.  

Table 11. Processing times of Test instance 9 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 908 639 979 896 840 853 848 

M2 953 773 743 980 879 515 658 

M3 563 979 900 828 872 638 976 

M4 957 983 571 517 696 523 517 

M5 816 578 711 925 828 548 719 

M6 548 986 958 976 585 912 691 

 

In Table 11, the solution with minimum value of  total tardiness and the solution with minimum 

value of variance of tardiness are shown.  

Table 12. Solution with min total tardiness and min. variance of tardiness for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 291320 3190 4 1490 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     7     5     3     4 345900 2250 2 1490 

 

When K is equal to 1.7 the minimum value of the variance of tardiness is equal to 291320, total 

tardiness is equal to 3190 which is about 40% bigger than the minimum feasible value of total 

tardiness that system can have (i.e. 2250). In table 12, it can be seen, that the value of variance of 

tardiness in the solution with the minimum value of total tardiness is equal to 345900 which 

means about 19% increase in comparison with the minimum value of variance of tardiness that 
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the system can have (i.e. 291320). In table 13, the schedule with the minimum value of total 

tardiness before and after right shifting is shown: 

Table 13. Solution with minimum Total tardiness before and after right shifting for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Before right 

shifting 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 345900 2250 2 1490 

After right 

shifting 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 317110.55 3072.9 5 1487.9 

 

After right shifting on the schedule with the minimum value of total tardiness, there is about 8% 

decreases in the value of the variance of tardiness while the value of the total tardiness has up to 

36% increase. In figure 24, it can be seen, that performing right shifting on the jobs in the last 

machine can actually help to decrease the value of the variance of tardiness and consequently 

variability of tardiness.   

 

Figure 24. Total tardiness and variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Next in table 14, the schedule with the minimum value of the variance of tardiness before and 

after right-shifting is shown.   

 

 

Table 14. Solution with minimum Variance of tardiness before and after right shifting for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs  Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Before right 

shifting 

 

2     5     1     6     7     3     

4 

 

291320 

 

3190 

 

4 

 

1490 

After right 

shifting 

 

2     5     1     6     7     3     

4 

340171.4 3977.9 4 1487.9 

 

By doing right-shifting, the value of the variance of tardiness has almost 17% increases and the 

value of the total tardiness has about 25% increases. Here it can be seen, that right-shifting 

cannot always decrease the value of the variance of tardiness.  

 

Figure 25. Total tardiness and variance of tardiness before and after right shifting 
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In figure 25, by doing right shifting on the jobs in the last machine, the value of the total 

tardiness and the value of the variance of tardiness increase steadily and therefore for this 

solution, right shifting is not recommended. Next the right shifting will be studied in other test 

instances. The processing times are shown in table 15. KK is equal to 1.7. 

 

Table 15. Processing time of the second test problem 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 10 12 4 11 13 11 14 

M2 14  10 13 12 14 10 12 

M3 10 1 12 15 13 11 12 

M4 14 10 11 12 11 10 14 

M5 15 12 11 10 13 11 15 

M6 11 14 10 13 11 12 14 

 

In table 15, the solution with minimum value of the total tardiness and the solution with 

minimum value of the variance of tardiness are shown. Here the minimum possible total 

tardiness for this test instance is equal to 33.4714 which is about 7% bigger than the minimum 

possible value of the variance of tardiness for this problem (which is 31.13). In the solution with 

the minimum value of the variance of tardiness, the value of the total tardiness is equal to 26.6 

which has 27% increase in comparison with the minimum feasible value of the total tardiness.  

 

Table 16. The solutions with minimum total tardiness and variance of tardiness for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     4     2     6     3     5     7 31.13    26.6 4 15.3 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     4     3     5     7 33.47    21.1 3 15.3 
 

In table 16, the solution with the minimum value of the total tardiness before and after right-

shifting is shown. Here doing right shifting has no good effect on minimizing variance of 

tardiness and it causes only an increase in variance of tardiness.  
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Table 17. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total tardiness for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Before right 

shifting  

2     1     6     4     3     5     7 33.4714    21.1 3 15.3 

After right 

shifting 

2     1     6     4     3     5     7 59.37 38.1 3 17.3 

 

In table 17, it can be seen, that by doing right shifting, the value of the  variance of tardiness will 

be increased up to 59.37 and the value of the total tardiness also increases from 21.1 to 38.1 

which means 80% increase. Here for this solution, doing right shifting does not help to minimize 

variability in tardiness.  

 

 
 

Figure 26. Total tardiness and variance of tardiness during stepwise right shifting 

 

As it is shown in figure 26, for this solution, the right shifting is not recommended. Because as it 

can be seen in figure 26, both the value of the variance of tardiness and the value og the total 

tardiness are increased by doing right-shifting. It can be concluded, that right shifting is not 

always helpful to reduce the value of the variance of tardiness. In table 18, the solution with the 

minimum value of the variance of tardiness before and after right shifting is shown. 
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Table 18. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of tardiness for KK=1.7 

KK=1.7 Sequence of jobs Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Before right 

shifting  

1     4     2     6     3     5     7 31.13   26.6 4 15.3 

After right 

shifting 

1     4     2     6     3     5     7 59.02 46.3 5 20.3 

 

 

 
 

Figure 27. Total tardiness and variance of tardiness during stepwise right shifting 

 

Again, performing right shifting on the solution with the minimum value of the variance of 

tardiness will only increase both objective functions. It can be concluded, that doing right 

shifting the value of the total tardiness will be increased while it can sometimes (not always) 

decrease the value of the variance of tardiness in the system. What would be the result, if a 

random feasible solution is considered for right-shifting? To answer this question, right-shifting 

is considered for all 5040 feasible solutions of this test instance. Based on previous analysis, in 

figure 28, if �> is the solution before right shifting and the �@ is the same solution after right 

shifting, then based on the results so far, the marked area, is where the solution after right-

shifting is expected. It means by doing right shifting, variance of tardiness can be increased or 

decreased or not changed but total tardiness is always increased.  
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Figure 28: Variance of tardiness before and after right shifting 

 

In figure 29 all solutions before and after right-shifting are shown. In figure 29 the stars show the 

solutions before right-shifting and the diamonds are the solutions after maximum possible right-

shifting on the jobs on the last machine. As it is shown in figure 29, the cloud of solutions after 

right shifting is tending to be pushed to down and right, which shows solutions after right-

shifting have most of the time smaller variance of tardiness and bigger total tardiness. 

 

Figure 29. Variance of tardiness before and after right shifting 
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In figure 30, the difference between old and new tardiness and old and new variance of tardiness 

is shown. 

����$ is the value of the variance of tardiness in solution S after right-shifting and ����$ is 

variance of tardiness value of solution S before right shifting. Respectively �����  is the value of 

the total tardiness of solution S after right shifting and �����  is the value of the total tardiness of 

solution S before right shifting. 

 ����� = ����� − ����� ,	 (5.5) 

 

 ����� = ����� − ����� . (5.6) 

 

Figure 30 shows ����� 	�.O		����� for all solutions: 

 

Figure 30. The deviation of variance of tardiness and total tardiness before and after right-shifting 

 

As it can be seen in the figure 30, the value of the total tardiness after right shifting is always 

increased while the value of the  variance of tardiness can be increased or decreased or not 
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changed. In this test problem, right-shifting helped to decrease variance of tardiness in most 

solutions and a non-deniable conclusion is this fact, that in all solutions by doing right-shifting, 

the value of the total tardiness in the system is increased.  

It should be emphasized again, that here a multi-objective function scheduling problem is 

considered and in the end an optimum solution is nothing but a good compromise between all 

objective functions. The question is, how much tardiness is allowed to be added to the system in 

order to decrease the value of the variance of tardiness and increase the reliability in the system. 

The answer of this question depends on the customers, the competitive market and managerial 

decisions based on the facts and market information. In the end based on all this information, a 

proper compromise between different due date related objective functions should be found and 

accordingly tried to optimize variability as much as possible. The results for all 30 test problems 

are shown in Appendix B. 

5.1.3 Small size test problems  

30 test instances with different ranges of processing times in three different levels of due dates 

are generated. Tight level is where the due dates are defined very small and there is a lot of 

tardiness in the system. Loose level is where the due dates are defined very large and there is 

small tardiness or no tardiness in the system but there is a lot of earliness in the system and 

consequently that brings a lot of storage costs. Middle level is where the due dates are defined 

not so large and not so small. In this range, due dates can be defined in a way to have acceptable 

tardiness and/or earliness in the system. 

The processing times are generated randomly. By varying KK due dates in three different levels 

are defined and as it is explained before, four objective functions are considered: Minimizing 

total tardiness, variance of tardiness, number of tardy jobs, and maximum tardiness. The 

purposes of this part are as follows: 

• Examine the behavior of these objective functions in different levels of due dates 

• Identify potential relationships between these objective functions and the correlation 

between variance of tardiness and other objective functions 
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• Examine the influence of setting proper due dates and its impact on the quality of 

solutions 

In each test problem seven jobs and six machines considered. The due dates are generated in 

three levels with the aid of the modified TWK method. This method is explained extensively in 

the previous sections. The first level consists of tight due dates. This level is defined in a way 

that in most solutions, at least 5 of 7 jobs have tardiness. The second level describes middle-level 

due dates where there might be mostly 3 to 4 jobs with tardiness and the third level implies loose 

due date where in most solutions 1 (or 2) job(s) has (have) tardiness. To compute the correlation 

between total tardiness and variance of tardiness, the function ‘corrcoef’ in MATLAB is applied. 

Table 19 shows processing times of the first instance. It is mentioned that all processing times 

are generated randomly from a uniform distribution between 2 to 9 minutes. The processing 

times are defined in a way, that the whole jobs can be processed in a single 8-hours shift. 

Table 19: First test problem: processing times 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 5 3 7 4 4 6 5 

M2 4 2 5 8 5 9 7 

M3 4 2 4 4 6 8 9 

M4 5 8 7 6 4 9 6 

M5 7 2 8 6 5 4 5 

M6 5 2 5 3 6 8 6 

 

In table 20, the solutions of minimizing of each objective function as a single objective flow 

shop scheduling problem are shown. Processing times are shown in table 19. The value of KK is 

equal to 1.1. This value of KK generates tight due dates. 
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Table 20 The results of first test problem with tight due date for KK=1.1 

KK=1.1 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total tardiness Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

Makespan 

 

Flowtime 

Min. variance of 

tardiness 

69.06 109.2 6 24.6 73 358 

Min. total 

tardiness 

95.53 74 5 25.6 74 324 

Min. number of 

tardy jobs 

95.53 74 5 25.6 74 324 

128.39 85 5 31.2 73 335 

169.57 95 5 33.2 75 345 

163.62 96 5 33.2 75 346 

Min. maximum 

tardiness 

78.23 103.1 6 24.6 73 352 

69.06 109.2 6 24.6 73 358 

110.6 97.1 6 24.6 73 346 

82.50 111.2 6 24.6 73 360 

 

As it can be seen table 20, the second row shows the solutions with the minimum value of the 

variance of tardiness and the third one the solutions with minimum total tardiness. There is more 

than one solution with the minimum number of tardy jobs. Since due dates are tight, the 

minimum number of tardy jobs among all solutions, is equal to 5. In table 20, it can also be seen 

that, there is more than one solution for minimizing the value of the maximum tardiness. In the 

solution with the minimum value of thetotal tardiness, the value of the variance of tardiness is 

equal to 95.53 which means about 40% increase in comparison with the minimum value of the  

variance of tardiness that can be reached, in this test problem minimizing the value of the 

variance of tardiness has no effect on the value of the maximum tardiness. In other terms, the 

minimum value of the variance of tardiness and the minimum value of the maximum tardiness 

can be reached in one solution simultaneously. However, by minimizing variance of tardiness the 

number of tardy jobs is increased. In table 21, the results of setting the due dates in the medium 

level are shown.  
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Table 21 The results of first test problem with medium level of due date for KK=1.5 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total tardiness Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

Makespan 

 

flowtime 

Min. variance of 

tardiness 

9.89 16.5 4 8 74 335 

Min. total tardiness 10.80 13 2 8 74 324 

 

Min. number of tardy 

jobs 

35.95  17 2 16 73 328 

40.24    19 2 17 74 332 

222.32 57.5 2 37.5 77 375 

98.24  40 2 23 74 346 

Min. maximum 

tardiness 

9.89 16.5 4 8 74 335 

10.25 28 5 8 73 352 

10.48 30 5 8 73 358 

 

In table 21, the value of KK is 1.5 which generated due dates in the middle level. It is shown that 

total tardiness in the solution with the minimum value of the variance of tardiness is equal to 

16.5 which means about 27% increase in total tardiness in the system in comparison to the 

minimum value of total tardiness that it can be reached considering these due dates in the system. 

The number of tardy jobs and the value of the maximum tardiness are also increased in the 

solution with the minimum value of the variance of tardiness. If the number of tardy jobs is 

decreased from 4 to 2, the value of the variance of tardiness increases from 9.89 to 10.8 which 

means about 10% increase in comparison to the minimum value of the variance of tardiness that 

it can be reached in the system. Here the minimum value of total tardiness, the number of tardy 

jobs and maximum tardiness can be reached simultaneously in one solution. However, to 

minimize variance of tardiness, the number of tardy jobs might be increased. Next, the 

correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness with the aid of the function 

‘corrcoref’ in MATLAB is calculated. 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.6589 
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The correlation between total tardiness and variance of tardiness is not negative.. Next, the 

solutions with minimum value of each objectives are shown, when the due dates in the loose 

level are defined. In this level most solutions have 1 or 2 tardy job(s). 

Table 22. The results of first test problem with loose level due dates for KK=1.55 

KK=1.55 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total tardiness Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

Makespan 

 

flowtime 

Min. variance of 

tardiness 

5.0081    10.4000     3 5.8 74 331 

Min. total tardiness 5.3224     8.9 2 5.8 74 324 

Min. number of tardy 

jobs 

32.5729    15.1 1 15 74 332 

28.4014 14.1 1 14.1 73 328 

Min. maximum 

tardiness 

6.3623    14.1 4 5.8 74 350 

5.0081 10.4 3 5.8 74 331 

5.3224 8.9 2 5.8 74 324 

5.1557 11.4 3 5.8 74 337 

 

In table 22, KK is equal to 1.55 and due dates in the loose level are generated. The minimum 

value of the variance of tardiness is equal to 5.01 and the minimum value of the maximum 

tardiness and the value of thevariance of tardiness can be achieved simultaneously in one 

solution. To achieve the minimum value of the total tardiness or thenumber of tardy jobs, the 

value of the variance of tardiness should be increased.  

It can be concluded here for this instance, that total tardiness or number of tardy jobs might be 

increased as the variance of tardiness and consequently variability in tardiness is minimized. The 

minimum value of the total tardiness, maximum tardiness and number of tardy jobs can be 

reached simultaneously in one solution or it can happen that minimizing the value of variance of 

tardiness does not influence on the value of the maximum tardiness. By this example a first 

impression of the effect of minimizing variance of tardiness on other due date related objective 

functions can be reached. To have a better impression and understanding of the behavior of these 

objective functions more transparency is needed. To achieve this transparency, all feasible 

solutions of this test problem are shown in the following diagrams, first by focusing on the 
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importance of setting proper due dates and comparing all feasible solutions in three different 

levels of due dates and secondly by computing the correlation of variance of tardiness and other 

due date related objective functions.  

 

Figure 31 Total tardiness and variance of tardiness with tight due dates 

 

Figure 32 Total Tardiness and variance of tardiness with middle due dates 
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Figure 33 Total tardiness and variance of tardiness with loose due dates  

 

Figures 31-33 show all solutions in three different level of due dates for two objective functions: 

Minimizing total tardiness and minimizing variance of tardiness. The horizontal axis shows total 

tardiness and the vertical axis shows variance of tardiness. Figure 31 shows the solutions when 

the due dates are defined in the tight level, Figure 32 shows the solutions when the due dates are 

defined in the middle level and respectively Figure 33 shows the solutions when the due dates 

are defined in the loose level. 
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Figure 34. The results for total tardiness and variance of tardiness for three different level of due dates 

 

In figure 34, variance of tardiness and total tardiness in three different levels of due dates are 

shown. The horizontal axis shows total tardiness and the vertical axis shows variance of 

tardiness. The diamonds are all solutions with the tight due dates, stars are solutions with the 

middle due dates and circles, are solutions with the loose level due dates. It should be mentioned 

again, that the loose level due dates are considered in a way there are some tardiness in the 

system, so that the solutions can be compared with other levels of due dates. If very tight due 

dates are selected, larger value of total tardiness and larger value of variance of tardiness is 

expected in comparison to the situation that the middle or loose due dates are selected. It can also 

be seen, that there is no negative correlation between total tardiness and variance of tardiness. 
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Figure 35 Maximum Tardiness and Variance of tardiness with tight due dates 

 

 

Figure 36 Maximum Tardiness and variance of tardiness with middle due dates 
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Figure 37 Maximum tardiness and variance of tardiness with loose due dates 

 

Figures 35-37 show all solutions in three different level of due dates for two objective functions: 

Minimizing maximum tardiness and minimizing variance of tardiness. The horizontal axis shows 

maximum tardiness and the vertical axis show variance of tardiness. Figure 35 shows the 

solutions when the due dates are defined in the tight level, figure 36 shows the solutions when 

the due dates are defined in the middle level and respectively figure 37, show the solutions when 

the due dates are defined in the loose level 
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Figure 38 The results for Maximum Tardiness and Variance of Tardiness for three different level of due dates 

 

In figure 38 variance of tardiness and maximum tardiness in three different levels of due dates 

are shown. The horizontal axis shows maximum tardiness and the vertical axis shows variance of 

tardiness. As it can be seen in figure 38, solutions with the tight due dates produce more 

tardiness and consequently the number of solutions with larger value of the variance of tardiness 

and larger maximum tardiness in comparison to solutions with middle or loose level due date 

level To have good results at the end considering all objective functions, here the importance of 

setting proper due dates can be seen.. It is critical especially if due date related objective 

functions are considered in the scheduling system. It can also be seen in figure 38, that variance 

of tardiness and maximum tardiness has no negative correlation to each other.  
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Figure 39 Number of Tardy Jobs and Variance of tardiness with tight due dates 

 

 

Figure 40. Number of tardy jobs and variance of tardiness with middle due dates 
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Figure 41 Number of tardy jobs and variance of tardiness with loose due dates 

 

Figures 39-41 show all solutions in three different level of due dates for two objective functions: 

Minimizing the number of tardy jobs and minimizing variance of tardiness. The horizontal axis 

shows number of tardy jobs and the vertical axis shows variance of tardiness. Figure 39 shows 

the solutions when the due dates are defined in tight level, figure 40 shows the solutions when 

the due dates are defined in the middle level and respectively, figure 41, shows the solutions 

when the due dates are defined in the loose level 
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Figure 42 The results for number of tardy jobs and variance of tardiness for three different level of due dates 

 

In figure 42, variance of tardiness and number of tardy jobs in three different levels of due dates 

are shown. The horizontal axis shows the number of tardy jobs and the vertical axis shows the 

variance of tardiness. Here it can be seen again how setting due dates affects the solutions., The 

solutions considering tight level due dates have more tardy jobs in comparison with solutions 

considering other levels (middle and loose due dates). Same goes for variance of tardiness and 

the solutions considering tight due dates have a larger value of variance of tardiness in 

comparison with solutions considering other levels. Here it can be seen, that there is no negative 

correlation between maximum tardiness and variance of tardiness. 

In figures 31-42 variance of tardiness has no negative correlation with other objective functions. 

In other words, variance of tardiness has no common behavior with other objective functions. 

This means by increasing the value of the variance of tardiness, the value of the total tardiness 

can be increased or decreased. In another term, a certain value of total tardiness can be reached 

with different values of variance of tardiness. Only when minimizing the value of variance of 
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tardiness next to minimizing the value of other objective functions is considered, a good 

compromise between variance of tardiness and other objective functions can be reached. Again, 

it should be emphasized in a scheduling problem, finding a good compromise between different 

objective functions is more challengeable than focusing only on one single objective function 

and optimizing it.  

 

Figure 43 By Minimizing variance of tardiness, total tardiness would not necessarily minimized 

 

As it can be seenn figure 43, variance of tardiness and total tardiness have no negative 

correlation and a specific value of total tardiness can be reached in different solutions with 

different values of variance of tardiness. It should be emphasized that, to minimize the value of 

variance of tardiness and optimize the variability in tardiness in the system, variance of tardiness 

should be minimized next to minimizing total tardiness and a good compromise between these 

two objectives should be the goal. In figure 44 it can be seen, that the correlation between 

maximum tardiness and variance of tardiness is not negative. 
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Figure 44 Correlation between variance of tardiness, maximum tardiness 

 

In figure 44, it can be seen, independent from due date level, a specific value of maximum 

tardiness with different values of variance of tardiness can be reached. If minimizing variance of 

tardiness and minimizing maximum tardiness is considered simultaneously. Then the sequence 

which gives us a good compromise between both objective functions can be found. In figure 45 

it can be seen, that the correlation between variance of tardiness and number of tardy jobs is not 

negative. 
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Figure 45. By minimizing variance of tardiness, number of tardy job would not necessarily minimized 

 

 

As it can be seen in figure 45, here again for a specific value of number of tardy jobs, there are 

different values of variance of tardiness. It means variance of tardiness has no common behavior 

with other due date related objective functions and to make sure that it will be minimized in the 

final chosen solution, it should be considered as an objective function next to other objective 

functions or at least define a lower bound for variance of tardiness as a constraint as other due 

date related objective functions are minimized.  

By considering variance of tardiness as an objective function next to other objective functions, a 

multi-objective function scheduling problem is considered to reduce variability of tardiness next 

to minimizing total tardiness and keeping the number of tardy jobs as much as it is possible low. 

By applying the proper algorithm to solve this problem, a solution that contains a good 

compromise between all objective functions can be reached. For example, if there are three 

customers with equal priority, the ideal situation is of course no tardiness. But if tardiness cannot 

be prevented, it is preferred to deliver the orders of all three customers within 2 days delay rather 

than delivering the order of one customer with 4 days delay and the other two customers each 
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one with one day delay. It can be seen that the total tardiness in both cases is 6 days, but the 

variance of tardiness in case 1 is zero and in case 2 is equal to 3. The number of tardy jobs for 

both cases is equal to 3 and the maximum tardiness for case 2 is higher than the one in case 1. 

The results for all 30 test problems are shown in Appendix C. 

5.1.4 Evaluation of presented evolutionary algorithms 

 

Before applying the algorithms and evaluate the results, first the parameters of these algorithms 

should be properly tuned. Enumeration analyses help to achieve this goal and tune these 

parameters to get good results. After using algorithms for several test problems with different 

values for each parameter in each algorithm, the proper value for the parameters of the presented 

algorithms is found as it is shown in table 23. It should be mentioned, to achieve this value for 

the related parameter, at least 10 different test problems with different values for each parameter 

are executed. For example, it is noticed that, for small size test problems, after 2000 iterations, 

there will be no significant change in the results even if it continues for about 10000 iterations. 

Therefore, the maximum iteration for small size test problems up to 200 is fixed. However, for 

large size test problems, the maximum iteration up to 10000 is fixed, because up to 10000 there 

is still a chance to see a significant change in the results. However, after 10000 iterations, there is 

no significant change in the results. It means considering more iterations, increases only the CPU 

time and brings no more improvement. For the neighborhood search engines, there is 80% 

chance for crossover and 20% chance for the mutation in each iteration which is common when 

GA for flow shop scheduling problems is used. Since two different mutation methods are 

applied, there is 10% chance for method 1 and 10% chance for method 2. 
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Table 23. The parameters of NSGAII: 

NSGAII for small size problems 

(7 jobs and 6 machines) 

NSGAII for big test problem 

(50 jobs, 10 machines) 

Size of population 200 Size of population 200 

Maximum iteration 2000 Maximum iteration 10000 

Probability of different neighborhood search engine Probability of different neighborhood search engine 

Crossover 80% Crossover 80% 

Mutation method 1 10% Mutation method 1 10% 

Mutation method 2 10% Mutation method 2 10% 

 

 In table 23, the parameters of NSGAII for the presented scheduling problem are shown. As it is 

described before, two different mutations are considered and each one has 50% probability to be 

selected and be applied in each iteration and in table 24, the parameters of SPEA2 are shown for 

this algorithm. Two different mutations are considered and each has 50% probability to be 

selected and be applied in each iteration. 

Table 24. The parameters of SPEA2 

SPEA2 for small size problems 

(7 jobs and 6 machines) 

SPEA2 for big test problem 

(50 jobs, 10 machines) 

Size of population 60 Size of population 60 

Size of archive: 60 Size of archive: 60 

Maximum iteration 1000 Maximum iteration 2000 

Probability of different neighborhood search engine Probability of different neighborhood search engine 

Crossover 80% Crossover 80% 

Mutation method 1 10% Mutation method 1 10% 

Mutation method 2 10% Mutation method 2 10% 

 

The Pareto Optimal Front by a set of non-dominated solutions is approximated. For two- and 

three- objective functions, a visualization to evaluate the approximate Pareto front may be 
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considered, but the presented problem in this research is a four-objective function flow shop 

problem and the visualization is not possible. For this reason, in order to evaluate the presented 

NSGAII, the following evaluation metrics are applied which are introduced in Schaffer [81]. 

Next, each Pareto front is compared to the ideal point which is [2>∗, 2@∗, 2B∗, 2t∗] where 2>∗ is the 

minimum of the first objective function as a single objective, 2@∗ is the minimum of the second 

objective function as a single objective, 2B∗ is the minimum of the third objective function as a 

single objective and 2t∗ is the minimum of the forth objective function as a single objective. 

Based on this definition, the evaluation metrics are as follows: 

1. MID (Mean ideal distance): the closeness between Pareto solution and ideal point. 

The equation of MID is defined as follows: 

 f«� = ∑ ))¬¬®¯
�� , 

 

(5.7) 

 

 where      ��� = ��2>� − 2>∗�@ + �2@� − 2@∗�@ + �2B� − 2B∗�@ + �2t� − 2t∗�@. 

 

(5.8) 

The lower value of MID results in better solution quality.  

2. SNS: the spread of non-dominance solution 

SNS as diversity measure can be expressed by the following equation: 

 
�
 = °∑ �±²³¨))¬´�¬®¯
��¨> . 

(5.9) 

The higher value of SNS means the better of solution quality (more diversity in obtained 

solution). Another evaluation metric is RAS. 

3. RAS: the rate of achievement to all objectives simultaneously 

All objective functions simultaneously in this metric are considered, therefore it is necessary to 

normalize them first. 

">� = µ¯¬
µ ∗̄     Where 2>$ is objective one in solution l considering all objective functions. 

"@� = µ´¬
µ ∗́     Where  z@¶ is objective two in solution l considering all objective functions. 
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"B� = µ·¬
µ·∗     Where  zB¶ is objective three in solution l considering all objective functions. 

"t� = µ¸¬
µ ∗̧     Where  zt¶ is objective four in solution l considering all objective functions. 

 

 

RAS	 = 	∑ ¼½¯¬¾¿¬¿¬ À�¼½´¬¾¿¬¿¬ À�¼½·¬¾¿¬¿¬ À�¼½¸¬¾¿¬¿¬ À¬®¯
�� , 

 

(5.10) 

Where  ��is min (">�  , "@� , "B� , "t�). 
The lower value of RAS results better solution quality  

4. POS: percent of real non-dominated solutions found by the algorithm.  

POS determines that, how many solutions of the real Pareto Optimal Front can be found by the 

algorithm. It should not be forgotten, that there is an intrinsic loss of information when using 

performance measures. It is obviously not the same comparing two Pareto fronts with (possibly) 

a large number of solutions in contrast to just comparing two performance measures. In addition, 

not all metrics, including some of those usually employed in multi-objective scheduling, are so-

called Pareto-compliant. In continue some compliant examples are presented. To overcome this 

issue, it is necessary, that the algorithms with not only one metric but with all metrics are 

evaluated.  

Here again it should be emphasized, that, in an enumeration analysis where all feasible solutions 

are known, all non-dominated solutions among all feasible solutions can be found and 

accordingly reach the real Pareto Optimal Front. In continue the results of each algorithm with 

real Pareto front for 30 test problems are presented. 

5.1.4.1. Validation of NSGAII method  

 

In this section, the results of NSGAII with real Pareto Optimal Front are compared. In table 25, 

the results of the evaluation metrics for the thirty small instances are presented. POS is the 

percentage of real Pareto front solutions that the algorithm has found. RP is used for Real Pareto 

Optimal Front and AP is used for Approximated Pareto front. POS is the abbreviation for the 

percentage of solutions and refers to the percentage of solutions in real Pareto front that the 

algorithm found. 
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Table 25. The results for comparing real Pareto Optimal Front and approximated one from NSGAII 

Problem MID RP MID AP SNS RP SNS AP RAS RP RAS AP POS 

1 36.55 38.23 4.63 5.29 1.14 1.161 85.71 

2 78.1 78.1 43.14 43.14 0.13 0.13 100 

3 174.80 174.8 21.01 21.02 0.38 0.38 100 

4 5327.56 5368.35 973.95 954.24 0.25 0.25 90 

5 406.50 406.50 69.76 69.76 0.31 0.32 100 

6 2796.54 2901.46 634.51 726.51 0.57 0.58 87.5 

7 11208.55 11991.81 6633.05 7307.38 1.49 1.63 75 

8 52906.91 56785.78 9483.38 10161.31 0.45 0.43 87.5 

9 435147 393443.5 67042.43 54876.95 0.38 0.36 94.11 

10 543230.7 503178.1 111478.8 110054.4 1.64 1.545 94.44 

11 1172262 1047127 380719.8 444306.9 0.79 0.67 80 

12 11963649 10988384 1646581 1827213 0.60 0.56 84.21 

13 1741307 1745820 268096.5 285926.6 0.37 0.38 94.11 

14 5553516 5553516 951197.5 951197.5 0.30 0.30 100 

15 44908666 44908666 21440778 21440778 1.18 1.18 100 

16 157926.4 158783.1 52527.39 52847.1 0.36 0.36 88.88 

17 910185.9 760430.4 123373.7 107812.1 0.20 0.19 78.94 

18 395050.7 395050.7 89397.3 89397.3 0.14 0.14 100 

19 2303025 2303025 489523.7 489523.7 0.22 0.22 100 

20 802.9793 802.98 132.02 132.0239 0.50 0.50 100 

21 822.4958 843.5551 132.77 140.8496 0.32 0.32 89.47 

22 38102.67 37447.28 8571.58 9493.31 0.36 0.35 90.90 

23 5686432 5686432 834248.3 834248.3 0.24 0.24 100 

24 3642401 3642401 493447.3 493447.3 0.20 0.20 100 

25 34692382 34692382 5940480 5940480 0.30 0.30 100 

26 38247580 38247580 5605954 5605954 0.42 0.42 100 

27 128048.4 128048.4 21900.95 21900.95 0.41 0.41 100 

28 13280407 13280407 1740420 1740420 0.23 0.23 100 

29 1417203 1417203 249932.8 249932.8 0.44 0.44 100 

30 666877.8 666877.8 122327.1 122327.1 0.11 0.11 100 

 

In table 25, it can be seen, that in most test problems, NSGAII has found all non-dominated 

solutions and POS is equal to 100. For more transparency, the results of each metric in separate 

diagrams are shown. In the following diagrams stars refer to real Pareto front and diamonds refer 

to approximated Pareto front. First the results of MID in figure 46 are shown. 
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Figure 46.  Comparing MID values of NSGAII and real optimal front. 

It can be seen in figure 46, the real Pareto Optimal Front and the approximated one have almost 

the same results for the first evaluate metric (mean distance of solutions from ideal point). It 

means, the distance of approximated solutions resulted from NSGAII from the ideal point is 

almost equal to the distance that real non-dominated solutions have. The ideal point is where all 

objective functions have the minimum feasible value for this problem. In figure 47, the results 

for metric SNS are shown. 
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Figure 47. Comparing SNS values of NSGAII and real optimal front 

 

It can be seen in figure 47 that the spread of non-dominated solutions resulting from NSGAII has 

the same value that the real Pareto Optimal Front has. This can be a result of crowded distance 

operator in NSGAII, which makes sure that the spread of the solutions is big enough to not trap 

in a local optimum. In figure 48, the results of metric RAS are shown. 
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Figure 48. Comparing RAS values of NSGAII and real optimal font  

In figure 48, concerning the evaluation metric RAS, in most of solutions there is almost same 

results as it is for real Pareto front. Here it should also be explained that in some test problems, 

for approximated Pareto-optimal front there is a better value of RAS compared to real Pareto-

optimal front. It does not mean that the solutions resulted from NSGAII have better spread of 

solutions or better rate of achievement to all objectives simultaneously than real Pareto, but it is 

because of the crowding distance operator in NSGAII. The solutions in a specific distance 

around a non-dominated solution would be considered as the same non-dominated solution and 

consequently will not be considered in the next iterations. However, as it can be seen in the 

diagram, the value of metric SNS in real Pareto-optimal and approximated one are in 90 % of 

times almost the same. For more transparency an example is given. Regarding test instance 10 

(in the red circle) for example, RAS for real Pareto-optimal is a little bit smaller than 

approximated one. Approximated Pareto could find most non-dominated solutions in real Pareto-

optimal and these solutions have less distance to the ideal spot. 
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   Table 26. Objective functions in real and approximated Pareto Optimal Front from NSGAII  

Real Pareto Optimal Front   Estimated Pareto Optimal Front 

Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 
  

Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

10092 1851837.66 4 2788.6   10092 1851837.66 4 2788.6 

9613.4 1866500.29 4 2812.6   9613.4 1866500.29 4 2812.6 

9286.4 1725270.16 4 2841.6   9286.4 1725270.16 4 2841.6 

8774 452078.085 6 1943.6   8774 452078.085 6 1943.6 

8726 539764.485 6 2255.6   8726 539764.485 6 2255.6 

8227.6 750840.392 5 1970.8   8227.6 750840.392 5 1970.8 

8215.4 1676200.69 4 2890   Solution has not been found 

8119.6 968152.449 5 2015.6   8119.6 968152.449 5 2015.6 

8088.2 769403.582 5 2105.6   8088.2 769403.582 5 2105.6 

7902.8 610579.792 6 2031.6   7902.8 610579.792 6 2031.6 

7691.2 839797.049 5 2105.6   7691.2 839797.049 5 2105.6 

7212.2 787999.478 5 2147.6   7212.2 787999.478 5 2147.6 

7207.8 634914.411 6 1942.6   7207.8 634914.411 6 1942.6 

7160 889303.062 5 2078.6   7160 889303.062 5 2078.6 

7112 971140.32 5 2390.6   7112 971140.32 5 2390.6 

7100.8 670219.84 6 2147.6   7100.8 670219.84 6 2147.6 

7037.8 844178.506 6 2015.6   7037.8 844178.506 6 2015.6 

6928 1065490.75 5 2159.6   6928 1065490.75 5 2159.6 

 

As it is shown in table 26, NSGAII cannot find all real non-dominated solution (probably 

because of crowded distance sorting), and consequently the value of metric RAS resulted from 

approximated Pareto is a little bit better (smaller) than the real one. It means although the real 

Pareto Optimal Front is better than the approximated one, the Metric RAS shows that the 
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approximated Pareto Optimal Front is better than the real one. Table 27 shows the result for 

another test problem (test problem 12) 

Table 27. Objective functions in real and approximated Pareto Optimal Front from NSGAII 

Total tardiness 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Numbe

r of 

tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 
  Total tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Numbe

r of 

tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

65924.6 48789899.9 5 16316.4   Solution has not been found  

64078.8 31938547.1 6 16426.2   64078.8 31938547.1 6 16426.2 

63473.8 49101504.5 6 16351.4   Solution has not been found  

62124.8 34302148.1 6 16426.2   62124.8 34302148.1 6 16426.2 

62066.8 29515010.9 6 17043.2   62066.8 29515010.9 6 17043.2 

61909.8 30374499.1 6 17620.4   61909.8 30374499.1 6 17620.4 

61003.8 41442203.5 5 17043.2   61003.8 41442203.5 5 17043.2 

60730.8 42148810.7 5 17620.4   Solution has not been found  

60714.8 44388706.2 5 16426.2   60714.8 44388706.2 5 16426.2 

60363.4 53017010.2 5 17043.2   60363.4 53017010.2 5 17043.2 

60095.4 53721797.5 5 17620.4   60095.4 53721797.5 5 17620.4 

59596.8 35652911.1 6 17110.2   59596.8 35652911.1 6 17110.2 

59367.8 38399959.1 6 17110.2   59367.8 38399959.1 6 17110.2 

57591.4 39940545.3 6 17110.2   57591.4 39940545.3 6 17110.2 

57463.4 41625271.3 6 17110.2   57463.4 41625271.3 6 17110.2 

57079.4 42171373.7 6 16426.2   57079.4 42171373.7 6 16426.2 

56519 42495873.5 6 17110.2   56519 42495873.5 6 17110.2 

56010 44827366.5 6 16426.2   56010 44827366.5 6 16426.2 

55963 44234911.9 6 17110.2   55963 44234911.9 6 17110.2 

 

In table 27, It can be seen in table 27, that 16 of 19 real non-dominated solutions have been 

found which means 84.2% of real non-dominated solutions have been found. Both, the quality 

and diversity of solutions in the approximated Pareto set, perform well. But because of these 

three non-dominated solutions which are not found by the algorithm, the metrics are a little 

worse than their values for real non-dominated Pareto set. All in all, it can be concluded, that 

only by relying on the results of this metric, the efficiency of an algorithm cannot be validated, 

or two algorithms cannot be compared. Here it should be emphasized again, to compare two 

Pareto Optimal Fronts all metrics should be considered. In figure 49, the results of metric POS 

are shown. 
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       Figure 49. POS value for NSGAII solutions 

 

All test problems found minimum 75 % of real non-dominated solutions and more than 20 of 30 

test problems found minimum 90 % of real non-dominated solutions.  

5.1.4.2. Validation of SPEA2 

Here the results of SPEA 2 with real Pareto Optimal front are compared. In table 28, the results 

of the evaluation metrics for all 30 small instances are shown. POS is the percentage of real 

Pareto front solutions that the algorithm has found. RP is used for Real Pareto front and AP is 

used for Approximated Pareto front. POS is the abbreviation for percentage of solutions and 

refers to the percentage of solutions in real Pareto front that the algorithm found. 
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Table 28. The results for comparing real Pareto Optimal Front and approximated one from SPEA2 

Problem MID RP MID AP SNS RP SNS AP RAP RP RAP AP POS (%) 

1 
36.55 38.23 4.63 5.29 1.13 1.16 85.71 

2 
78.02 78.02 43.14 43.14 0.13 0.13 100 

3 
174.8 174.8 21.01 21.01 0.38 0.38 100 

4 
5327.57 5327.57 973.95 973.95 0.25 0.25 100 

5 
406.50 406.50 69.76 69.76 0.318 0.318 100 

6 
2796.548 2827.234 634.51 678.98 0.568 0.565 93.75 

7 
11208.55 11208.55 6633.04 6633.047 1.49 1.49 100 

8 
52906.91 54352.36 9483.38 10034.09 0.45 0.46 93.75 

9 
435147 435147 67042.43 67042.43 0.38 0.38 100 

10 
543230.7 608131.4 111478.8 127811.3 1.64 1.84 88.88 

11 
1172262 1047385 380719.8 444118.6 0.79 0.73 83.33 

12 
11963649 11085174 1646581 1715915 0.60 0.56 89.47 

13 
1741307 1741307 268096.5 268096.5 0.38 0.38 100 

14 
5553516 5553516 951197.5 951197.5 0.30 0.30195 100 

15 
44908666 44908666 21440778 21440778 1.181 1.18 100 

16 
157926.4 157926.4 52527.39 52527.39 0.36 0.36 100 

17 
910185.9 818325 123373.7 132575 0.204133 0.18 68.42 

18 
395050.7 395050.7 89397.3 89397.3 0.146258 0.14 100 

19 
2303025 2303025 489523.7 489523.7 0.224387 0.22 100 

20 
802.9793 802.9793 132.0239 132.0239 0.502978 0.50 100 

21 
822.4958 803.0149 132.7695 138.9729 0.325704 0.32 94.74 

22 
38102.67 38102.67 8571.585 8571.585 0.361355 0.36 100 

23 
5686432 5686432 834248.3 834248.3 0.24043 0.24 100 

24 
3642401 3642401 493447.3 493447.3 0.204132 0.20 100 

25 
34692382 34692382 5940480 5940480 0.301822 0.30 100 

26 
38247580 38247580 5605954 5605954 0.417601 0.42 100 

27 
128048.4 128048.4 21900.95 21900.95 0.41 0.41 100 

28 
13280407 13280407 1740420 1740420 0.23 0.23 100 

29 
1417203 1417203 249932.8 249932.8 0.44 0.44 100 

30 
666877.8 666877.8 122327.1 122327.1 0.11 0.11 100 
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It can be seen in table 28 that, in most test instances (about 22 of 30 test instances) SPEA2 could 

find all real non-dominated solutions and POS is equal to 100. For more transparency, the results 

of each metric in separate figures are shown. 

In the following diagrams (50-53), stars refer to real Pareto-optimal and circles refer to 

approximated Pareto Optimal Front obtained from SPEA 2. First the results of MID in figure 50 

are shown. 

 

 

Figure 50.Comparing MID values of SPEA2 and real optimal front. 

 

As it can be seen in figure 50 and table 28, for 22 of 30 test instances the real Pareto Optimal 

Front and the approximated one the same results for the first evaluated metric (mean distance of 

solutions from ideal point). It means, the distance of non-dominated solutions resulted from 

SPEA 2 from the ideal point is equal to the distance that real non-dominated solutions have. The 

ideal point is where all objective functions have the minimum feasible value for this problem. As 

it is explained before, for large size test problems, it is not possible, to find the optimum value of 

every single objective function. Instead the Genetic Algorithm is used to find a near optimum 

solution for each objective function. The ideal point here is where all objective functions have 

their near optimal value, found by Genetic Algorithm. It should be mentioned, that the optimum 
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point is not necessarily a feasible solution. The optimum point is where all solutions have their 

optimal value but sometimes because of the nature of the problem and its parameters, for 

example,  processing times and due dates, achieving the optimal point is practically impossible. 

However, it is used as a base for calculating the metrics that is used for comparing and 

evaluating the evolutionary algorithms. In figure 51, the results of metric SNS are shown. 

 

 

Figure 51. Comparing SNS values of SPEA2 and real optimal front 

 

It can be seen in figure 51 that the spread of non-dominated solutions resulted from SPEA 2 has 

almost the same value that the real Pareto Optimal Front has. It can be seen, that for these 

presented instances, the diversity of solutions of SPEA 2 is good which means the spread of non-

dominated solutions is big enough to keep the possibility of trapping in a local optimum very 

low.  

Next metric is RAS which quantifies the rate of achievement to all objectives simultaneously. 

The results are shown in the following figure 52.  
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Figure 52. Comparing RAS values of SPEA2 and real optimal front. 

 

, It can be seen in figure 52, that for the evaluation metric RAS, in most of solutions (73% of 

solutions) the same results as for real Pareto front is reached. Here it should also be explained, 

that in some test problems, for approximated Pareto Optimal Front, there is a better value for 

RAS in comparison to real Pareto Optimal Front. It does not mean that the approximated Pareto 

Optimal Front resulted from SPEA 2 has a better chance to achieve all solutions with the 

objectives at their optimum level than the real Pareto Optimal Front. But again, becouse of the 

fact that, sometimes SPEA2 cannot find all non-dominated solutions but only those which are 

closer to the optimum point and consequently the value of metric RAS for SPEA 2 is smaller 

than the value of metric RAS for real Pareto Optimal Front. For more transparency an example is 

given. Regarding test instance 12 (in the red circle) for example, RAS for real Pareto-optimal is a 

little bit smaller than approximated one. As it can be seen in the above diagrams, approximated 

Pareto could find most non-dominated solutions in real Pareto Optimal Front and these solutions 

have less distance to the ideal point. 
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Table 29. Objective functions in real and approximated Pareto Optimal Front from SPEA2  

Real Prato Optimal Front   Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 
  

Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

10092 1851837,66 4 2788,6   10092 1851837,66 4 2788,6 

9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6   9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6 

9286,4 1725270,16 4 2841,6   9286,4 1725270,16 4 2841,6 

8774 452078,08 6 1943,6   8986 1861463,06 4 3331 

8726 539764,48 6 2255,6   8906 1954088,66 4 3428 

8227,6 750840,39 5 1970,8   8774 452078,08 6 1943,6 

8215,4 1676200,7 4 2890   8726 539764,48 6 2255,6 

8119,6 968152,45 5 2015,6   8227,6 750840,39 5 1970,8 

8088,2 769403,58 5 2105,6   8119,6 968152,45 5 2015,6 

7902,8 610579,79 6 2031,6   8088,2 769403,58 5 2105,6 

7691,2 839797,05 5 2105,6   7902,8 610579,79 6 2031,6 

7212,2 787999,48 5 2147,6   7691,2 839797,05 5 2105,6 

7207,8 634914,41 6 1942,6   7212,2 787999,48 5 2147,6 

7160 889303,06 5 2078,6   7207,8 634914,41 6 1942,6 

7112 971140,32 5 2390,6   7160 889303,06 5 2078,6 

7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6   7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6 

7037,8 844178,51 6 2015,6   7037,8 844178,51 6 2015,6 

6928 1065490,76 5 2159,6   6928 1065490,76 5 2159,6 

 

As it can be seen in table 29, the estimated Pareto Optimal Front cannot find two of real non-

dominated solutions in the Pareto Optimal Front and instead found two other solutions. These 

solutions are highlighted in table 29. The approximated Pareto Optimal Front can find 17 out of 

19 the real non-dominated solutions which means about 89% of real non-dominated solutions 

have been found. Therefore, RAS for the real non-dominated set is equal to 0.60 while for non-

dominated set that SPEA 2 found is equal to 0.56 which means 5% decrease in comparison with 

RAS for real non-dominated set. In table 30, the results of another test instance are shown, where 

the value of metric RAS for non-dominated set resulted from SPEA2 is a little bit larger than 

RAS of real non-dominated set.  
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Table 30. Objective functions in real and approximated Pareto Optimal Front from SPEA2  

Real Pareto Optimal Front  Approximated Pareto Optimal Front  
Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Total 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

65924.6 48789899.95 5 16316.4  Solution has not been found  

64078.8 31938547.12 6 16426.2 64078.8 31938547.12 6 16426.2 

63473.8 49101504.58 6 16351.4   Solution has not been found   

62124.8 34302148.1 6 16426.2 62124.8 34302148.1 6 16426.2 

62066.8 29515010.98 6 17043.2 62066.8 29515010.98 6 17043.2 

61909.8 30374499.09 6 17620.4 61909.8 30374499.09 6 17620.4 

61003.8 41442203.5 5 17043.2 61003.8 41442203.5 5 17043.2 

60730.8 42148810.7 5 17620.4 60730.8 42148810.7 5 17620.4 

60714.8 44388706.22 5 16426.2 60714.8 44388706.22 5 16426.2 

60363.4 53017010.24 5 17043.2 60363.4 53017010.24 5 17043.2 

60095.4 53721797.57 5 17620.4 60095.4 53721797.57 5 17620.4 

59596.8 35652911.17 6 17110.2 59596.8 35652911.17 6 17110.2 

59367.8 38399959.12 6 17110.2 59367.8 38399959.12 6 17110.2 

57591.4 39940545.3 6 17110.2 57591.4 39940545.3 6 17110.2 

57463.4 41625271.3 6 17110.2 57463.4 41625271.3 6 17110.2 

57079.4 42171373.76 6 16426.2 57079.4 42171373.76 6 16426.2 

56519 42495873.57 6 17110.2 56519 42495873.57 6 17110.2 

56010 44827366.58 6 16426.2 56010 44827366.58 6 16426.2 

55963 44234911.93 6 17110.2 55963 44234911.93 6 17110.2 

 

As it can be seen in table 30, among 19 real non-dominated solutions, only two solutions cannot 

be found by SPEA 2 and that is why the metrics for the approximated Pareto-optimal set is a 

little worse compared to real Pareto Optimal Front. But as you can see, 17 of 19 real non-

dominated solutions have been found and quantity or diversity of the approximated algorithm is 

good. As it is shown, the algorithms cannot be compared only based on one metric, but with the 

aid of all three metrics these two algorithms can be evaluated and compared with each other. In 

figure 53 the percentage of real non-dominated solutions that SPEA2 could found for all 30 test 

problems are shown. 
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Figure 53. POS values for SPEA2 solutions 

 

It can be seen in figure 53, that 29 of 30 test instances find minimum 80 %of the real non-

dominated solutions and 22 of 30 test problems find 100% of the real non-dominated solutions. 

In table 31, the CPU time of all small size problems for both NSGAII and SPEA2 are shown. 
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Table 31. CPU time for all small size test problems 

Number of 

test 

problem 

SPEA2 

(seconds) 

NSGAII 

(seconds) 

Number of 

test 

problem 

SPEA2 

(seconds) 

NSGAII 

(seconds) 

1 3515.03399 2719.7539 16 6674.219 4353.6 

2 3583.69321 2734.8581 17 6439.598 3954.161 

3 2820.19945 2661.709 18 6255.409 3536.802 

4 2980.38942 2717.3523 19 3429.443 3799.047 

5 13985.1734 2841.0907 20 11780.26 3452.224 

6 4679.51902 2836.0475 21 4308.083 3700.67 

7 5652.57161 2843.8773 22 4990.158 3700.67 

8 4838.55886 2803.2638 23 4276.101 3703.395 

9 5728.03843 3183.0301 24 7797.768 3509.416 

10 5323.28418 4258.6267 25 6815.948 3191.466 

11 5764.79246 3718.176 26 7867.01 3639.982 

12 5081.79543 3268.2328 27 3850.389 3695.71 

13 10630.3951 3876.8595 28 3828.436 2858.65 

14 5023.5448 3401.2494 29 3627.669 3642.21 

15 8324.84891 2810.6977 30 4297.359 3611.167 

 

As it can be seen in table 31, NSGAII has for all test problems less CPU time compared to 

SPEA2. Although the size of the initial population for SPEA2 is significantly smaller than the 

size of population in NSGA2, the CPU time for NSGAII is always smaller than SPEA2. In 

section 5.2 the results of solving 30 large size test instances by applying the two presented 

algorithms are shown and compare these two algorithms together with the aid of the introduced 

metrics in this section. The results for all 30 test problems are shown in Appendix D. 

5.2 Big size test problems 

 

After an enumeration analysis on 30 small size instances and studying the efficiency of NSGAII 

and SPEA2, in this section, 30 big size test instances are shown. To apply this method for a 

testbed of bigger size, first some standard instances should be found. Therefore, the benchmark 

instances introduced in Lee [32] is used. In Lee [32] the authors introduce their website 

http://soa.iti.es/rruiz which contains a benchmark for permutation flow shop scheduling problems 

considering minimizing total tardiness as an objective function.  
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The due dates are generated according to the tardiness factor (TT) and the due date range (RR) 

with a uniform distribution between P (1 − TT − RR/2) and P (1 − T + RR/2) following the 

method presented in Potts and Wassenhove [80] which is often used in the literature. Taking into 

account the combinations of the parameters TT and RR considered in the papers reviewed in 

previous sections, the following combinations are proposed: TT = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6} and RR = {0.2, 

0.6, 1}. The test bed for flow shops and due dates is used. The list of implemented test instances 

is shown in table 32: 

Table 32. Test problems ID 

Test 

problem 

Tardy 

factor 

Due date 

range 
Test number 

min total 

tardiness 

Number of 

test 

problem 

Tardy 

factor 

Due date 

range 

Test 

number 

Min. total 

tardiness 

1 0.4 0.2 1 15666 16 0.2 1 4 0 

2 0.6 0.2 3 31208 17 0.2 0.6 4 0 

3 0.4 1 1 8499 18 0.4 0.2 1 12440 

4 0.6 0.6 4 41665 19 0.4 0.2 2 12246 

5 0.6 1 3 27859 20 0.4 0.2 4 13371 

6 0.6 0.6 1 28619 21 0.4 0.6 1 12803 

7 0.2 0.2 1 1876 22 0.6 0.6 2 33942 

8 0.4 1 2 8208 23 0.6 0.6 3 31571 

9 0.2 0.2 1 2425 24 0.6 0.2 2 31288 

10 0.4 0.4 1 0 25 0.6 0.6 5 34689 

11 0.2 0.2 4 2564 26 0.4 0.6 2 6575 

12 0.2 0.2 2 2202 27 0.4 1 3 2397 

13 0.2 0.2 5 3056 28 0.6 1 4 17471 

14 0.4 0.6 3 9739 29 0.6 1 5 22797 

15 0.4 0.6 4 13199 30 0.6 1 2 23514 

 

It should be mentioned again, to be able to use the presented metrics, each Pareto front should be 

compared to the ideal point which is [2>∗, 2@∗, 2B∗, 2t∗] where 2>∗ is the minimum of the first objective 

function as a single objective, 2@∗ is the minimum of the second objective function as single 

objective, 2B∗ is the minimum of the third objective function as a single objective and 2t∗ is the 

minimum of the fourth objective function as a single objective. For large size test instances, the 
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real optimum for every single objective function cannot be found. But to achieve a near optimum 

for every single objective function, a Genetic Algorithm is applied and a near optimum for each 

one is found. The Genetic Algorithm used here, has the initial population generated by the 

modified NEHedd. The neighborhood search is what used for NSGAII and depicted before. The 

termination rule is a fixed number of iteration-runs. All assumptions are exactly the same, what 

for NSGAII are assumed except that here there is a single objective function. Consequently, it 

can be calculated the presented metrics and be compared to the algorithms together. In table 33 

the results for the first test instance is shown. The results are shown in table 33. 

Table 33. The near optimum solution for each objective function 

 
Total tardiness Variance of 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

job 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Minimizing total 

tardiness 
18481 239997.1384 29 1693 

Minimizing variance 

of tardiness 
21821 179733.718 33 1321 

Minimizing number 

of tardy jobs 
24061 310844.7057 24 1442 

Minimizing 

maximum tardiness 
22776 206549.4384 32 1250 

 

In table 33, the second row shows the solution as total tardiness is minimized as a single 

objective function, the third row shows the solution as variance of tardiness is minimized as a 

single objective function and respectively the fourth and fifth rows show the solutions as the 

number of tardy jobs and maximum tardiness are minimized as single objective functions.  

NSGAII can find about fifty non-dominated solutions for this test instance while SPEA2 finds 

about 30 non-dominated solutions. Since four objective functions are considered, a visualization 

of solutions considering all objective functions is not possible, but it is possible to show the 

solution in three separate diagrams and each time considers three of four objective functions. In 

figure 54-56 the circles are the solutions of NSGAII and the stars indicate the solutions of SPEA 

2. 
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Figure 54. Non-dominated solutions of NSGAII and SPEA 2 

 

In figure 54, the solutions of both algorithms for three objective functions are shown. These 

objective functions are variance of tardiness, total tardiness and number of tardy jobs. As it is 

shown in figure 54, the diversity of NSGAII solutions is significantly larger than the diversity of 

SPEA 2 solutions. However, the quality of SPEA2 solutions seems much better than NSGAII 

solutions. The average of total tardiness for NSGAII solutions is 22779.62 while for SPEA2 

solutions is equal to 21226.9. The average of variance of tardiness for NSGAII solutions is 

250425.73 while for SPEA 2 solutions is 202659.12. It can be seen here, that the average of total 

tardiness and variance of tardiness for SPEA2 is smaller than the average of these objective 

functions for NSGAII solutions.  
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Figure 55. Non-dominated solutions of NSGAII and SPEA2 

 

In figure 55, respectively the non-dominated solutions for three objective functions: total 

tardiness, variance of tardiness and maximum tardiness are shown. As it can be seen in figure 56, 

here the SPEA2 solutions have obviously in average less maximum tardiness. The average of 

maximum tardiness for NSGAII solutions is equal to 1578.52 while for SPEA 2 solutions, is 

equal to 1404.9. Here again it can be seen, that for minimizing objective function the quality of 

solutions resulted from SPEA2 in average is better that NSGAII solutions.  
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Figure 56. Non-Dominated solutions for NSGAII and SPEA 2 

In figure 56, the non-dominated solutions for three objective functions (number of tardy jobs, 

variance of tardiness and maximum tardiness) are shown. As it can be seen in figure 56, here the 

SPEA2 solutions have obviously in average less maximum tardiness. The average of number of 

tardy jobs for NSGAII solutions is equal 31.14 while for SPEA 2 solutions is equal to 30.97. 

Here for minimizing number of tardy jobs, for these test instances, the quality of solutions for 

both algorithms on average is almost the same. 

All in all, from the above figures, it can be concluded, that for the above presented test instances 

the diversity of solutions resulted from NSGAII is larger than the solutions of SPEA2 but the 

quality of solutions from SPEA2 is better. The results for all 30 test instances are shown in table 

34. In Table 34 the results for all three metrics for both presented algorithms are shown. 
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  Table 34.The results for big size test problems for NSGAII and SPEA2 

 NSGAII SPEA2 

 MID SNS RAS MID SNS RAS 

1 70876.57904 4443.788108 0.435242 42209.45656 2953.923528 0.539235557 

2 230441.0222 4113.21667 1.058708 501307.0164 15270.25805 1.800059271 

3 202992.4522 13512.15065 6.702164 42124.97617 4241.243593 2.981128917 

4 371272.5671 11762.18072 1.159802 155990.5795 13325.86109 0.906558957 

5 762142.0653 25059.06468 51.01783 225734.4952 19435.83982 16.41941878 

6 499842.1887 11200.2727 6.432777 147793.1649 17015.84668 2.302214997 

7 12842.60383 497.0659113 1.443008 9166.215473 353.4873245 0.90645425 

8 229488.0639 6902.701633 10.63399 23073.83276 2089.485558 1.788890431 

9 2974.577798 260.9694925 0.483463 7763.672845 1264.656527 0.400612263 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 17314.44061 483.8831809 0.604301 17314.44061 483.8831809 0.604300622 

12 27729.01157 2227.314585 1.027092 11467.98719 210.2423898 0.545552297 

13 11726.51787 2219.200255 0.56961 28051.18174 259.6271534 0.502143573 

14 187419.5012 8738.836159 3.269574 64672.86693 7124.595615 2.248116873 

15 208165.0081 4493.661684 3.053885 73039.49578 7569.710434 1.383364365 

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 59428.73766 1070.61822 0.544829 69762.57626 4008.031321 0.597844218 

19 63366.49043 1891.180307 0.625222 51143.24403 43.63465351 0.602552784 

20 215783.4022 5593.930883 4.363484 115706.4693 856.0507058 4.632331189 

21 217885.7209 7159.053643 4.443421 21348.59142 6422.325499 1.344473261 

22 388594.2764 9495.228566 3.622612 202763.9892 18266.32794 2.729913549 

23 367991.4698 8393.557741 4.039472 162388.8245 21491.62062 2.405963989 

24 182834.7397 4052.271394 0.731 162367.4691 17240.85143 0.624843123 

25 525468.4112 10371.83793 5.114765 263587.4297 23508.60647 3.069278132 

26 174148.6463 5208.262763 4.118796 30085.06806 4797.894332 1.587500351 

27 6353.006139 1165.257572 2.511371 4310.319486 1397.470453 1.175191858 

28 62890.62075 10425.39039 7.760547 172642.3757 11278.89413 1.78372831 

29 24465.25781 4609.877322 2.616694 299170.9458 13647.67577 2.616168282 

30 369586.972 14166.83568 2.317853 281063.055 6777.60669 1.925301441 

 

In table 34, the results of all three metrics for both algorithms are shown. There are three test 

instances that could reach a feasible solution without any tardiness (test instance 10, 16 and 17). 

Both algorithms find for all these three problems the solution with no tardiness. The results 

emphasize on the efficiency of both algorithms. To have more transparency, the results of each 

metric for both algorithms also in a separate diagram are shown. In the following diagrams the 

circles show the results for NSGAII and the stars show the results of SPEA2:  
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Figure 57. Comparing NSGAII and SPEA2 based on MID metric 

 

In figure 57, it can be seen, that for 18 test instances, SPEA2 has smaller MID than NSGAII, for 

8 test instances NSGAII has smaller MID than SPEA2 and for 4 instances both have the same 

value of MID. It means in 60% of cases SPEA2 has superiority compared to NSGAII and in 

almost 27% of cases NSGAII shows better results for this metric.  
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Figure 58. Comparing NSGAII and SPEA2 based on SNS metric 

 

In figure 58 it can be seen, that for 12 test instances SPEA2 has higher SNS than NSGAII, for 14 

instances NSGAII has higher SNS than SPEA2 and for 4 instances both have the same value of 

SNS. It means in 40% of time SPEA2 has superiority compared to NSGAII and in almost 46% of 

time NSGAII shows better results for this metric. The results show that both algorithms have a 

good spread of non-dominance solution or it is hard to say that one of these algorithms has 

superiority over the others.  
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Figure 59. Comparing NSGAII and SPEA2 based on RAS metric 

 

RAS is the rate of achievement to all objectives simultaneously. As it can be seen in figure 59, 

for 22 instances, SPEA2 has smaller RAS than NSGAII, only for 4 test instances NSGAII has 

smaller RAS than SPEA2 and for 4 test instances both have the same value of RAS. It means in 

about 74% of time SPEA2 has superiority compared to NSGAII and in almost 13% of time 

NSGAII shows better results for this metric. It means with the aid of SPEA2 there is a better 

chance to achieve a solution which has a low distance from the ideal point. 
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Table 35. Average of metrics for NSGAII and SPEA2 

Method/Average  Average MID Average SNS Average RAS 

NSGAII 183134.145 5983.920295 4.356717 

SPEA2 104496.8832 7376.400544 1.927352962 

 

The results show that SPEA2 has better results compared to NSGAII. The average of each of 

three metrics for the whole test bed is shown in table 35. It shows that SPEA2 in average has less 

value of MID and RAS compared to NSGAII. And the average of SNS for SPEAII is higher than 

NSGAII. This result shows again for these instances the superiority of SPEA2 to NSGAII. To 

have more transparency here, the results for a large size test instance in three different diagrams 

considering three objective functions each time are shown.  

 

Figure 60. Comparing the results of NSGAII and SPEA2  
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In figure 60, it can be seen, that the solutions of both algorithms for three objective functions: 

total tardiness, variance of tardiness and number of tardy jobs. As you can see the blue points 

which shows the solutions of SPEA2 has smaller value for all three objective functions in 

compare with the red stars which shows the solutions of NSGAII.  

 

Figure 61. Comparing the results of NSGAII and SPEA2  

 

In figure 61 the solutions of both algorithms for three objective functions: total tardiness, 

variance of tardiness and maximum tardiness. The circles, which show the solutions of SPEA2, 

have smaller values for all three objective functions in comparison with the stars which show the 

solutions of NSGAII. However, it can also be seen that NSGAII has some solutions which have 

smaller maximum tardiness in comparison with the solutions of SPEA2 
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 Figure 62. Comparing the results of NSGAII and SPEA2  

 

In figure 62, the solutions of both algorithms for three objective functions (number of tardy jobs, 

variance of tardiness and maximum tardiness) are shown. The circles show the solutions of 

SPEA2 and the stars show SPEA2 solutions. As it can be seen, NSGAII solutions have smaller 

values for at least two objective functions which are variance of tardiness and the number of 

tardy jobs. However, NSGAII has some solutions which have smaller maximum tardiness in 

comparison with the solutions of SPEA2. All in all, from the above figures, it can be seen that, 

the values of objective functions in solutions found by SPEA2 is better (smaller) than the 

solutions that NSGAII found but the spread of solutions in NSGAII is larger than the solutions of 

SPEA2. It can be concluded, for the presented examples, SPEA2 has better results than NSGAII. 

Table 36 shows the CPU time for big size test instances. It shows again that CPU time of SPEA2 

is significantly larger than NSGA2. 
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Table 36. CPU time for NSGAII and SPEA2 for all big size test problems 

Number of 

test problem 

NSGAII 

(second) SPEA2 (Second) 

Number of 

test 

problem NSGAII (second) SPEA2 (second) 

1 372.7843 909.3935 16 302.7983 1425.072 

2 208.9889 956.3186 17 264.2331 1494.987 

3 252.0761 915.9236 18 295.5962 1929.062 

4 257.693 888.2692 19 219.4154 1107.946 

5 314.5988 812.3795 20 264.0686 1913.667 

6 225.6479 981.3234 21 260.9604 1229.027 

7 235.31 747.4752 22 281.5761 1729.462 

8 279.0135 914.9838 23 303.9239 1186.507 

9 249.2325 1032.77 24 263.6897 1147.694 

10 312.2132 1013.944 25 270.91 1159.169 

11 277.2791 1609.839 26 273.3672 1399.288 

12 257.8007 1136.385 27 261.1531 1165.588 

13 256.9761 1227.915 28 262.0541 1782.755 

14 317.3347 1355.518 29 316.5777 1136.222 

15 509.0388 1240.276 30 330.9459 1102.088 

 

It can be seen in table 36, NSGAII has less CPU time compared to SPEA2. Although the size of 

the initial population for SPEA2 is significantly less than the size of the population for NSGA2 

(For SPEA2 is 60 while for NSGAII is 200) and the maximum iteration for NSGAII is 5 times 

more than the maximum iteration for SPEA2 (for SPEA2 is 2000 while for NSGAII is 10000), 

the CPU time for NSGAII for presented test instances is always less than SPEA2.  
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6. Conclusion and outlook 
 

In today's manufacturing environment, the ability that a company to respond quickly and 

effectively to satisfy customers is very important to gain competitiveness but sometimes because 

of different uncertainties it is very difficult to provide a schedule with no tardiness. Sometimes 

due to different uncertainties, variability of tardiness in a scheduling system can be increased. 

Variability means anything that causes the system to depart from predictable regular behavior. 

For example, due to lack of information and (or) randomness, a good forecast of demand cannot 

be achieved, and the products are produced less than it is needed. Another example is when there 

is no good quality check in the system. That causes more rework and consequently the orders 

cannot be delivered on time. In these cases, the uncertainty causes to have tardiness in the 

system. The goal of this research is to minimize variability of tardiness in a situation, that 

tardiness because of different uncertainties is not avoidable. Minimizing variability of tardiness 

is important because it helps to reduce tardiness penalties, increase smoothness and customer 

satisfaction, and increase homogeneity and uniformity in a scheduling system. In chapter 1, the 

importance of this research by some practical examples are described and it is discussed where 

the results of this research can be useful. To minimize variability of tardiness, variance of 

tardiness as a measurement is considered and to have a good compromise between variance of 

tardiness and other tardiness related objective functions, three other objective functions are 

considered, and a multi-objective flow shop scheduling problem is considered. These objectives 

are minimizing total tardiness, minimizing number of tardy jobs and minimizing maximum 

tardiness. In this research, since due date related objective functions are considered, setting 

proper due dates is very important in the first place. Therefore, a modification of TWK Method 

is presented to set the due dates in three different levels: tight due dates level means, the due 

dates are defined very small and not realistic in a way where there is at the end for even the best 

solution a lot of tardiness in the system. The loose due dates level is where the due dates are 

defined very largely, so that in all feasible solutions, there is no tardiness in the system while 

there is a lot of earliness in the system. The middle due date level is where due dates are defined 

not very loose and not very tight. In this level, the due dates can be defined, so that there are 

solutions with no tardiness or acceptable tardiness in the system. The analysis of the solutions in 
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these three different levels of due dates emphasizes on the importance of setting proper due 

dates. Although the uncertainties in the system can result in not to meet the pre-defined due 

dates, setting proper due dates with enough puffer time is still important and helps to avoid more 

penalties. The new method is compared with two other due date setting methods. The results for 

the considered example showed, that the advantage of using this method is first of all this 

method has only one parameter and by varying this parameter, proper due dates (depend on 

market information) can be found and secondly, unlike other methods, there is no random 

parameter in this method and it makes it easier to find proper due dates.  

Minimizing total tardiness in a flow shop scheduling system is a NP-hard scheduling problem. 

Therefore, exact algorithms cannot find an optimum solution. In chapter 4, two evolutionary 

algorithms are presented. To find a good compromise between all objective functions considered 

in this research, two algorithms are presented: Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 

(NSGA II) and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2). The initial population 

generated by a modification of NEHedd method which is described in detail in chapter 4. The 

neighborhood search methods used in both algorithms are two-point crossover, shift mutation 

and pairwise interchange mutation. The termination rule for both algorithms is a determined 

maximum iteration. 

The concept of right-shifting in a semi active scheduling is described in chapter 5. Doing right-

shifting can help to reduce variance of tardiness, however, it increases total tardiness and 

therefore, applying right-shifting must be allowed only when the final solution stays in an 

acceptable range for total tardiness and variance of tardiness. In chapter 5, an enumeration 

analysis for 30 instances of the proposed flow shop scheduling problem is presented. These 

instances are generated randomly. The goal of this analysis is to check the correlation between 

variance of tardiness and other objective functions. In order to find the best strategy to deal with 

these objective functions, it is studied whether the new objective function (variance of tardiness) 

conflicts other objective functions or by minimizing variability in the system, other due date 

related objective functions will be also minimized. The results showed, that there is no 

correlation between minimizing variance of tardiness and minimizing other tardiness related 

objective functions considered in this research. The enumeration analysis showed that variance 
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of tardiness has no common behavior with other due date related objective functions and to have 

a good compromise between the new objective function and other objective functions, all these 

objectives should be considered in a multi-objective scheduling problem. Next, to check the 

verification of the presented metaheuristic algorithms, 30 small size instances with these two 

algorithms are solved and compared their approximated Pareto Optimal Front with the real 

Pareto set. In the end, 30 large instances with the presented algorithms (NSGAII and SPEA2) are 

solved and the algorithms are compared with each other. The numerical experiments for the 

presented 30 large size examples showed that the two algorithms were able to generate a whole 

set of well distributed Pareto-optimal solutions. SPEA2 has better results compared to NSGAII 

and CPU time for NSGAII is less than SPEA2.  

For further discussion, based on the importance of the customers, weights to different jobs can be 

dedicated and other objectives related to due date such as total earliness can be considered. For 

future researchers, it is also suggested to consider this concept in other scheduling layouts like 

job shop and open shop. 
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Appendix A: MATLAB Codes 
 

Small size test problems: Enumeration Analysis 

clc 
clear all 
close all; 
nvar=7; %number of jobs 
fnvar=5040; %number of solutions 
at1=zeros(fnvar,nvar); %arrival time 

 
se=[all possible 6! Sequences] 

%processing time of jobs on each machine 

pr1=[5 3 7 4 4 6 5]; %processing time of jobs on machine 1 
pr2=[4 2 5 8 5 9 7]; %processing time of jobs on machine 2 
pr3=[4 2 5 4 6 8 9]; %processing time of jobs on machine 3 
pr4=[5 8 7 6 4 9 6]; %processing time of jobs on machine 4 
pr5=[7 2 8 6 5 4 5]; %processing time of jobs on machine 5 
pr6=[5 2 5 3 6 8 6]; %processing time of jobs on machine 6 
  
  
    at1=at1(se); 
    pr1=pr1(se); 
    pr2=pr2(se); 
    pr3=pr3(se); 
    pr4=pr4(se); 
    pr5=pr5(se); 
    pr6=pr6(se); 
     
 
for i=1:fnvar 
  
    ct1(i,1)=at1(i,1)+pr1(i,1); 
    st1=0; 
    for j=2:nvar 
        st1(i,j)=max(at1(i,j),ct1(i,j-1)); 
        ct1(i,j)=st1(i,j)+pr1(i,j); 
       
    end 
         
      for j=1:nvar 
          at2(i,j)=ct1(i,j); 
      end  
      st2(i,1)=at2(i,1); 
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      ct2(i,1)=at2(i,1)+pr2(i,1); 
      for k=2:nvar 
         st2(i,k)=max(at2(i,k),ct2(i,k-1)); 
         ct2(i,k)=st2(i,k)+pr2(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nvar 
          at3(i,j)=ct2(i,j); 
      end  
      st3(i,1)=at3(i,1); 
      ct3(i,1)=st3(i,1)+pr3(i,1); 
      for k=2:nvar 
         st3(i,k)=max(at3(i,k),ct3(i,k-1)); 
         ct3(i,k)=st3(i,k)+pr3(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nvar 
          at4(i,j)=ct3(i,j); 
      end  
      st4(i,1)=at4(i,1); 
      ct4(i,1)=st4(i,1)+pr4(i,1); 
      for k=2:nvar 
         st4(i,k)=max(at4(i,k),ct4(i,k-1)); 
         ct4(i,k)=st4(i,k)+pr4(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
        
       for j=1:nvar 
          at5(i,j)=ct4(i,j); 
      end  
      st5(i,1)=at5(i,1); 
      ct5(i,1)=st5(i,1)+pr5(i,1); 
      for k=2:nvar 
         st5(i,k)=max(at5(i,k),ct5(i,k-1)); 
         ct5(i,k)=st5(i,k)+pr5(i,k); 
          
      end 
             
       for j=1:nvar 
          at6(i,j)=ct5(i,j); 
      end  
      st6(i,1)=at6(i,1); 
      ct6(i,1)=st6(i,1)+pr6(i,1); 
      for k=2:nvar 
         st6(i,k)=max(at6(i,k),ct6(i,k-1)); 
         ct6(i,k)=st6(i,k)+pr6(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      %due date setting 
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       KK=1.2; 
      for j=1:nvar 
          AA(i,j)=pr1(i,j)+pr2(i,j)+pr3(i,j)+pr4(i,j)+pr5(i,j)+pr6(i,j); 
          d(i,j)=AA(i,j)*KK; 
      end 
       
      %Tardiness objectives  
      for j=1:nvar 
         t(i,j)=max(0,ct6(i,j)-d(i,j)); 
               
         t2(i,j)=t(i,j).^2; 
       end 
                      
       maxl(i)=max(t(i,:)); 
        
        
       %mean tardiness 
        
       ed(i,:)=sum(t(i,:),2)/nvar; 
        
       e2d(i,:)=ed(i,:).^2; 
       ed2(i,:)=sum(t2(i,:),2)/nvar; 
       %variance 
       vv(i)=var(t(i,:)); 
                      
      z2(i)= sum(t(i,:),2)/nvar; 
       
         
      
       ft(i)=sum(ct6(i,:)); 
       ms(i)=max(ct6(i,:)); 
  
  
end  
  
vd=vv'; 
ems=min(ms); 
  
%number of tardy Jobs 
for i=1:fnvar 
    for j=1:nvar 
        if t(i,j)>0 
            nt(i,j)=1; 
        else 
            nt(i,j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:fnvar 
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    snt(i)=sum(nt(i,:)); 
end 
  
msnt=min(snt); 
  
zz1=min(ed); 
zz2=min(vd); 
zz3=min(ft); 
zz4=min(maxl); 
zz5=min(snt); 
  
  
for i=1:fnvar 
    %Total Tardinss 
    fed(i)=ed(i).*7; 
%all objective functions 
    ans(i,:)=[ vd(i) fed(i) snt(i) maxl(i) ms(i) ft(i)];  
end 
 

Right shifting code 

clc 
clear all 
close all; 
%total tardiness 
%se=[2     5     1     4     3     7     6]; 
%variance of Tardiness 
se=[2     5     4     1     3     7     6]; 
  
nvar=7; %number of jobs 
pr1=[5 3 7 4 4 6 5]; %processing time of jobs on machine 1 
pr2=[4 2 5 8 5 9 7]; %processing time of jobs on machine 2 
pr3=[4 2 5 4 6 8 9]; %processing time of jobs on machine 3 
pr4=[5 8 7 6 4 9 6]; %processing time of jobs on machine 4 
pr5=[7 2 8 6 5 4 5]; %processing time of jobs on machine 5 
pr6=[5 2 5 3 6 8 6]; %processing time of jobs on machine 6 
      
%due date setting 
KK=1.5; 
      for j=1:nvar 
           
          d(1,j)=ppr(1,j)*KK; 
      end 
     
 mm=size(se,1); 
 nn=size(se,2); 
  
Pr1=pr1(se); 
pr2=pr2(se); 
pr3=pr3(se); 
pr4=pr4(se); 
pr5=pr5(se); 
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pr6=pr6(se); 
d=d(se); 
at1=zeros(mm,nn); 
  
  %main loop 
    ct1(1,1)=pr1(1,1); 
    st1(1,1)=0; 
    for j=2:nn 
        st1(1,j)=ct1(1,j-1); 
        ct1(1,j)=st1(1,j)+pr1(1,j); 
         
    end 
  
            
      for j=1:nn 
          at2(1,j)=ct1(1,j); 
      end  
      st2(1,1)=at2(1,1); 
      ct2(1,1)=at2(1,1)+pr2(1,1); 
      for k=2:nn 
         st2(1,k)=max(at2(1,k),ct2(1,k-1)); 
         ct2(1,k)=st2(1,k)+pr2(1,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at3(1,j)=ct2(1,j); 
      end  
      st3(1,1)=at3(1,1); 
      ct3(1,1)=st3(1,1)+pr3(1,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st3(1,k)=max(at3(1,k),ct3(1,k-1)); 
         ct3(1,k)=st3(1,k)+pr3(1,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at4(1,j)=ct3(1,j); 
      end  
      st4(1,1)=at4(1,1); 
      ct4(1,1)=st4(1,1)+pr4(1,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st4(1,k)=max(at4(1,k),ct4(1,k-1)); 
         ct4(1,k)=st4(1,k)+pr4(1,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at5(1,j)=ct4(1,j); 
      end  
      st5(1,1)=at5(1,1); 
      ct5(1,1)=st5(1,1)+pr5(1,1); 
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      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st5(1,k)=max(at5(1,k),ct5(1,k-1)); 
         ct5(1,k)=st5(1,k)+pr5(1,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at6(1,j)=ct5(1,j); 
      end  
      st6(1,1)=at6(1,1); 
      ct6(1,1)=st6(1,1)+pr6(1,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st6(1,k)=max(at6(1,k),ct6(1,k-1)); 
         ct6(1,k)=st6(1,k)+pr6(1,k); 
          
      end 
      for j=1:nn 
        
       t(1,j)=max(0,ct6(1,j)-d(1,j)); 
                 
      end  
      tt=t'; 
       
      maxl(1)=max(t(1,:)); 
      ed(1,:)=sum(t(1,:))/nn;     
       
       
      
  
    for j=1:nn-1 
          rad6(1,j)=max(0,st6(1,j+1)-ct6(1,j)); 
          
    end 
      rad=sum(rad6(1,:),2); 
       
            
  for i=1:rad   
                              
      nst6(i,1)=ct5(1,1)+i; 
      nct6(i,1)=nst6(i,1)+pr6(1,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         nst6(i,k)=max(ct5(1,k),nct6(i,k-1)); 
         nct6(i,k)=nst6(i,k)+pr6(1,k); 
      end 
       
      for j=1:nvar 
           
         newt(i,j)=max(0,nct6(i,j)-d(1,j)); 
              
      end 
      nmaxl(i)=max(newt(i,:)); 
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       %total tardiness 
        
       ned(i,:)=sum(newt(i,:),2); 
        
             
       %variance 
       nvv(i)=var(newt(i,:)); 
                   
              
       nft(i)=sum(nct6(i,:)); 
       nms(i)=max(nct6(i,:)); 
        
      
      ctt(i,:)=[ct1(1,nn) ct2(1,nn) ct3(1,nn) ct4(1,nn) ct5(1,nn) 
nct6(i,nn)];  
       
       
    for j=1:nn 
        if newt(i,j)>0 
            nnt(i,j)=1; 
        else 
            nnt(i,j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:rad 
    nsnt(i)=sum(nnt(i,:)); 
end   
minsnt=min(nsnt); 
 mnvv=min(nvv);  
 mned=min(ned);  
  mnft=min(nft); 
nvd=min(nvv); 
nems=min(nms);     
mined=min(mned);    
   
  se1=se(1,:); 
  ctt1=ctt(1,:); 
   
   
   
  z1=[nvd  mined nems minsnt] 
  z2=[se1]; 
  z3=[ctt1]; 
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  nvv1=nvv'; 
  %[vari ind1]=sort(ned,'descend'); 
  %nvv1=nvv1(ind1); 
  plot(ned,nvv1) 
   
   
  answ=[nvv1 ned  nsnt' nmaxl' nms' nft']; 
    
  disp('nst6(:,1)') 
  disp(nst6(:,1)) 
  disp('ned') 
  disp(ned) 
  disp('nvv1') 
  disp(nvv1) 
 

Generating initial solution by aid of the modified NEHedd  

clc 
clear all 
close all; 
n=0; 
while n<50 
  
nvar=50; 
m=10; 
fnvar=(nvar*(nvar-1)/2)-1; 
at1=zeros(50,nvar); 
%at1=zeros(fnvar,nvar); 
pp1=[processing times of all jobs on all machines]; 
 
pp=pp1'; 
ppr=sum(pp); 
  
pr1=pp(1,:); 
pr2=pp(2,:); 
pr3=pp(3,:); 
pr4=pp(4,:); 
pr5=pp(5,:); 
pr6=pp(6,:); 
pr7=pp(7,:); 
pr8=pp(8,:); 
pr9=pp(9,:); 
pr10=pp(10,:); 
  
  
  
d=[ due dates]; 
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d=d'; 
    
[spr ind]=sort(d,'ascend'); 
   
se=[ind(1) ind(2) 
    ind(2) ind(1)]; 
  
  
  
z=flowshop(se); 
  
makespan=z(1); 
meant=z(2); 
se=z(3:end); 
  
i=round((rand()*15)+3); 
 
se=[ind(i) se(1,1) se(1,2) 
    se(1,1) ind(i) se(1,2) 
    se(1,1) se(1,2) ind(i)]; 
  
z=flowshop(se); 
  
makespan=z(1); 
meant=z(2); 
se=z(3:end); 
   
  ind=[ind(1:i-1) ind(i+1:end)];   
    i=round((rand()*15)+3); 
   
  se=[ind(i) se(1,1) se(1,2) se(1,3) 
      se(1,1) ind(i) se(1,2) se(1,3)  
      se(1,1) se(1,2) ind(i) se(1,3) 
      se(1,1) se(1,2) se(1,3) ind(i)]; 
   
   
      
      z=flowshop(se);  
  
      makespan=z(1); 
      meant=z(2);  %the target objective function is total tardiness (meant) 
      se=z(3:end); 
       
    %%this circle will be repeated till all jobs are scheduled%% 
 
 
%attention: the target objective function can be changed and be variance of 
tardiness, number of tardy jobs, or maximum tardiness 

 
      if   meant1 < upper bound         
           n=n+1; 
          ans(n,:)=se; 
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      end 
          
   end 

NSGAII Code 

Main Code 

 
clc 
clear all 
close all; 
tic 
nvar=50; %number of jobs 
m=10; 
npop=200; 
fnvar=(nvar*(nvar-1)/2)-1; %number of all Possible solutions 
at1=zeros(50,nvar); 
pp1=[processing time of all jobs on all machines]; 
  
pp=pp1'; 
pr1=pp(1,:); 
pr2=pp(2,:); 
pr3=pp(3,:); 
pr4=pp(4,:); 
pr5=pp(5,:); 
pr6=pp(6,:); 
pr7=pp(7,:); 
pr8=pp(8,:); 
pr9=pp(9,:); 
pr10=pp(10,:); 
  
 d=[due date]; 
  
  
d=d'; 
 
%initial solution 
  
    pop=zeros(npop,nvar);    
     
     at1=zeros(npop,nvar); %arival time of jobs in machine 1 
     ct1=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 1 
     st1=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 1 
     
     ct2=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 2 
     st2=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 2 
     at2=zeros(npop,nvar);  %arival time of jobs in machine 2 
       
     ct3=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 3 
     st3=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 3 
     at3=zeros(npop,nvar); %arival time of jobs in machine 3 
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     ct4=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 4 
     st4=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 4 
     at4=zeros(npop,nvar); %arival time of jobs in machine 4 
     
    ct5=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 5 
    st5=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 5 
    at5=zeros(npop,nvar); %arival time of jobs in machine 5 
     
     ct6=zeros(npop,nvar); % completion time of jobs in machin 6 
     st6=zeros(npop,nvar); % start time of jobs in machine 6 
     at6=zeros(npop,nvar); %arival time of jobs in machine 6 
      
     t=zeros(npop,nvar);%tardiness of jobs 
       
  
pc=0.8; 
nc=2*round(pc*npop/2); 
  
mu=0.5; 
nmu=round(mu*npop); 
  
  
%meant 
popp1=[ 50 solutions obtained by the modified NEHedd when the target objetvie 
function is total tardinss] 
 
popp2=[ 50 solutions obtained by the modified NEHedd when the target objetvie 
function is variance of tardinss] 
 
popp3=[ 50 solutions obtained by the modified NEHedd when the target objetvie 
function is number of tardy jobs] 
 
popp4=[ 50 solutions obtained by the modified NEHedd when the target objetvie 
function is maximum tardinss] 
 
  
popp=[popp1(1:50,:); popp2(1:50,:);popp3(1:50,:);popp4(1:50,:)]; 
 
se=popp; 
 mm=size(se,1); 
 nn=size(se,2); 
 d=d'; 
ppr=pr1+pr2+pr3+pr4+pr5+pr6+pr7+pr8+pr9+pr10; 
  
pr1=pr1(se); 
pr2=pr2(se); 
pr3=pr3(se); 
pr4=pr4(se); 
pr5=pr5(se); 
pr6=pr6(se); 
pr7=pr7(se); 
pr8=pr8(se); 
pr9=pr9(se); 
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pr10=pr10(se); 
d=d(se); 

 
at1=zeros(mm,nn); 
  
 for i=1:mm 
   ct1(i,1)=pr1(i,1); 
    st1(i,1)=0; 
    for j=2:nn 
        st1(i,j)=ct1(i,j-1); 
        ct1(i,j)=st1(i,j)+pr1(i,j); 
         
    end 
  
            
      for j=1:nn 
          at2(i,j)=ct1(i,j); 
      end  
      st2(i,1)=at2(i,1); 
      ct2(i,1)=at2(i,1)+pr2(i,1); 
      for k=2:nn 
         st2(i,k)=max(at2(i,k),ct2(i,k-1)); 
         ct2(i,k)=st2(i,k)+pr2(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at3(i,j)=ct2(i,j); 
      end  
      st3(i,1)=at3(i,1); 
      ct3(i,1)=st3(i,1)+pr3(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st3(i,k)=max(at3(i,k),ct3(i,k-1)); 
         ct3(i,k)=st3(i,k)+pr3(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at4(i,j)=ct3(i,j); 
      end  
      st4(i,1)=at4(i,1); 
      ct4(i,1)=st4(i,1)+pr4(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st4(i,k)=max(at4(i,k),ct4(i,k-1)); 
         ct4(i,k)=st4(i,k)+pr4(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at5(i,j)=ct4(i,j); 
      end  
      st5(i,1)=at5(i,1); 
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      ct5(i,1)=st5(i,1)+pr5(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st5(i,k)=max(at5(i,k),ct5(i,k-1)); 
         ct5(i,k)=st5(i,k)+pr5(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at6(i,j)=ct5(i,j); 
      end  
      st6(i,1)=at6(i,1); 
      ct6(i,1)=st6(i,1)+pr6(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st6(i,k)=max(at6(i,k),ct6(i,k-1)); 
         ct6(i,k)=st6(i,k)+pr6(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
       for j=1:nn 
          at7(i,j)=ct6(i,j); 
      end  
      st7(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct7(i,1)=st7(i,1)+pr7(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st7(i,k)=max(at7(i,k),ct7(i,k-1)); 
         ct7(i,k)=st7(i,k)+pr7(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at8(i,j)=ct7(i,j); 
      end  
      st8(i,1)=at8(i,1); 
      ct8(i,1)=st8(i,1)+pr8(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st8(i,k)=max(at8(i,k),ct8(i,k-1)); 
         ct8(i,k)=st8(i,k)+pr8(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at9(i,j)=ct8(i,j); 
      end  
      st9(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct9(i,1)=st9(i,1)+pr9(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st9(i,k)=max(at9(i,k),ct9(i,k-1)); 
         ct9(i,k)=st9(i,k)+pr9(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
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          at10(i,j)=ct9(i,j); 
      end  
      st10(i,1)=at10(i,1); 
      ct10(i,1)=st10(i,1)+pr10(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st10(i,k)=max(at10(i,k),ct10(i,k-1)); 
         ct10(i,k)=st10(i,k)+pr10(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
            for j=1:nn 
        
       t(i,j)=max(0,ct10(i,j)-d(i,j)); 
                 
      end  
  
 end 
   
           tt=t'; 
      vr=var(tt); 
      
       
      for i=1:mm 
           maxl(i)=max(t(i,:)); 
          ed(i)=sum(t(i,:))/nn;  
          meant(i)=min(ed(i))*nvar; 
      end 
       
             
             
   for i=1:mm 
       for j=1:nn 
            
           if t(i,j) > 0 
                
               nt(i,j)=1; 
           else 
               nt(i,j)=0; 
           end 
       end 
   end 
  for i=1:mm 
   snt(i)=sum(nt(i,:)); 
  end 
  for i=1:mm 
   z1(i)=meant(i) ; 
  z2(i)=vr(i); 
  z3(i)=snt(i); 
  z4(i)=maxl(i); 
  end  
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 maxit=10000; 
  
for i=1:npop 
                
        xx(i,:)=[popp(i,:) z1(i) z2(i) z3(i) z4(i)]; 
end 
         
        parf=tournament_selection(xx, npop,2); 
         
       ndf=non_domination_sort_mod(xx, 1, 50); 
  
  
pop= npop ; 
gen=maxit; 
M=4; 
V=50; 
for i=1:nvar 
min_range(i)=1; 
max_range(i)=50; 
end 
  
%% Initialize the population 
  
chromosome=xx; 
  
  
%% Sort the initialized population 
chromosome1 = non_domination_sort_mod(chromosome, M, V); 
for i=1:npop 
chromosome(i,:)=chromosome1(i,1:M+V); 
end 
  
%% Start the evolution process 
   
for i = 1 : gen 
    % Select the parents 
     
    pool = round(pop/2); 
    tour = 2; 
     
    parent_chromosome = tournament_selection(chromosome, pool, tour); 
  
    mu = 20; 
    mum = 20; 
    offspring_chromosome = ... 
        genetic_operator(parent_chromosome, ... 
        M, V, mu, mum, min_range, max_range, npop); 
  
    % Intermediate population 
       
    [main_pop,temp] = size(chromosome); 
    [offspring_pop,temp] = size(offspring_chromosome); 
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    % temp is a dummy variable. 
    clear temp 
    % intermediate_chromosome is a concatenation of current population and 
    % the offspring population. 
    intermediate_chromosome(1:main_pop,:) = chromosome; 
    intermediate_chromosome(main_pop + 1 : main_pop + offspring_pop,1 : M+V) 
= ... 
        offspring_chromosome; 
  
     
    intermediate_chromosome = ... 
        non_domination_sort_mod(intermediate_chromosome, M, V); 
     
    chromosome = replace_chromosome(intermediate_chromosome, M, V, pop); 
    if ~mod(i,100) 
        clc 
        fprintf('%d generations completed\n',i); 
    end 
end 
  
%% Result 
% Save the result in ASCII text format. 
save solution.txt chromosome -ASCII 
 
  
toc 

 

Objective Functions 

function f=func(x,M,V) 
  
%se=x(:,1:50); 
se=x; 
mm=size(x,1); 
nn=size(x,2); 
nvar=50; 
  
 pp1=[processing time of all jobs on all machines] 
  
pp=pp1'; 
ppr=sum(pp); 
  
pr1=pp(1,:); 
pr2=pp(2,:); 
pr3=pp(3,:); 
pr4=pp(4,:); 
pr5=pp(5,:); 
pr6=pp(6,:); 
pr7=pp(7,:); 
pr8=pp(8,:); 
pr9=pp(9,:); 
pr10=pp(10,:); 
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 d=[due dates]; 
  
d=d'; 
  
pr1=pr1(x); 
pr2=pr2(x); 
pr3=pr3(x); 
pr4=pr4(x); 
pr5=pr5(x); 
pr6=pr6(x); 
pr7=pr7(x); 
pr8=pr8(x); 
pr9=pr9(x); 
pr10=pr10(x); 
d=d(x); 
at1=zeros(mm,nn); 
  
 for i=1:mm 
   ct1(i,1)=pr1(i,1); 
    st1(i,1)=0; 
    for j=2:nn 
        st1(i,j)=ct1(i,j-1); 
        ct1(i,j)=st1(i,j)+pr1(i,j);   
    end 
  
           
      for j=1:nn 
          at2(i,j)=ct1(i,j); 
      end  
      st2(i,1)=at2(i,1); 
      ct2(i,1)=at2(i,1)+pr2(i,1); 
      for k=2:nn 
         st2(i,k)=max(at2(i,k),ct2(i,k-1)); 
         ct2(i,k)=st2(i,k)+pr2(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at3(i,j)=ct2(i,j); 
      end  
      st3(i,1)=at3(i,1); 
      ct3(i,1)=st3(i,1)+pr3(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st3(i,k)=max(at3(i,k),ct3(i,k-1)); 
         ct3(i,k)=st3(i,k)+pr3(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at4(i,j)=ct3(i,j); 
      end  
      st4(i,1)=at4(i,1); 
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      ct4(i,1)=st4(i,1)+pr4(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st4(i,k)=max(at4(i,k),ct4(i,k-1)); 
         ct4(i,k)=st4(i,k)+pr4(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at5(i,j)=ct4(i,j); 
      end  
      st5(i,1)=at5(i,1); 
      ct5(i,1)=st5(i,1)+pr5(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st5(i,k)=max(at5(i,k),ct5(i,k-1)); 
         ct5(i,k)=st5(i,k)+pr5(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at6(i,j)=ct5(i,j); 
      end  
      st6(i,1)=at6(i,1); 
      ct6(i,1)=st6(i,1)+pr6(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st6(i,k)=max(at6(i,k),ct6(i,k-1)); 
         ct6(i,k)=st6(i,k)+pr6(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
       for j=1:nn 
          at7(i,j)=ct6(i,j); 
      end  
      st7(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct7(i,1)=st7(i,1)+pr7(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st7(i,k)=max(at7(i,k),ct7(i,k-1)); 
         ct7(i,k)=st7(i,k)+pr7(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at8(i,j)=ct7(i,j); 
      end  
      st8(i,1)=at8(i,1); 
      ct8(i,1)=st8(i,1)+pr8(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st8(i,k)=max(at8(i,k),ct8(i,k-1)); 
         ct8(i,k)=st8(i,k)+pr8(i,k); 
          
      end 
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      for j=1:nn 
          at9(i,j)=ct8(i,j); 
      end  
      st9(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct9(i,1)=st9(i,1)+pr9(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st9(i,k)=max(at9(i,k),ct9(i,k-1)); 
         ct9(i,k)=st9(i,k)+pr9(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at10(i,j)=ct9(i,j); 
      end  
      st10(i,1)=at10(i,1); 
      ct10(i,1)=st10(i,1)+pr10(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st10(i,k)=max(at10(i,k),ct10(i,k-1)); 
         ct10(i,k)=st10(i,k)+pr10(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
        
       t(i,j)=max(0,ct10(i,j)-d(i,j)); 
                 
      end  
        
       
  end 
   
      tt=t'; 
      vr=var(tt); 
      
       
      for i=1:mm 
           maxl(i)=max(t(i,:)); 
          ed(i)=sum(t(i,:))/nn;  
          meant(i)=min(ed(i))*50; 
      end 
       
             
             
    for i=1:mm 
       for j=1:nn 
            
           if t(i,j) > 0 
                
               nt(i,j)=1; 
           else 
               nt(i,j)=0; 
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           end 
       end 
   end 
   
     snt=sum(nt); 
  z1=meant; 
   z2=vr; 
   z3=snt; 
   z4=maxl; 
  
   
  f= []; 
% Objective function one 
% Decision variables are used to form the objective function. 
  
f(1) = z1; 
  
% Objective function two 
  
  
% Decision variables are used to form the objective function. 
f(2) = z2; 

  
 % Objective function three 
  
 
f(3) = z3; 

  
  
 % Objective function four 
  
 
f(4) = z4; 
  
%% Check for error 
if length(f) ~= M 
    error('The number of decision variables does not match you previous 
input. Kindly check your objective function'); 
end 
  
end  
       
       
Non-Dominated sort mode 

 

function f = non_domination_sort_mod(x, M, V) 
  
%% function f = non_domination_sort_mod(x, M, V) 
% This function sort the current popultion based on non-domination. All the 
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% individuals in the first front are given a rank of 1, the second front 
% individuals are assigned rank 2 and so on. After assigning the rank the 
% crowding in each front is calculated. 
  
%  Copyright (c) 2009, Aravind Seshadri 
 
[N, m] = size(x); 
clear m 
  
% Initialize the front number to 1. 
front = 1; 
  
% There is nothing to this assignment, used only to manipulate easily in 
% MATLAB. 
F(front).f = []; 
individual = []; 
  
for i = 1 : N 
    % Number of individuals that dominate this individual 
    individual(i).n = 0; 
    % Individuals which this individual dominate 
    individual(i).p = []; 
    for j = 1 : N 
        dom_less = 0; 
        dom_equal = 0; 
        dom_more = 0; 
        for k = 1 : M 
            if (x(i,V + k) < x(j,V + k)) 
                dom_less = dom_less + 1; 
            elseif (x(i,V + k) == x(j,V + k)) 
                dom_equal = dom_equal + 1; 
            else 
                dom_more = dom_more + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if dom_less == 0 && dom_equal ~= M 
            individual(i).n = individual(i).n + 1; 
        elseif dom_more == 0 && dom_equal ~= M 
            individual(i).p = [individual(i).p j]; 
        end 
    end    
    if individual(i).n == 0 
        x(i,M + V + 1) = 1; 
        F(front).f = [F(front).f i]; 
    end 
end 
% Find the subsequent fronts 
while ~isempty(F(front).f) 
   Q = []; 
   for i = 1 : length(F(front).f) 
       if ~isempty(individual(F(front).f(i)).p) 
            for j = 1 : length(individual(F(front).f(i)).p) 
                individual(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)).n = ... 
                    individual(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)).n - 1; 
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                if individual(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)).n == 0 
                    x(individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j),M + V + 1) = ... 
                        front + 1; 
                    Q = [Q individual(F(front).f(i)).p(j)]; 
                end 
            end 
       end 
   end 
   front =  front + 1; 
   F(front).f = Q; 
end 
  
[temp,index_of_fronts] = sort(x(:,M + V + 1)); 
for i = 1 : length(index_of_fronts) 
    sorted_based_on_front(i,:) = x(index_of_fronts(i),:); 
end 
current_index = 0; 
  
%% Crowding distance 
% Find the crowding distance for each individual in each front 
for front = 1 : (length(F) - 1) 
%    objective = []; 
    distance = 0; 
    y = []; 
    previous_index = current_index + 1; 
    for i = 1 : length(F(front).f) 
        y(i,:) = sorted_based_on_front(current_index + i,:); 
    end 
    current_index = current_index + i; 
    % Sort each individual based on the objective 
    sorted_based_on_objective = []; 
    for i = 1 : M 
        [sorted_based_on_objective, index_of_objectives] = ... 
            sort(y(:,V + i)); 
        sorted_based_on_objective = []; 
        for j = 1 : length(index_of_objectives) 
            sorted_based_on_objective(j,:) = y(index_of_objectives(j),:); 
        end 
        f_max = ... 
            sorted_based_on_objective(length(index_of_objectives), V + i); 
        f_min = sorted_based_on_objective(1, V + i); 
        y(index_of_objectives(length(index_of_objectives)),M + V + 1 + i)... 
            = Inf; 
        y(index_of_objectives(1),M + V + 1 + i) = Inf; 
         for j = 2 : length(index_of_objectives) - 1 
            next_obj  = sorted_based_on_objective(j + 1,V + i); 
            previous_obj  = sorted_based_on_objective(j - 1,V + i); 
            if (f_max - f_min == 0) 
                y(index_of_objectives(j),M + V + 1 + i) = Inf; 
            else 
                y(index_of_objectives(j),M + V + 1 + i) = ... 
                     (next_obj - previous_obj)/(f_max - f_min); 
            end 
         end 
    end 
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    distance = []; 
    distance(:,1) = zeros(length(F(front).f),1); 
    for i = 1 : M 
        distance(:,1) = distance(:,1) + y(:,M + V + 1 + i); 
    end 
    y(:,M + V + 2) = distance; 
    y = y(:,1 : M + V + 2); 
    z(previous_index:current_index,:) = y; 
end 
f = z(); 
  
Objective Description function 

 

function [number_of_objectives, number_of_decision_variables, 
min_range_of_decesion_variable, max_range_of_decesion_variable] = 
objective_description_function() 
  
%% function [number_of_objectives, number_of_decision_variables,  
  
g = sprintf('Input the number of objective: '); 
% Obtain the number of objective function 
number_of_objectives = input(g); 
if number_of_objectives < 2 
    error('This is a multi-objective optimization function hence the minimum 
number of objectives is two'); 
end 
g = sprintf('\nInput the number of decision variables: '); 
% Obtain the number of decision variables 
number_of_decision_variables = input(g); 
clc 
for i = 1 : number_of_decision_variables 
    clc 
    g = sprintf('\nInput the minimum value for decision variable %d : ', i); 
    % Obtain the minimum possible value for each decision variable 
    min_range_of_decesion_variable(i) = input(g); 
    g = sprintf('\nInput the maximum value for decision variable %d : ', i); 
    % Obtain the maximum possible value for each decision variable 
    max_range_of_decesion_variable(i) = input(g); 
    clc 
end 
g = sprintf('\n Now edit the function named "evaluate_objective" 
appropriately to match your needs.\n Make sure that the number of objective 
functions and decision variables match your numerical input. \n Make each 
objective function as a corresponding array element. \n After editing do not 
forget to save. \n Press "c" and enter to continue... '); 
% Prompt the user to edit the evaluate_objective function and wait until 
% 'c' is pressed. 
x = input(g, 's'); 
if isempty(x) 
    x = 'x'; 
end 
while x ~= 'c' 
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    clc 
    x = input(g, 's'); 
    if isempty(x) 
        x = 'x'; 
    end 
end     
 

genetic Operator  

 

function f  = genetic_operator(parent_chromosome, M, V, mu, mum, l_limit, 
u_limit, npop) 
  
%  
% This function is utilized to produce offsprings from parent chromosomes. 
% The genetic operators corssover and mutation which are carried out with 
% slight modifications from the original design. For more information read 
% the document enclosed.  
% Flags used to set if crossover and mutation were actually performed.  
clear m 
nvar=50; 
  
[N,m] = size(parent_chromosome); 
   
p = 1; 
% Flags used to set if crossover and mutation were actually performed.  
was_crossover = 0; 
was_mutation = 0; 
parent_chromosome1= parent_chromosome; 
parent_chromosome=parent_chromosome(:,1:50); 
  
    pop2=[]; 
     
    % With 80 % probability perform crossover 
   if rand(1)<0.8 
        for i = 1 : N 
     
    
        % Initialize the children to be null vector. 
        child_1 = []; 
        child_2 = []; 
        % Select the first parent 
        parent_1 = round(N*rand(1)); 
        if parent_1 < 1 
            parent_1 = 1; 
        end 
        % Select the second parent 
        parent_2 = round(N*rand(1)); 
        if parent_2 < 1 
            parent_2 = 1; 
        end 
        % Make sure both the parents are not the same.  
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        while 
isequal(parent_chromosome(parent_1,:),parent_chromosome(parent_2,:)) 
            parent_2 = round(N*rand(1)); 
            if parent_2 < 1 
                parent_2 = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        % Get the chromosome information for each randomnly selected 
        % parents 
        parent_1 = parent_chromosome(parent_1,:); 
        parent_2 = parent_chromosome(parent_2,:); 
    
        p1=parent_1; 
        p2=parent_2; 
         
        c1=randi([2 nvar-1]); 
        c2=randi([2 nvar-1]); 
                
        if c1<=c2 
        gg=c2-c1+1; 
         
         else 
         gg=c1-c2+1; 
        end 
                  
         rr=randperm(nvar); 
                  
         %child 1 
         if c1< c2 
         te1=[p1(1:c1-1) p1(c2+1:end)]; 
          
         et1=p2(c1:c2); 
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),te1) 
             d1(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d1(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
          
         d2= sort(d1,'Descend'); 
         d3=d2(1:gg); 
          
         jj=1; 
         for ijj=1:gg 
              
             if  ismember(et1(ijj),te1) 
                 
                et1(ijj)=d3(jj); 
             else 
                et1(ijj)=et1(ijj); 
                           
             end 
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            jj=jj+1;  
         end 
                        
         ch1=[p1(1:c1-1) et1 p1(c2+1:end)]; 
        else 
             
         te1=[p1(1:c2-1) p1(c1+1:end)]; 
         si1=size(te1,2); 
         si2=nvar-si1; 
         et1=p2(c2:c1); 
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),te1) 
             d1(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d1(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
          
         d2= sort(d1,'Descend'); 
         d3=d2(1:gg); 
          
         jj=1; 
         for ijj=1:gg 
              
             if  ismember(et1(ijj),te1) 
                 
                et1(ijj)=d3(jj); 
             else 
                et1(ijj)=et1(ijj); 
                           
             end 
            jj=jj+1;  
         end 
                         
         ch1=[p1(1:c2-1) et1 p1(c1+1:end)];    
        
        end 
  
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),ch1) 
             d5(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d5(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
      d5=sort(d5,'Descend'); 
         
     jj=1; 
      for ijj=1:nvar-1 
          
         if ismember(ch1(ijj),ch1(ijj+1:end)) 
              
             if d5(jj) > 0 
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                 ch1(ijj)=d5(jj); 
                 jj=jj+1; 
             end 
          end 
     end 
  
%child 2 
          
        if c1< c2 
         te2=[p2(1:c1-1) p2(c2+1:end)]; 
          
         et2=p1(c1:c2); 
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),te1) 
             d1(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d1(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
          
         d2= sort(d1,'Descend'); 
         d3=d2(1:gg); 
          
         jj=1; 
         for ijj=1:gg 
              
             if  ismember(et2(ijj),te2) 
                 
                et2(ijj)=d3(jj); 
             else 
                et2(ijj)=et2(ijj); 
                           
             end 
            jj=jj+1;  
         end 
                
         ch2=[p2(1:c1-1) et2 p2(c2+1:end)]; 
        else 
             
         te2=[p2(1:c2-1) p2(c1+1:end)]; 
         si1=size(te1,2); 
         si2=nvar-si1; 
         et2=p1(c2:c1); 
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),te2) 
             d1(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d1(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
          
         d2= sort(d1,'Descend'); 
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         d3=d2(1:gg); 
          
         jj=1; 
         for ijj=1:gg 
              
             if  ismember(et1(ijj),te2) 
                 
                et2(ijj)=d3(jj); 
             else 
                et2(ijj)=et2(ijj); 
                           
             end 
            jj=jj+1;  
         end 
                
         ch2=[p2(1:c2-1) et2 p2(c1+1:end)]  ; 
             
        end 
  
         for jj=1:nvar 
         if ~ismember (rr(jj),ch2) 
             d5(jj)=rr(jj); 
         else 
             d5(jj)=0; 
         end 
         end 
      d5=sort(d5,'Descend'); 
      d6=sort(d5); 
         
     jj=1; 
      for ijj=1:nvar-1 
          
         if ismember(ch2(ijj),ch2(ijj+1:end)) 
              
             if d5(jj) > 0 
                  
                 ch2(ijj)=d5(jj); 
                 jj=jj+1; 
             end 
          end 
      end 
       
        end 
    
     
    child_1=ch1; 
    child_2=ch2; 
     
        % Evaluate the objective function for the offsprings and as before 
        % concatenate the offspring chromosome with objective value. 
        child_1(:,V + 1: M + V) = func(child_1, M, V); 
        child_2(:,V + 1: M + V) = func(child_2, M, V); 
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        % Set the crossover flag. When crossover is performed two children 
        % are generate, while when mutation is performed only only child is 
        % generated. 
         
    % With 20 % probability perform mutation. Mutation is based on 
    was_crossover = 1; 
    was_mutation = 0; 
     
   else 
            % Select at random the parent. 
        parent_3 = round(N*rand(1)); 
        if parent_3 < 1 
            parent_3 = 1; 
        end 
        % Get the chromosome information for the randomnly selected parent. 
        child_3 = parent_chromosome(parent_3,:); 
        % Perform mutation on each element of the selected parent. 
         
       parent_3 = round(N*rand(1)); 
        if parent_3 < 1 
            parent_3 = 1; 
        end 
         
         pop3 = parent_chromosome(parent_3,:); 
    
   ra1=rand(); 
    
   if ra1<0.5 
        
      nmu=1;  
    %mutation2 
    i=randint(nmu,1,[1 npop]);   
    j=randint(nmu,1,[1 nvar]);  
         
    for k=1:nmu 
        
        bb=ceil(nvar*rand(1)); 
        while pop3(k,j(k)) == bb 
            bb=ceil(nvar*rand(1)); 
        end 
        temp=pop3(k,j(k)); 
        pop3(k,j(k))=pop3(k,bb); 
        pop3(k,bb)=temp; 
    end 
     
   child_3=pop3; 
   %mutation 2 
    
elseif ra1>= 0.5 
     i=randint(1,1,[1 N]);   
     j=randint(1,1,[2 nvar-1]);  
    cc1=randi([2 nvar-1]); 
    cc2=randi([2 nvar-1]); 
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    if cc1 < cc2 
        pop3=[pop3(1:cc1-1) pop3(cc1+1:cc2) pop3(cc1) pop3(cc2+1:end)]; 
    else 
        pop3=[pop3(1:cc2-1) pop3(cc2+1:cc1) pop3(cc2) pop3(cc1+1:end)]; 
    end 
    
    child_3=pop3; 
        
             
   end 
        % Evaluate the objective function for the offspring and as before 
        % concatenate the offspring chromosome with objective value. 
      
        child_3(:,V + 1: M + V) = func(child_3, M, V); 
        % Set the mutation flag 
    
        was_mutation = 1; 
        was_crossover = 0; 
    
   end 
    % Keep proper count and appropriately fill the child variable with all 
    % the generated children for the particular generation. 
    if was_crossover 
        child(p,:) = child_1; 
        child(p+1,:) = child_2; 
        was_cossover = 0; 
        p = p + 2; 
    elseif was_mutation 
        child(p,:) = child_3(1,1 : M + V); 
        was_mutation = 0; 
        p = p + 1; 
    end 
    f = child; 
end 

 

Tournament_selection  

 
function f = tournament_selection(chromosome, pool_size, tour_size) 
  
% Get the size of chromosome. The number of chromosome is not important 
% while the number of elements in chromosome are important. 
[pop, variables] = size(chromosome); 
% The peunltimate element contains the information about rank. 
rank = variables - 1; 
% The last element contains information about crowding distance. 
distance = variables; 
  
% Until the mating pool is filled, perform tournament selection 
for i = 1 : pool_size 
    % Select n individuals at random, where n = tour_size 
    for j = 1 : tour_size 
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        % Select an individual at random 
        candidate(j) = round(pop*rand(1)); 
        % Make sure that the array starts from one.  
        if candidate(j) == 0 
            candidate(j) = 1; 
        end 
        if j > 1 
            % Make sure that same candidate is not choosen. 
            while ~isempty(find(candidate(1 : j - 1) == candidate(j))) 
                candidate(j) = round(pop*rand(1)); 
                if candidate(j) == 0 
                    candidate(j) = 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % Collect information about the selected candidates. 
    for j = 1 : tour_size 
        c_obj_rank(j) = chromosome(candidate(j),rank); 
        c_obj_distance(j) = chromosome(candidate(j),distance); 
    end 
    % Find the candidate with the least rank 
    min_candidate = ... 
        find(c_obj_rank == min(c_obj_rank)); 
    % If more than one candiate have the least rank then find the candidate 
    % within that group having the maximum crowding distance. 
    if length(min_candidate) ~= 1 
        max_candidate = ... 
        find(c_obj_distance(min_candidate) == 
max(c_obj_distance(min_candidate))); 
        % If a few individuals have the least rank and have maximum crowding 
        % distance, select only one individual (not at random).  
        if length(max_candidate) ~= 1 
            max_candidate = max_candidate(1); 
        end 
        % Add the selected individual to the mating pool 
        f(i,:) = chromosome(candidate(min_candidate(max_candidate)),:); 
    else 
        % Add the selected individual to the mating pool 
        f(i,:) = chromosome(candidate(min_candidate(1)),:); 
    end 
end 
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SPEA 2 Codes 

Main Code 

 
clc; 
clear; 
close all; 
tic 
  
%% Problem Definition 
%M=2; 
  
  
nVar=50;             % Number of Decision Variables 
  
VarSize=[nVar 1];   % Decision Variables Matrix Size 
  
VarMin=0;           % Decision Variables Lower Bound 
VarMax=1;           % Decision Variables Upper Bound 
   
%% SPEA2 Settings 
  
MaxIt=20;          % Maximum Number of Iterations 
  
nPop=50;            % Population Size 
  
nArchive=50;        % Archive Size 
  
K=round(sqrt(nPop+nArchive));  % KNN Parameter 
  
pCrossover=0.7; 
nCrossover=round(pCrossover*nPop/2)*2; 
  
pMutation=1-pCrossover; 
nMutation=nPop-nCrossover; 
  
crossover_params.gamma=0.1; 
crossover_params.VarMin=VarMin; 
crossover_params.VarMax=VarMax; 
  
mutation_params.h=0.2; 
mutation_params.VarMin=VarMin; 
mutation_params.VarMax=VarMax; 
  
%% Initialization 
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empty_individual.Position=[]; 
empty_individual.Cost=[]; 
empty_individual.S=[]; 
empty_individual.R=[]; 
empty_individual.sigma=[]; 
empty_individual.sigmaK=[]; 
empty_individual.D=[]; 
empty_individual.F=[]; 
  
pop=repmat(empty_individual,nPop,1); 
  
for i=1:nPop 
    popp(i,:)=randperm(nVar); 
end 
  
%meant 
popp1=[20 solutions resulted from the modified NEHedd when the target 
objective function is Total Tardinss]; 
  
popp2=[20 solutions resulted from the modified NEHedd when the target 
objective function is Variance of Tardinss]; 

  
popp3=[5 solutions resulted from the modified NEHedd when the target 
objective function is Number of Tardy jobs]; 

  
popp4=[5 solutions resulted from the modified NEHedd when the target 
objective function is maximum Tardiness]; 

  
popp=[popp1(1:20,:); popp2(1:20,:);popp3(1:5,:);popp4(1:5,:)]; 
  
%CostFunction=costvector(popp); 
  
  
for i=1:nPop 
    pop(i).Position=popp; 
    pop(i).Cost=costvector(pop(i).Position); 
end 
  
archive=[]; 
  
%% Main Loop 
  
for it=1:MaxIt 
     
    Q=[pop 
       archive]; 
     
    nQ=numel(Q); 
     
    dom=false(nQ,nQ); 
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    for i=1:nQ 
        Q(i).S=0; 
    end 
     
    for i=1:nQ 
        for j=i+1:nQ 
             
            if Dominates(Q(i),Q(j)) 
                Q(i).S=Q(i).S+1; 
                dom(i,j)=true; 
                 
            elseif Dominates(Q(j),Q(i)) 
                Q(j).S=Q(j).S+1; 
                dom(j,i)=true; 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
    end 
     
    S=[Q.S]; 
    for i=1:nQ 
        Q(i).R=sum(S(dom(:,i))); 
    end 
     
    Z=[Q.Cost]'; 
    SIGMA=pdist2(Z,Z,'seuclidean'); 
    SIGMA=sort(SIGMA); 
    for i=1:nQ 
        Q(i).sigma=SIGMA(:,i); 
        Q(i).sigmaK=Q(i).sigma(K); 
        Q(i).D=1/(Q(i).sigmaK+2); 
        Q(i).F=Q(i).R+Q(i).D; 
    end 
     
    nND=sum([Q.R]==0); 
    if nND<=nArchive 
        F=[Q.F]; 
        [F, SO]=sort(F); 
        Q=Q(SO); 
        archive=Q(1:min(nArchive,nQ)); 
         
    else 
        SIGMA=SIGMA(:,[Q.R]==0); 
        archive=Q([Q.R]==0); 
         
        k=2; 
        while numel(archive)>nArchive 
            while min(SIGMA(k,:))==max(SIGMA(k,:)) && k<size(SIGMA,1) 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
             
            [~, j]=min(SIGMA(k,:)); 
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            archive(j)=[]; 
            SIGMA(:,j)=[]; 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    PF=archive([archive.R]==0); % Approximate Pareto Front 
     
    % Plot Pareto Front 
    %figure(1); 
    %PlotCosts(PF); 
    %pause(0.01); 
     
    % Display Iteration Information 
    disp(['Iteration ' num2str(it) ': Number of PF members = ' 
num2str(numel(PF))]); 
     
    if it>=MaxIt 
        break; 
    end 
     
     
    mu = 20; 
    mum = 20; 
    M=2; 
    V=nVar; 
     
     
    % Crossover 
    popc=repmat(empty_individual,nCrossover/2,2); 
    for c=1:nCrossover/2 
         
        p1=BinaryTournamentSelection(archive,[archive.F]); 
        p2=BinaryTournamentSelection(archive,[archive.F]); 
         
        [popc(c,1).Position, 
popc(c,2).Position]=Crossover(p1.Position,p2.Position); 
         
        popc(c,1).Cost=costvector(popc(c,1).Position); 
        popc(c,2).Cost=costvector(popc(c,2).Position); 
         
    end 
    popc=popc(:); 
     
     
    % Mutation 
    popm=repmat(empty_individual,nMutation,1); 
    for ij=1:nMutation 
         
       p=BinaryTournamentSelection(archive,[archive.F]); 
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        popm(ij).Position=Mutate(p.Position); 
         
        popm(ij).Cost=costvector(popm(ij).Position); 
         
    end 
     
    % Create New Population 
    pop=[popc 
         popm]; 
     
end 
  
%% Results 
  
disp(' '); 
  
PFC = [PF.Cost]; 
for j=1:size(PFC,1) 
    disp(['Objective #' num2str(j) ':']); 
    disp(['      Min = ' num2str(min(PFC(j,:)))]); 
    disp(['      Max = ' num2str(max(PFC(j,:)))]); 
    disp(['    Range = ' num2str(max(PFC(j,:))-min(PFC(j,:)))]); 
    disp(['    St.D. = ' num2str(std(PFC(j,:)))]); 
    disp(['     Mean = ' num2str(mean(PFC(j,:)))]); 
    disp(' '); 
    for i=1:size(PF) 
    popa1(i,:)=PF(i,1).Position; 
    end 
end 
  
  
  
toc 
 

Objective Functions 

function z=ZDT(x) 
  
se=x; 
mm=size(x,1); 
nn=size(x,2); 
nvar=50; 
  
  
pp1=[processing times of all jobs on all machines] 
 
pp=pp1'; 
ppr=sum(pp); 
  
pr1=pp(1,:); 
pr2=pp(2,:); 
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pr3=pp(3,:); 
pr4=pp(4,:); 
pr5=pp(5,:); 
pr6=pp(6,:); 
pr7=pp(7,:); 
pr8=pp(8,:); 
pr9=pp(9,:); 
pr10=pp(10,:); 
  
  
  
d=[due dates];  
d=d'; 
pr1=pr1(x); 
pr2=pr2(x); 
pr3=pr3(x); 
pr4=pr4(x); 
pr5=pr5(x); 
pr6=pr6(x); 
pr7=pr7(x); 
pr8=pr8(x); 
pr9=pr9(x); 
pr10=pr10(x); 
d=d(x); 
at1=zeros(mm,nn); 
  
 for i=1:mm 
   ct1(i,1)=pr1(i,1); 
    st1(i,1)=0; 
    for j=2:nn 
        st1(i,j)=ct1(i,j-1); 
        ct1(i,j)=st1(i,j)+pr1(i,j); 
         
    end 
  
            
      for j=1:nn 
          at2(i,j)=ct1(i,j); 
      end  
      st2(i,1)=at2(i,1); 
      ct2(i,1)=at2(i,1)+pr2(i,1); 
      for k=2:nn 
         st2(i,k)=max(at2(i,k),ct2(i,k-1)); 
         ct2(i,k)=st2(i,k)+pr2(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at3(i,j)=ct2(i,j); 
      end  
      st3(i,1)=at3(i,1); 
      ct3(i,1)=st3(i,1)+pr3(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st3(i,k)=max(at3(i,k),ct3(i,k-1)); 
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         ct3(i,k)=st3(i,k)+pr3(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at4(i,j)=ct3(i,j); 
      end  
      st4(i,1)=at4(i,1); 
      ct4(i,1)=st4(i,1)+pr4(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st4(i,k)=max(at4(i,k),ct4(i,k-1)); 
         ct4(i,k)=st4(i,k)+pr4(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at5(i,j)=ct4(i,j); 
      end  
      st5(i,1)=at5(i,1); 
      ct5(i,1)=st5(i,1)+pr5(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st5(i,k)=max(at5(i,k),ct5(i,k-1)); 
         ct5(i,k)=st5(i,k)+pr5(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at6(i,j)=ct5(i,j); 
      end  
      st6(i,1)=at6(i,1); 
      ct6(i,1)=st6(i,1)+pr6(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st6(i,k)=max(at6(i,k),ct6(i,k-1)); 
         ct6(i,k)=st6(i,k)+pr6(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
       for j=1:nn 
          at7(i,j)=ct6(i,j); 
      end  
      st7(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct7(i,1)=st7(i,1)+pr7(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st7(i,k)=max(at7(i,k),ct7(i,k-1)); 
         ct7(i,k)=st7(i,k)+pr7(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at8(i,j)=ct7(i,j); 
      end  
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      st8(i,1)=at8(i,1); 
      ct8(i,1)=st8(i,1)+pr8(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st8(i,k)=max(at8(i,k),ct8(i,k-1)); 
         ct8(i,k)=st8(i,k)+pr8(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at9(i,j)=ct8(i,j); 
      end  
      st9(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct9(i,1)=st9(i,1)+pr9(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st9(i,k)=max(at9(i,k),ct9(i,k-1)); 
         ct9(i,k)=st9(i,k)+pr9(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at10(i,j)=ct9(i,j); 
      end  
      st10(i,1)=at10(i,1); 
      ct10(i,1)=st10(i,1)+pr10(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st10(i,k)=max(at10(i,k),ct10(i,k-1)); 
         ct10(i,k)=st10(i,k)+pr10(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
        
       t(i,j)=max(0,ct10(i,j)-d(i,j)); 
                 
      end  
        
       
  end 
   
      tt=t'; 
      vr=var(tt); 
      
       
      for i=1:mm 
           maxl(i)=max(t(i,:)); 
          ed(i)=sum(t(i,:))/nn;  
          meant(i)=min(ed(i))*50; 
      end 
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   for ii=1:mm 
       for j=1:nn 
            
           if t(ii,j) > 0 
                
               nt(ii,j)=1; 
           else 
               nt(ii,j)=0; 
           end 
       end 
   end 
   
   snt=sum(nt); 
  z1=meant; 
   z2=vr; 
   z3=snt; 
   z4=maxl; 
  
   
  f= []; 
% Objective function one 
% Decision variables are used to form the objective function. 
  
f(1) = z1; 
  
% Objective function two 
  
  
% Decision variables are used to form the objective function. 
f(2) = z2; 
  
% Objective function three 
 
  
f(3) = z3; 
  
 % Objective function four 
 
  
f(4) = z4; 
  
z=f; 
  
end 
 

Dominate Function 

 
function b=Dominates(x,y) 
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    if isstruct(x) && isfield(x,'Cost') 
        x=x.Cost; 
    end 
  
    if isstruct(y) && isfield(y,'Cost') 
        y=y.Cost; 
    end 
  
    b=all(x<=y) && any(x<y); 
     
end 
 

Binary Tournament Selection 

function p=BinaryTournamentSelection(pop,f) 
  
    n=numel(pop); 
     
    I=randsample(n,2); 
     
    i1=I(1); 
    i2=I(2); 
     
    if f(i1)<f(i2) 
        p=pop(i1); 
    else 
        p=pop(i2); 
    end 
  
end 
 

Metric calculation  

clc 
clear all 
close all; 
  
pop=[ Non dominated solutions resulted from SPEA 2] 
  
se=pop; 
 x=se; 
mm=size(x,1); 
nn=size(x,2); 
nvar=50; 
  
 pp1=[processing times of all jobs on all machines]; 
      
pp=pp1'; 
ppr=sum(pp); 
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pr1=pp(1,:); 
pr2=pp(2,:); 
pr3=pp(3,:); 
pr4=pp(4,:); 
pr5=pp(5,:); 
pr6=pp(6,:); 
pr7=pp(7,:); 
pr8=pp(8,:); 
pr9=pp(9,:); 
pr10=pp(10,:); 
  
  
d=[  due dates] 

   
d=d'; 
  
pr1=pr1(x); 
pr2=pr2(x); 
pr3=pr3(x); 
pr4=pr4(x); 
pr5=pr5(x); 
pr6=pr6(x); 
pr7=pr7(x); 
pr8=pr8(x); 
pr9=pr9(x); 
pr10=pr10(x); 
d=d(x); 
at1=zeros(mm,nn); 
  
 for i=1:mm 
   ct1(i,1)=pr1(i,1); 
    st1(i,1)=0; 
    for j=2:nn 
        st1(i,j)=ct1(i,j-1); 
        ct1(i,j)=st1(i,j)+pr1(i,j); 
        
    end 
  
         
      for j=1:nn 
          at2(i,j)=ct1(i,j); 
      end  
      st2(i,1)=at2(i,1); 
      ct2(i,1)=at2(i,1)+pr2(i,1); 
      for k=2:nn 
         st2(i,k)=max(at2(i,k),ct2(i,k-1)); 
         ct2(i,k)=st2(i,k)+pr2(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at3(i,j)=ct2(i,j); 
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      end  
      st3(i,1)=at3(i,1); 
      ct3(i,1)=st3(i,1)+pr3(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st3(i,k)=max(at3(i,k),ct3(i,k-1)); 
         ct3(i,k)=st3(i,k)+pr3(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at4(i,j)=ct3(i,j); 
      end  
      st4(i,1)=at4(i,1); 
      ct4(i,1)=st4(i,1)+pr4(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st4(i,k)=max(at4(i,k),ct4(i,k-1)); 
         ct4(i,k)=st4(i,k)+pr4(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at5(i,j)=ct4(i,j); 
      end  
      st5(i,1)=at5(i,1); 
      ct5(i,1)=st5(i,1)+pr5(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st5(i,k)=max(at5(i,k),ct5(i,k-1)); 
         ct5(i,k)=st5(i,k)+pr5(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at6(i,j)=ct5(i,j); 
      end  
      st6(i,1)=at6(i,1); 
      ct6(i,1)=st6(i,1)+pr6(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st6(i,k)=max(at6(i,k),ct6(i,k-1)); 
         ct6(i,k)=st6(i,k)+pr6(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
       for j=1:nn 
          at7(i,j)=ct6(i,j); 
      end  
      st7(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct7(i,1)=st7(i,1)+pr7(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st7(i,k)=max(at7(i,k),ct7(i,k-1)); 
         ct7(i,k)=st7(i,k)+pr7(i,k); 
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      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at8(i,j)=ct7(i,j); 
      end  
      st8(i,1)=at8(i,1); 
      ct8(i,1)=st8(i,1)+pr8(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st8(i,k)=max(at8(i,k),ct8(i,k-1)); 
         ct8(i,k)=st8(i,k)+pr8(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at9(i,j)=ct8(i,j); 
      end  
      st9(i,1)=at7(i,1); 
      ct9(i,1)=st9(i,1)+pr9(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st9(i,k)=max(at9(i,k),ct9(i,k-1)); 
         ct9(i,k)=st9(i,k)+pr9(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
      for j=1:nn 
          at10(i,j)=ct9(i,j); 
      end  
      st10(i,1)=at10(i,1); 
      ct10(i,1)=st10(i,1)+pr10(i,1); 
      for k=2:size(se,2) 
         st10(i,k)=max(at10(i,k),ct10(i,k-1)); 
         ct10(i,k)=st10(i,k)+pr10(i,k); 
          
      end 
       
       
      for j=1:nn 
        
       t(i,j)=max(0,ct10(i,j)-d(i,j)); 
                 
      end  
      %tt(i)=t'(i); 
      vr(i)=var(t(i,:));  
       
  end 
   
       
    
       
      for i=1:mm 
           maxl(i)=max(t(i,:)); 
          ed(i)=sum(t(i,:))/nn;  
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          meant(i)=min(ed(i))*50; 
      end 
       
             
             
    for i=1:mm 
       for j=1:nn 
            
           if t(i,j) > 0 
                
               nt(i,j)=1; 
           else 
               nt(i,j)=0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
    for i=1:mm    
       snt(i)=sum(nt(i,:)); 
  z1(i)=meant(i); 
  z2(i)=vr(i); 
  z3(i)=snt(i); 
  z4(i)=maxl(i); 
   
  f(i,:)= [z1(i) z2(i) z3(i) z4(i) se(i,:)]; 
   end 
   
      
  
   
 pareal=f(:,1:4); 
  
  
  
%ideal points  

 
 
%ideal Point where all objective functions have their minimum amounts 
resulted from GA as single Objective for each Objective 

zss=[ 2>∗; 	2@∗; 2B∗; 2t∗]	; 
 
 
z1ss=zss(1,1); 
z2ss=zss(1,2); 
z3ss=zss(1,3); 
z4ss=zss(1,4); 
  
  
for i=1:size(pareal,1) 
     
    tcs(i)=sqrt(((pareal(i,1)-z1ss)^2)+((pareal(i,2)-z2ss)^2)+((pareal(i,3)-
z3ss)^2)+(((pareal(i,4)-z4ss)^2))); 
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end 
  
  
%MID 
  
TMIDs=sum(tcs)./size(pareal,1); 
    
%SNS 
  
for i=1:size(pareal,1) 
     
 TTMIDs(i)=((TMIDs-tcs(i))^2); 
  
end 
     
STTMIDs=sum(TTMIDs); 
  
TSNSs=sqrt(STTMIDs)./(size(pareal,1)-1); 
  
 
%RAS 
  
for i=1:size(pareal,1) 
     
    TF1s(i)=pareal(i,1)./z1ss; 
    TF2s(i)=pareal(i,2)./z2ss; 
    TF3s(i)=pareal(i,3)./z3ss; 
    TF4s(i)=pareal(i,4)./z4ss; 
end 
  
for i=1:size(pareal,1) 
     
    TFF1s(i)=min(TF1s(i),TF2s(i)); 
    TFF2s(i)=min(TF3s(i),TF4s(i)); 
    TFFs(i)=min(TFF1s(i),TFF2s(i)); 
     
end 
  
    
  
  
for i=1:size(pareal,1) 
     
    TRASs(i)=(((TF1s(i)-TFFs(i))./TFFs(i))+((TF2s(i)-
TFFs(i))./TFFs(i))+((TF3s(i)-TFFs(i))./TFFs(i))+((TF4s(i)-
TFFs(i))./TFFs(i))); 
    
end 
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TTRASs=sum(TRASs)./size(pareal,1); 
  
 ANSS=[TMIDs TSNSs TTRASs] 
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Appendix B: Right-shifting of jobs on the last machine  
 

Test problem 1 

Table 1. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 5 3 7 4 4 6 5 

M2 4 2 5 8 5 9 7 

M3 4 2 4 4 6 8 9 

M4 5 8 7 6 4 9 6 

M5 7 2 8 6 5 4 5 

M6 5 2 5 3 6 8 6 

 

Table 2. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness and solution with minimum total tardiness before right 

shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance 

of tardiness 

2     5     4     1     3     7     6 9.8929    16.5 4 8 

Min Total 

tardiness 

2     5     1     4     3     7     6 10.8095    13 2 8 

 

1.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 3. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

2     5     1     4     3     7     6 10.155 15.5 3 8 
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Figure 63. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepweis right-shifting 

 

1.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 4. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

Tardiness 

2     5     4     1     3     7     6 8.822 19 5 8 

 

 

 
Figure 64. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test problem 2 

Table 5. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 10 12 4 11 13 11 14 

M2 14  10 13 12 14 10 12 

M3 10 1 12 15 13 11 12 

M4 14 10 11 12 11 10 14 

M5 15 12 11 10 13 11 15 

M6 11 14 10 13 11 12 14 

 

Table 6 Solutions with minimum total tardiness and with minimum variance of tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     4     2     6     3     5     7 31.1333    26.6 4 15.3 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     4     3     5     7 33.4714    21.1 3 15.3 
 

 

2.1  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 7. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     4     3     5     7 59.37 38.1 3 17.3 

 

 

 
                                    Figure 65. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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In this case right shifting is not recommended because as it can be seen, both variance of tardiness and 

total tardiness are increased by right-shifting. 

 

2.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 8. Solution with variance of tardiness after right shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     4     2     6     3     5     7 59.02 46.3 5 20.3 

 

 

 
Figure 66. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right shifting 

Also here right-shifting increases variance of tardiness and is not recommended. 

 

 Test problem 3 

Table 37. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 16 18 24 19 22 17 15 

M2 24 18 25 16 20 16 15 

M3 18 25 21 16 16 18 19 

M4 25 18 17 16 24 19 16 

M5 17 22 18 16 15 24 17 

M6 15 22 25 23 16 18 16 
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Table 10. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

7     2     5     4     6     1     3 55.7 26.1 3 17 

Total tardiness 6     7     1     4     5     2     3 64 28.9 2 21 
 

3.1  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 11. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 6     7     1     4     5     2     3 61.22 31.8 3 21 

 

 
Figure 67. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

Right shifting decreases variance of tardiness to 61.22 but increase total tardiness to 31.8 

 

3.2 Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 12. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

7     2     5     4     6     1     3 55.70 36.1 3 17 
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Figure 68. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Right shifting is not recommended.  

 

Test Problem 4 

 

Table 13. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 26 33 27 34 34 26 25 

M2 24 32 35 28 35 29 27 

M3 34 32 35 34 26 28 29 

M4 25 28 27 26 24 29 26 

M5 27 32 28 26 25 34 35 

M6 35 26 25 33 36 28 31 

 

Table 14. the solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

7     1     6     3     5     4     2 1134.9 167 3 81.5 

Total tardiness 7     1     6     3     5     2     4 1183.5 166 3 87.5 
 

There is no possibility to move the job on position 1 on machine 6 to the right without changing 

the MaKKespan. 
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Test Problem 5 

Table 15. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 15 43 50 14 24 36 15 

M2 24 12 25 28 35 19 47 

M3 44 22 15 24 36 18 29 

M4 25 18 37 46 34 49 46 

M5 47 32 48 36 45 34 35 

M6 35 42 15 23 36 38 46 

 

Table16. The solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     3     2     4     6     5     7 929.9 198.8 5 832 

Total tardiness 1     4     2     6     5     7     3 1346 136.2 3 970 
 

 

5.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table17. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 1     4     2     6     5     7     3 4161.28 653.8 6 192 
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Figure 69 Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

Right-shifting is not recommended. 

 

5.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 18. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     3     2     4     6     5     7 877.819 229.8 5 83.2 

 

 
 Figure 70. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 6 

Table 19. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 15 63 47 54 84 42 66 

M2 94 12 45 78 65 89 77 

M3 24 62 55 44 86 98 19 

M4 15 78 87 46 64 49 68 

M5 5 28 48 36 45 54 75 

M6 25 22 35 73 96 18 61 

 

Table 20. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and minimum total tardiness 

 

 

6.1. shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table21. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

 

 

Figure 71. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

6.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

1     7     2     3     4     6     5 1698 247.2 4 970 

Total tardiness 1     2     4     7     3     5     6 3053.2 195.8 2 146 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

1     2     4     7     3     5     6 1455.49 288.4 5 97 
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Table 22. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 7 

Table 23. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 5 123 171 14 44 86 185 

M2 64 132 195 38 65 109 77 

M3 24 42 105 164 56 98 19 

M4 105 38 37 176 134 59 16 

M5 117 22 98 26 155 114 143 

M6 95 22 135 12 106 188 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

1     7     2     3     4     6     5 1455.49 288.4 5 97 
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  Table24. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.4 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardine

ss 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

5     1     4     2     7     6     3 4289.6 843.6 6 182.6 

Total 

tardiness 

  1     5     4     2     7     6     3 4325.7 458.6 4 160.6 

 

7.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 25. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.4 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

  1     5     4     2     7     6     3 4189.51 517.6 5 160.6 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

 

7.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 26. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.4 Sequence Varianc

e of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Numb

er of 

tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

5     1     4     2     7     6     3 4189.5 517.6 5 160.6 
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Figure 12. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

 

Test Problem 8 

Table 27. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 390 169 301 42 499 388 401 

M2 468 82 132 115 40 409 216 

M3 65 398 328 457 222 435 456 

M4 285 156 345 77 54 43 91 

M5 235 265 375 413 418 200 132 

M6 6 83 226 270 3 130 73 

 

  Table28. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 KK=1.8 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     4     1     7     5     3     6 36634 854 3 518 

Total tardiness 2     4     1     7     5     3     6 36634 854 3 518 
 

 

 

8.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 29. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.8 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 2     4     1     7     5     3     6 21977.43 2390.2 7 518 
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Figure 13. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

 

8.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 30. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.8 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     4     1     7     5     3     6 21977.4 2390.2 7 518 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 9 

Table 31. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 908 639 979 896 840 853 848 

M2 953 773 743 980 879 515 658 

M3 563 979 900 828 872 638 976 

M4 957 983 571 517 696 523 517 

M5 816 578 711 925 828 548 719 

M6 548 986 958 976 585 912 691 

 

 

Table32. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 291320 3190 4 1490 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     7     5     3     4 345900 2250 2 1490 
 

 

9.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 33. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 2     1     6     7     5     3     4 317110.55 3072.9 5 1487.9 

 

 

Figure 15. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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9.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 34. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.7 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 291323.42 3194.9 4 1487.9 

 

 
Figure 16. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 10 

Table 35. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 85 182 550 402 418 338 242 

M2 400 264 145 76 50 901 404 

M3 260 146 854 240 903 370 97 

M4 801 137 623 124 945 112 132 

M5 432 870 351 184 491 781 943 

M6 911 580 514 240 490 390 957 

 

Table36. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     4     1     7     3     6     5 170050 3220 5 1030 

Total tardiness 2     4     7     3     6     1     5 277470 3090 4 1160 
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10.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 37. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 2     4     7     3     6     1     5 277493.39 3093 4 1164.5 

 

 

*Right-shifting is not recommended 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

10.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 38. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     4     1     7     3     6     5 170067.809 3222.5 5 1028 
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Figure 18. Solution with minimum variance of total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

     

    *Right-shifting is not recommended 

 

Test Problem 11 

Table 39. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 416 452 861 517 444 172 978 

M2 603 2000 370 818 235 525 1158 

M3 942 456 1810 1190 594 1603 475 

M4 461 872 1960 525 638 59 3 

M5 1689 623 878 1206 849 1858 1927 

M6 390 1847 223 1423 1016 1461 1094 
 

Table40. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

5     6     4     1     2     7     3 1438300 7400 6 2900 

Total tardiness 5     1     4     7     3     2     6 24600 6300 5 4100 
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11.1  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 41. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 5     1     4     7     3     2     6 2246021.32 7400.5 5 4143 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

*Right-shifting decreases Variance of Tardiness 

 

 

11.2 Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 42. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

5     6     4     1     2     7     3 1438329.22 7391 4 2879.5 
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Figure 11. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 12 

Table 43. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 4074 1393 4786 3962 3394 3531 3457 

M2 488 4853 4579 4670 856 4118 1908 

M3 4529 2735 2427 4798 3789 160 1586 

M4 635 4788 4002 3279 3176 1385 4752 

M5 4567 4995 5 179 1962 231 173 

M6 3162 789 2109 4246 3278 486 2194 

 

Table 44. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     6     5     7     1     3     4 9276500 26700 5 8600 

Total 

tardiness 

7     6     5     1     2     3     4 13745000 20000 4 9000 
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12.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 45. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

7     6     5     1     2     3     4 6445476.32 112802.9 7 19223.6 

 

Figure 21. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

Right-shifting can decrease and increase the variance of tardiness and total tardiness. 

 

 

12.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 46. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

2     6     5     7     1     3     4 9276500 26700 5 8600 
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Figure 22. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

*Right-shifting is not recommended 

 

 

Test Problem 13 

Table 47. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 1815 1278 1958 1792 1679 1706 1695 

M2 1906 1547 1485 1960 1758 1031 1317 

M3 1127 1958 1801 1656 1743 1277 1951 

M4 1914 1956 1142 1035 1392 1046 1034 

M5 1632 1157 1422 1849 1646 1097 1439 

M6 1097 1971 1916 1934 1171 1824 1381 

 

Table48. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

 

 

 

KK=1.6  

Sequence 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

5     2     6     7     1     3     4 2145000 10900 5 4000 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 2588600 7300 3 4000 
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13.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

13.2.  

Table 49. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 2513824.62 8773.2 6 3995.4 

 

 

 
 

Figure 23. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

13.3. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Right-shifting has no influence on the objective functions 

Test Problem 14 

Table 50. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 3531 3419 2238 3503 3094 3629 3232 

M2 3591 3510 2997 2510 2777 2487 2947 

M3 2373 2552 3920 3012 2298 3859 2703 

M4 2980 3360 2681 3398 3515 2700 3662 

M5 2891 3310 3171 3782 3682 2392 3171 

M6 3292 2325 2447 3919 2508 2502 3099 
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     Table51. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6  
Sequence 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

3     2     7     5     6     1     4 7363400 16200 4 7200 

Total tardiness 5     3     7     6     2     1     4 8395700 12900 3 7200 
     

14.1.  Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 52. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total tardiness 5     3     7     6     2     1     4 7879522.90 14301.6 4 7156.6 

 

 

Figure 24. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Right-shifting increases both objectives 

 

14.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 53. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximu

m 

tardiness 

Variance of 

tardiness 

3     2     7     5     6     1     4 7363384.6 16219.8 4 7156.6 
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Figure 25. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

%Right-shifting increases both objectives 

 

 

 

Test Problem 15 

Table 54. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 9172 759 5689 3113 6893 1524 1607 

M2 2859 540 4694 5286 7482 8259 9619 

M3 7573 5308 120 1657 4506 5384 47 

M4 7538 7792 3372 6020 839 9962 7750 

M5 3805 9341 1622 2630 2290 782 8174 

M6 5679 1300 7943 6541 9134 4427 8687 

 

 

Table55. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence  Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     6     3     4     5     7     1 15041000 29000 5 10000 

Total 

tardiness 

4     3     2     6     5     1     7 42149000 20000 3 17000 
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15.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 56. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

4     3     2     6     5     1     7 32111033.63 49231.8 6 17454.6 

 

 

Figure 26. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

 

15.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 57. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     6     3     4     5     7     1 15041000 29000 5 10000 

 

Right-shifting has no influence on variance of tardiness. 
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Test Problem 16 

Table 58. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 298 736 708 717 335 662 441 

M2 389 729 646 590 603 598 633 

M3 523 493 730 629 265 408 648 

M4 729 650 578 622 388 726 343 

M5 733 321 267 446 273 267 495 

M6 328 461 675 578 298 469 473 

 

 

Table59. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

1     7     5     4     6     2     3 152060 2380 4 1050 

Total 

tardiness 

1     5     7     6     2     4     3 152840 1410 2 1030 

 

 

16.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 60. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

1     5     7     6     2     4     3 144950.02 1651.2 3 1026.6 
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Figure 27. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

16.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 61. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

1     7     5     4     6     2     3 152060 2380 4 1050 

 

 
Figure 28. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 17 

Table 62. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 1883 1855 1559 1876 1774 1907 1808 

M2 1898 1878 1749 1627 1569 1622 1737 

M3 1593 1638 1980 1753 1574 1965 1676 

M4 1745 1840 1670 1850 1629 1675 1916 

M5 1723 1828 1793 1946 1921 1598 1793 

M6 1823 1581 1612 1980 1627 1625 1775 

 

 

Table63. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 2870800 8600 4 4400 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 3052100 7800 3 4400 

 

17.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 64. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 3035232.1 7962 3 4399.2 

 

 

Figure 27. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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17.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 65. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 2870800 8600 4 4400 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 18 

Table 66. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 1959 1538 1784 1655 1845 1576 1553 

M2 1643 1527 1735 1764 1874 1913 1981 

M3 1879 1765 1505 1582 1725 1769 1502 

M4 1877 1890 1668 1801 1541 1999 1888 

M5 1690 1967 1581 1631 1614 1539 1909 

M6 1784 1565 1897 1827 1957 1721 1935 
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Table67. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     6     5     3     4     7     1 263100 7900 3 4100 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     3     4     1     5     7 3013600 7200 3 4300 

 

No change with right shifting 

 

Test Problem 19 

Table 68. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 2815 2000 2958 2792 2679 2706 2695 

M2 2906 2547 2485 2960 2758 2031 2317 

M3 2127 2958 2801 2656 2743 2277 2951 

M4 2914 2965 2142 2035 2392 2046 2034 

M5 2632 2157 2422 2849 2656 2097 2439 

M6 2097 2971 3000 2934 2171 2824 2381 

 

Table69. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 

 
5286900 12500 4 6100 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 

 
5875700 10500 4 6100 
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19.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

 

Table 70. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 

 

5767185.21 10922.8 4 6117.4 

 

Figure 29. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

19.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 71. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 

 

5286915.55 12496.8 4 6117.4 

 

Figure 30. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 20 

Table 72. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 41 14 48 40 34 36 35 

M2 46 28 25 48 38 2 16 

M3 7 48 41 33 38 14 48 

M4 46 49 8 2 20 3 1 

M5 32 8 22 43 33 5 22 

M6 5 50 46 47 9 42 20 

 

Table73. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

6     2     5     7     1     3     4 

 
1077.2 202.8 4 80.2 

Total 

tardiness 

7     6     2     5     3     4     1 1466.8 196.6 5 107.8 

      

20.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 74. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

7     6     2     5     3     4     1 1456.49 204.6 5 107.8 

 

Figure 31. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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20.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 75. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

6     2     5     7     1     3     4 

 

919.089 230.6 5 80.2 

 

Figure 32. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 21 

Table 76. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 44 43 28 44 39 46 41 

M2 45 44 37 31 28 31 37 

M3 29 32 49 38 28 49 34 

M4 37 42 33 43 31 34 46 

M5 36 42 40 48 46 30 40 

M6 41 29 30 49 31 31 39 
 

Table77. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

  3     2     7     5     6     1     4 1183.5 204.6 4 90.2 

Total 

tardiness 

3     5     6     7     2     1     4 1379.4 167.8 3 90.2 
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21.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 78. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

3     5     6     7     2     1     4 4009.35 885.5 7 216.7 

 

Figure 31. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

21.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 79. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

  3     2     7     5     6     1     4 5039.28 887.5 7 216.7 

 

Figure 32. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 22 

Table 80. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 384 215 314 262 338 230 221 

M2 257 210 294 306 350 365 393 

M3 352 306 202 233 290 308 200 

M4 351 356 267 320 216 400 355 

M5 276 387 232 252 246 215 364 

M6 314 226 359 331 383 288 374 

 

Table 8138. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

22.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 82. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

4     3     2     6     5     1     7 

 

149630.53 1802 3 1020.5 

 

Figure 33. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     6     3     4     5     7     1 120890 2000 4 880 

Total 

tardiness 

4     3     2     6     5     1     7 

 

149630 1800 3 1020 
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22.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 83. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     6     3     4     5     7     1 120890 2000 4 880 

 

          Right shifting brings no change in variance of tardiness  

 

Test Problem 23 

Table 84. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 3168 3363 4100 3804 3834 3675 3483 

M2 3799 3527 3290 3152 3099 4801 3808 

M3 3520 3291 4706 3480 4806 3738 3193 

M4 4600 3272 4244 3246 4890 3222 3264 

M5 3863 4739 3702 3367 3982 4561 4885 

M6 4822 4159 4027 3480 3978 3779 4913 

 

Table85. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

7     1     4     2     3     6     5 17934000 27000 3 11000 

Total 

tardiness 

  7     4     2     3     6     1     5 22107000 23000 3 11000 

No change is possible 
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23.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 86. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

 

Figure 34. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

23.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 87. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

7     1     4     2     3     6     5 17934000 27000 3 11000 

 

Right shifting brings no change in variance of tardiness 

Test Problem 24 

Table 88. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 3815 3278 3958 3792 3679 3706 3695 

M2 3906 3547 3485 3960 3758 3031 3317 

M3 3127 3958 3801 3656 3743 3277 3951 

M4 3914 3965 3142 3035 3392 3046 3034 

M5 3632 3157 3422 3849 3656 3097 3439 

M6 3097 3971 3916 3934 3171 3824 3381 

 

KK=1.5 Sequence Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

  7     4     2     3     6     1     5 13107921 15751 3 48201 
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Table89. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

 

24.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 90. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 12133759.97 15910.4 3 8795.4 

           

Figure 35. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

24.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 91. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 11479000 17000 4 9000 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 12201000 16000 3 9000 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 11479157.4 17259.2 4 8795.4 
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Figure 36. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 25 

Table 92. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 8828 8547 5595 8757 7736 9072 8080 

M2 8976 8774 7492 6275 5693 6217 7366 

M3 5934 6380 9799 7530 5746 9647 6758 

M4 7449 8399 6702 8496 6287 6750 9154 

M5 7228 8276 7926 9455 9204 5983 7926 

M6 8232 5813 6119 9797 6271 6255 7749 

 

 

Table93. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     2     7     5     6     1     4 460110000 410000 3 18000 

Total 

tardiness 

5     3     7     6     2     1     4 52470000 32000 3 18000 
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25.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 94. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

5     3     7     6     2     1     4 49243487.96 35755 4 17891 

 

Figure 37. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

25.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 95. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     2     7     5     6     1     4 46011178.67 40531.2 4 17891 

 

Figure 37. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 26 

Table 96. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 8074 5392 8786 7961 7394 7530 7474 

M2 8529 6734 6427 8798 7789 4159 5585 

M3 4635 8788 8002 7279 7716 5384 8752 

M4 8567 8825 4709 4178 5961 4230 4172 

M5 7162 4788 6109 8246 7278 4485 6194 

M6 4487 8853 8579 8670 4856 8118 5908 

     

 

Table97. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 41519000 39000 5 18000 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 5042000 32000 3 18000 

 

26.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 98. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 42088784.7 44452.2 6 17570.8 

 
 

Figure 38. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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26.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

 

Table 99. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 38869858.52 44442.6 5 17570.8 

 

 
Figure 39. Solution with minimum variance of  tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 27 

Table 100. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 533 505 209 526 424 557 458 

M2 548 528 399 277 219 272 387 

M3 243 288 630 403 224 615 326 

M4 395 490 320 500 279 325 566 

M5 373 478 443 596 571 248 443 

M6 473 231 262 630 277 275 425 

 

 

Table101. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     7     5     2     6     1     4 217930 3250 5 1240 

Total 

tardiness 

3     5     6     7     2     1     4 271340 2570 3 1240 
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27.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 102. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

3     5     6     7     2     1     4 348299.60 5446.4 6 1514.8 

 

Figure 40. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

27.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 103. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     7     5     2     6     1     4 136084.33 3127.2 6 948.8 

 

 

Figure 41. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Test Problem 28 

Table 104. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 6630 5557 6915 6585 6358 6412 6390 

M2 6812 6094 5971 6919 6516 5063 5634 

M3 5254 6915 6601 6312 6487 5554 6901 

M4 6827 6930 5283 5071 5784 5092 5068 

M5 6265 5315 5843 6699 6311 5194 5877 

M6 5195 6942 6832 6868 5342 6647 5763 
 

Table105. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance of tardiness 33569000 31000 4 15000 

Total tardiness 36497000 27000 3 15000 
 

 

28.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 106  Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     5     6     7     1     3     4 36088326.99 27773 4 15189.6 

 

Figure 42. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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28.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 107. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     5     1     6     7     3     4 33568530.03 30925.6 4 15189.6 

 

 

Figure 43. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

 

Test Problem 29 

 

Table 108. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 1515 978 1658 1492 1379 1406 1395 

M2 1606 1247 1185 1700 1458 731 1017 

M3 827 1658 1501 1356 1443 977 1651 

M4 1614 1665 842 735 1092 746 734 

M5 1332 857 1122 1549 1356 797 1139 

M6 700 1671 1616 1634 871 1524 1081 
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Table109. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

 

29.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

 

Table 110. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 

 

1273784.13 9575.39 6 3251.4 

 

Figure 44. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

29.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 111. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 1322587.064 8666.8 5 3251.4 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

2     1     6     7     5     3     4 1393600 7700 5 3300 

Total 

tardiness 

2     6     7     5     1     3     4 

 

1734000 6100 3 3300 
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Figure 45. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

Test Problem 30 

Table 112. Processing times of jobs 

Machine/Job J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 

M1 2083 2055 1759 2076 1974 2107 2008 

M2 2098 2078 1949 1827 1769 1822 1937 

M3 1793 1838 2180 1953 1774 2165 1876 

M4 1945 2040 1870 2050 1829 1875 2116 

M5 1923 2028 1993 2146 2121 1798 1993 

M6 2023 1781 1812 2180 1827 1825 1975 

 

 

Table113. Solutions with minimum variance of tardiness and with minimum total tardiness before right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

MaKKespan 

 

flowtime 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     2     5     7     6     1     4 

 

3382200 8600 3 4700 24200 124600 

Total 

tardiness 

3     2     6     5     7     1     4 

 

3446100 8300 3 4700 24200 124100 

 

 

30.1. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum total Tardiness 

Table 114. Solution with minimum total tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

3     2     6     5     7     1     4 

 

3446131.73 8259.8 3 4668.8 
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Figure 46. Solution with minimum total tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 

 

30.2. Right shifting considering the sequence with minimum variance of Tardiness 

Table 115. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness after right-shifting 

KK=1.6 Sequence  

 
Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number 

of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Variance 

of 

tardiness 

3     2     5     7     6     1     4 

 

3382177.37 8645.6 3 4668.8 

 

 
Figure 47. Solution with minimum variance of tardiness during stepwise right-shifting 
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Appendix C: Enumeration analysis for 30 small size test problems 
 

First test problem 

Table 1.  The results for test problem 1 with tight due date 

KK=1.1 Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

MaKKespan 

 

flowtime 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

69.0633   109.2   6 24.6 73 358 

Min Total 

tardiness 

95.5357    74 5 25.6 74 324 

Min Number of 

tardy jobs 

95.5357    74 5 25.6 74 324 
128.3929   85 5 31.2 73 335 
169.5690   95 5 33.2 75 345 
163.6214 96 5 33.2 75 346 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

78.2324   103.1 6 24.6 73 352 
69.0633   109.2 6 24.6 73 358 
110.599 97.1 6 24.6 73 346 
82.5014   111.2    6 24.6 73 360 

 

 

Table 2.  The results for test problem 1 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

MaKKespan 

 

flowtime 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

9.8929    16.5 4 8 74 335 

Min Total 

tardiness 

10.8095    13 2 8 74 324 

Min Number of 

tardy jobs 

35.9524    17 2 16 73 328 

40.2381    19 2 17 74 332 

222.3214 57.5 2 37.5 77 375 

98.2381    40 2 23 74 346 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

9.8929    16.5 4 8 74 335 

10.25 28 5 8 73 352 
10.4881 30 5 8 73 358 

 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.6589 
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Table 3.  The results for test problem 1 with loose due date 

KK=1.55 Variance 

of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of 

tardy jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

 

MaKKespan 

 

flowtime 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

5.0081    10.4000     3 5.8 74 331 

Min Total 

tardiness 

5.3224     8.9 2 5.8 74 324 

Min Number of 

tardy jobs 

32.5729    15.1 1 15 74 332 

28.4014 14.1 1 14.1 73 328 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

6.3623    14.1 4 5.8 74 350 

5.0081 10.4 3 5.8 74 331 

5.3224 8.9 2 5.8 74 324 

5.1557 11.4 3 5.8 74 337 
 

Test problem 2 

Table 4.  The results for test problem 2 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 403.9314 188.2 6 55.8 

Min Total tardiness 499.3695   166.2 5 56.8 
510.5695   166.2 5 56.8 

Min Number of tardy jobs 620.1124   192 5 59 
743.8457   207 5 64 
634.2362   202 5 61 
752.2857   218.6 5 65 

Min Maximum tardiness 503.9314   195.2 6 54.8 
458.4457   196.2 6 54.8 
425.4933   182 6 54.8 
421.5314   195.2 6 54.8 
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 Table 5.  The results for test problem 2 with middle due date 

KK=1.7 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 31.1333    26.6 4 15.3 

Min Total tardiness 33.4714    21.1 3 15.3 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

107.7557    40.8 2 25.2 

143.0557    47.8 2 28.5 

121.2462    43.8 2 26.5 

117.7081 42.8 2 26.5 

Min Maximum tardiness 43.0333    34.3 3 14.3 

42.45 26.6 2 14.3 

48.6881 26.6 2 14.3 

45.6714 32.1 3 14.3 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.7833 

 

     Table 6.  The results for test problem 2 with loose due date 

KK=1.85 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 0.8804     3.8 2 2.15 

Min Total tardiness 1.4175     3.15 1 3.15 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1.4175     3.15 1 3.15 

5.4032 6.15 1 6.15 

2.4604 4.15 1 4.15 
3.7889      5.15 1 5.15 

Min Maximum tardiness 0.8804     3.8 2 2.15 
 

Test problem 3 

Table 7.  The results for test problem 3 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 893.7     319.2     6 84 

Min Total tardiness 1176 245.4 5 81 

Min Number of tardy jobs 2863.4 379.4 5 137.4 

2931.2 384.4 5 138.4 

2863.4     379.4 5 137.4 

1835 351.2 5 100.8 

Min Maximum tardiness 982.9 275 6 81 
1082 263.2 5 81 
1244.7 292.6 5 81 
1330 299.6 5 81 
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Table 8.  The results for test problem 3 with middle due date 

KK=1.7 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

55.7 26.1 3 17 

Min Total tardiness 64 28.9 2 21 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

56.34 62.8 1 62.8 

194.5 36.9 1 36.9 

288 44.9 1 44.9 

351.5 49.6 1 49.6 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

67.8 45.7 3 169 

64.5 32.9 2 169 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.7833 

 

Table 9.  The results for test problem 3 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

3 7 2 4 

Min Total tardiness 3 7 2 4 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

360 50.2 1 50.2 

389.3 52.2 1 52.2 

133.8 30.6 1 30.6 

9.1 8 1 8 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

3 9.2 3 4 

3 7 2 4 
 

Test Problem 4 

 

Table 10.  The results for test problem 4 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 2854.3 408.8 6 136.4 

Min Total tardiness 3079.2 404 5 1374 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

3079.2 404 5 1374 
3425.5 460.4 5 148.4 
4704.8 532.2 5 180.8 
5131.1 541.4 5 182.4 

Min Maximum tardiness 2854.3 408.8 6 136.4 
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Table 11.  The results for test problem 4 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 1134.9 167 3 81.5 

Min Total tardiness 1183.5 166 3 87.5 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1477.9 183 3 97 

1435.7 187 3 93.5 

2077.9 232 3 113.5 

2297.4 232 3 118.5 

Min Maximum tardiness 1134.9 167 3 81.5 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.8193 

Table 12.  The results for test problem 4 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

98.3 30.8 2 26.6 

Min Total tardiness 98.3 30.8 2 26.6 

106.1 30.8 2 27.6 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

244.9 41.4 1 41.4 

157.7 33.2 1 33.2 

167.1 34.1 1 34.2 

177 35.2 1 35.2 

Min Maximum tardiness 98.3 30.8 2 26.6 

 

 

Test Problem 5 

Table 13.  The results for test problem 5 with tight due date 

KK=1.1 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

4164.1 643.8 6 195 

Min Total tardiness 4547.3 613.9 6 195 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

7607 728.9 5 206.2 
6489.7 688.9 5 199.2 
8166.4 7389 5 209.2 
6991.4 7009 5 199.2 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

4821.7 6478 6 190 
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Table 14.  The results for test problem 5 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

929.9 198.8 5 832 

Min Total tardiness 1346 136.2 3 970 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1330.6 144 2 89 

1480.6 142 2 100 

1377 147 2 90 

1511.8 146 2 100 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1238.9 146.2 3 822 

1185.2 174.8 3 822 

1129 2304 4 822 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness = 0.7719 

 

Table 15.  The results for test problem 5 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

215.4 60.2 4 40.6 

Min Total tardiness 289.3 45 1 45 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

289.3 45 1 45 

497.3 59 1 59 

585.1 64 1 64 

315.6 47 1 47 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

246.1 61.6 2 38.6 

231.6 76.2 4 38.6 

246.1 61.6 2 38.6 
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Test Problem 6 

Table 16.  The results for test problem 6 with tight due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 1698 247.2 4 970 

Min Total tardiness 3053.2 195.8 2 146 

Min Number of tardy jobs 14649 489 2 279 

28527 648 2 427 

66854 292.4 2 2154 

67610 298.4 2 2154 

Min Maximum tardiness 1981.2 318.8 4 950 

17011  2238 3 950 
 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.6588 

 

Table 17.  The results for test problem 6 with middle due date 

KK=1.78 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 34.5 24.5 3 15.8 

Min Total tardiness 34.5 24.5 3 15.8 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

5018 187.4 1 187.4 

7388.6 227.4 1 227.4 

5125.7 189.4 1 189.4 

5234.5 191.4 1 191.4 

Min Maximum tardiness 34.5  24.5 3 15.8 

 
Test Problem 7 

 

 

Table 18.  The results for test problem 7 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1199.1 1466 6 331 

Min Total tardiness 1442.2 996 5 309 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

7238.1 1820 4 688 

6750.5 1769 4 618 

8969 2062 4 749 

5574.4 1384 4 588 

Min Maximum tardiness 1442.2 996 5 309 
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 Table 18.  The results for test problem 7 with middle due date 

KK=1.4 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

4289.6 843.6 6 182.6 

Min Total tardiness 4325.7 458.6 4 160.6 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

38473 792 2 454 

59103 968 2 584 

51960 910 2 544 

51715 923 2 517 

Min Maximum tardiness 4325.7 458.6 4 160.6 
  

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7222 

 

 

Table 19.  The results for test problem 7 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

37.2 25 2 12.6 

Min Total tardiness 37.2 25 2 12.6 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

27532 439 1 439 

43466 552 1 552 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

37.2 25 2 12.6 
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Test Problem 8 

Table 19.  The results for test problem 8 with tight due date 

KK=1.3 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

227740 5600 6 1440 

Min Total tardiness 244850 2780 5 1160 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

291200 3000 4 1470 

346660 3560 4 1470 

345290 3890 4 1550 

477400 4340 4 1670 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

209490 3010 6 1160 

237320 3340 6 1160 

229030 3760 6 1160 

267310 4120 6 1160 
 

Table 20.  The results for test problem 8 with middle due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

36634 854 3 518 

Min Total tardiness 36634 854 3 518 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

117950 1040 2 920 

139240 1200 2 1000 

118300 1140 2 920 

1255430 1910 2 1290 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

43643 1051 3 518 

42472 1019 3 518 

37836 878 3 518 

36634 845 3 518 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.8079 
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Table 21.  The results for test problem 8 with loose due date 

KK=2.1 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

185 42 2 37 

Min Total tardiness 190  37 1 37 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

2473.4 416 1 416 

5561 197 1 197 

80808 752 1 752 

5561 197 1 197 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

190 37 1 37 

 

 

Test Problem 9 

 

Table 22.  The results for test problem 9 with tight due date 

KK=1.4 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1216100 8800 5 3000 

Min Total tardiness 1586600 7500 4 3200 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

2673000 9000 4 3600 

2815400 9600 4 3700 

2751200 9900 4 3700 

3213500 10700 4 4000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1748300 9100 5 3000 

1976000 8700 5 3000 

2058600 9200 5 3000 

2386000 9500 5 3000 
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Table 23.  The results for test problem 9 with middle due date 

KK=1.7 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

291320 3190 4 1490 

Min Total tardiness 345900 2250 2 1490 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1820600 5500 2 2800 

1721900 5400 2 2700 

1607300 5200 2 2600 

1692600 5200 2 2700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

477460 3610 3 1490 

481920 3470 3 1490 

556553 4180 3 1490 

615950 4400 3 1490 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7736 

 

 

Table 24.  The results for test problem 9 with loose due date 

KK=2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

6279 210 1 210 

Min Total tardiness 6279 210 1 210 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

6279 210 1 210 

258990 1350 1 1350 

336360 1530 1 1530 

355930 1580 1 1580 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

6279 210 1 210 
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Test Problem 10 

 

Table 25.  The results for test problem 10 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

452080 8770 6 1940 

Min Total tardiness 1065500 6900 5 2200 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

2371100 10000 4 4000 

2612400 9600 4 4100 

2705400 10000 4 4300 

3338400 11300 4 4600 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

634910 7210 5 1940 

 

Table 26.  The results for test problem 10 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

170050 3220 5 1030 

Min Total tardiness 277470 3090 4 1160 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1534800 5000 3 3400 

1888100 7200 3 3400 

1534800 5000 3 3200 

2490400 8400 3 3800 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

170050 3220 5 1030 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7553 

 

Table 27.  The results for test problem 10 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

26  17 2 14 

Min Total tardiness 26  17 2 14 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

333320 1530 1 1530 

368690 1610 1 1610 

524710 1920 1 1920 

2272700 4000 1 4000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

26 17 2 14 
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Test Problem 11 

 

Table 28.  The results for test problem 11 with tight due date 

KK=1.1 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

3536300 22000 6 5400 

Min Total tardiness 5578200 16500 5 6400 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

11552000 24000 5 9000 

14595000 26000 5 9000 

11917000 26000 5 9000 

12092000 25000 5 9000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

4804900 18400 6 5100 

4503100 17800 6 5100 

5297200 19000 6 5100 
 

Table 29.  The results for test problem 11 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1438300 7400 6 2900 

Min Total tardiness 24600 6300 5 4100 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

5983500 10500 3 5800 

4684000 10300 3 5300 

6780400 13500 3 6200 

9383700 16600 3 7000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1485800 8400 6 2900 

1438300 7400 6 2900 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7813 
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Table 30.  The results for test problem 11 with loose due date 

KK=2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

549 62 1 62 

Min Total tardiness 549 62 1 62 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

549 62 1 62 

1208900 2900 1 2900 

1580300 3300 1 3300 

1041400 2700 1 2700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

549 62 1 62 

     

Test Problem 12 

 

Table 31.  The results for test problem 12 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

29515000 62000 6 17000 

Min Total tardiness 44235000 56000 6 17000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

133720000 100000 5 30000 

111210000 80000 5 30000 

107660000 80000 5 30000 

163410000 100000 5 30000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

48790000 66000 6 16000 

    

Table 32.  The results for test problem 12 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

9276500 26700 5 8600 

Min Total tardiness 13745000 20000 4 9000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

21215000 23000 3 11000 

38714000 26000 3 17000 

82372000 47000 3 21000 

83547000 47000 3 21000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

16239000 31000 3 8000 
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Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7388 

Table 32.  The results for test problem 12 with loose due date 

KK=2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

10210 390 2 254 

Min Total tardiness 10210 390 2 254 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

9177175 8015 1 8015 

2313200 4000 1 4000 

14654000 10000 1 10000 

3283200 4800 1 4800 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

10210 390 2 254 

 

 

Test Problem 13 

 

Table 33.  The results for test problem 13 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

7599700 26700 6 8100 

Min Total tardiness 9995600 24400 5 8100 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

16470000 32000 5 11000 

17708000 32000 5 10000 

18807000 32000 5 10000 

19323000 33000 5 11000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

12007000 27000 5 8000 
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Table 34.  The results for test problem 13 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

2145000 10900 5 4000 

Min Total tardiness 2588600 7300 3 4000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

7863300 13800 3 6700 

8379500 14200 3 6200 

10801000 16000 3 7000 

11209000 16000 3 7000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

3121100 10800 3 4000 

4387300 11800 4 4000 

3298000 8800 4 4000 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7373 

Table 35.  The results for test problem 13 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

122920 930 1 930 

Min Total tardiness 122920 930 1 930 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

122920 930 1 930 

1848000 3600 1 3600 

1547000 3300 1 3300 

609710 2070 1 2070 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

122920 930 1 930 
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Test Problem 14 

Table 36.  The results for test problem 14 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

30205000 49000 6 15000 

Min Total tardiness 36903000 43000 5 15000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

36700000 49000 5 16000 

38237000 49000 5 16000 

43742000 52000 5 17000 

50526000 54000 5 18000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

40247000 49000 6 15000 

40689000 47000 5 15000 

40236000 47000 5 15000 
 

Table 37.  The results for test problem 14 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

7363400 16200 4 7200 

Min Total tardiness 8395700 12900 3 7200 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1915400 23000 3 11000 

18765000 22000 3 10000 

11700000 16000 3 8000 

12247000 17000 3 8000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

7707600 17500 3 7200 

7898300 14000 3 7200 

8360100 14500 3 7200 

9598000 16800 3 7200 
 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7493 
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Table 38.  The results for test problem 14 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

179010 1120 1 1120 

Min Total tardiness 179010 1120 1 1120 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1304100 3000 1 3000 

1152600 2800 1 2800 

1977300 3700 1 3700 

2104800 3800 1 3800 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

179010 1120 1 1120 

  

 Test Problem 15 

Table 39.  The results for test problem 15 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

83642000 129000 6 27000 

Min Total tardiness 106300000 80000 6 30000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

234820000 110000 4 40000 

284030000 110000 4 40000 

436900000 140000 4 40000 

472500000 140000 4 50000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

96189000 90000 5 25000 

114720000 90000 5 30000 

13850000 90000 5 30000 
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Table 40.  The results for test problem 15 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

15041000 29000 5 10000 

Min Total tardiness 42149000 20000 3 17000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

53538000 30000 2 16000 

71796000 32000 2 22000 

88963000 36000 2 24000 

108780000 40000 2 20000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

15041000 29000 5 10000 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7706 

Table 41.  The results for test problem 15 with loose due date 

KK=2 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

250010 1320 1 1320 

Min Total tardiness 250010 1320 1 1320 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

250010 1320 1 1320 

30329000 15000 1 15000 

21241000 12000 1 12000 

121460000 30000 1 30000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

250010 1320 1 1320 

 

Test Problem 16 

 

Table 42.  The results for test problem 16 with tight due date 

KK=1.1 

Processing time:  

250-750 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

902150 8860 6 2820 

Min Total tardiness 1051900 8800 6 2900 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

2469600 12000 5 3800 

2285500 12000 5 3800 

2624200 12300 5 3900 

2233000 11900 5 3700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

902150 8860 6 2820 
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Table 43.  The results for test problem 16 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

152060 2380 4 1050 

Min Total tardiness 152840 1410 2 1030 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

563390 2960 2 1830 

644920 3180 2 1950 

213830 1840 2 1110 

292030 2000 2 1400 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

235960 1990 2 1030 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7620 

 

 

Table 44.  The results for test problem 16 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

13359 306 1 306 

Min Total tardiness 13359 306 1 306 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

13359 306 1 306 

266410 1370 1 1370 

1189400 2900 1 2900 

55875 625 1 625 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

13359 306 1 306 
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Test Problem 17 

 

Table 45.  The results for test problem 17 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

1500-2000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1639000 27000 6 9000 

Min Total tardiness 1956000 26000 5 9000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

15201000 30000 5 10000 

16292000 30000 5 10000 

15796000 30000 5 10000 

16292000 30000 5 10000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

12901000 27000 6 9000 

 

Table 46.  The results for test problem 17 with middle due date 

KK= 1.6  Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

2870800 8600 4 4400 

Min Total tardiness 3052100 7800 3 4400 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

6300300 11900 3 5800 

5687500 11400 3 5500 

6384500 12000 3 5800 

6022300 11900 3 5700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

3425800 9700 3 4400 

3688400 1030 3 4400 

3406300 9700 3 4400 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7655 
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Table 47.  The results for test problem 17 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

157620 1240 1 1070 

Min Total tardiness 162120 1070 1 1070 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

948630 2580 1 2580 

774160 2330 1 2330 

882810 2490 1 2490 

774160 2330 1 2330 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

159880 1120 1 1070 

 

 

Test Problem 18 

Table 48.  The results for test problem 18 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

1500-2000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

10497000 27000 5 9000 

Min Total tardiness 11160000 25000 5 9000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

12751000 27000 5 9000 

12090000 27000 5 9000 

13120000 27000 5 9000 

11579000 26000 5 9000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

11068000 25000 5 9000 

 

Table 49.  The results for test problem 18 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

263100 7900 3 4100 

Min Total tardiness 3013600 7200 3 4300 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

379500 9400 3 4900 

368600 9600 3 4800 

368600 9600 3 4800 

392630 8100 3 4800 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

278540 7700 3 4100 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.8519 
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Table 50.  The results for test problem 18 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

105220 860 1 860 

Min Total tardiness 105220 860 1 860 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

353390 1570 1 1570 

464810 1800 1 1800 

418610 1710 1 1710 

105220 860 1 860 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

105220 860 1 860 

 

 

Test Problem 19  

 

Table 51.  The results for test problem 19 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

2000-3000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

20849000 39000 6 13000 

Min Total tardiness 24378000 37000 5 13000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

35201000 46000 5 15000 

36861000 47000 5 15000 

38683000 47000 5 15000 

39251000 48000 5 15000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

27161000 39000 5 13000 
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Table 52.  The results for test problem 19 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

5286900 12500 4 6100 

Min Total tardiness 5875700 10500 4 6100 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

16722000 20000 3 9000 

17920000 21000 3 9000 

15085000 19000 3 9000 

1700600 20000 3 9000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

7056100 14300 3 6100 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7642 

 

Table 53.  The results for test problem 19 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1108200 4200 3 2900 

Min Total tardiness 1152900 3100 3 2900 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1925800 3700 1 3700 

1920600 3700 1 3700 

1920600 3700 1 3700 

1920600 3700 1 3700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1264500 5300 3 2900 
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Test Problem 20 

Table 54.  The results for test problem 20 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

1-50 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

2851.3 650.8 6 165.4 

Min Total tardiness 4272.7 527.2 5 165.4 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

16455 973 5 318 

12490 833 5 281 

15997 913 5 312 

14167 912 5 296 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

45096 647.8 6 165.4 

5227.1 673.8 6 165.4 

45369 5912 5 165.4 
 

Table 55.  The results for test problem 20 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1077.2 202.8 4 80.2 

Min Total tardiness 1466.8 196.6 5 107.8 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

6671.1 369.4 3 191.8 

11905 529 3 252 

1083.7 447 3 237 

7177.6 390.4 3 198.8 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1151.6 298.6 5 80.2 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7388 

Table 56.  The results for test problem 20 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

224.4 75 3 37.6 

Min Total tardiness 256.6 65 3 37.6 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

748.8 72.4 1 72.4 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

224.4 75 3 37.6 
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Test Problem 21 

Table 57.  The results for test problem 21 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

25-50 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

4723.7 659.6 6 197.6 

Min Total tardiness 5978.3 546 5 191.4 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

7873 675.2 5 224.6 

6773.2 649.2 5 208.6 

5696.4 617.2 5 199.6 

6031.4 627.2 5 198.6 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

6513.4 597.8 5 190.4 

6746 603.8 5 190.4 

6543.8 593.8 5 190.4 
 

Table 58.  The results for test problem 21 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1183.5 204.6 4 90.2 

Min Total tardiness 1379.4 167.8 3 90.2 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

2951.2 281 3 130.8 

2897.9 278 3 129.8 

1800 195 3 104.8 

1914.2 214 3 103.8 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1402.9 170.8 3 90.2 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7404 
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Table 57.  The results for test problem 21 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

28.4 16.6 2 14.3 

Min Total tardiness 29.2 14.3 1 14.3 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

192.4 36.7 1 36.7 

172 34.7 1 34.7 

192.4 36.7 1 36.7 

172 34.7 1 34.7 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

29.2 14.3 1 14.3 

 

 

Test Problem 22 

Table 60.  The results for test problem 22 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

200-400 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

288010 5340 6 1490 

Min Total tardiness 332660 4370 6 1590 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

465490 5350 5 1720 

416860 5270 5 1720 

493300 4800 5 1680 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

335290 4570 6 1460 

 

Table 61.  The results for test problem 22 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

120890 2000 4 880 

Min Total tardiness 149630 1800 3 1020 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

266510 2730 3 1250 

248630 2710 3 1150 

266510 2730 3 1250 

249140 2710 3 1150 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

145820 1970 3 880 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7787 
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Table 62.  The results for test problem 22 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

12271 363 3 301 

Min Total tardiness 12598 336 2 301 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

28723 448 1 448 

42183 543 1 543 

42183 543 1 543 

41411 538 1 538 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

14502 474 2 295 

 

 

Test Problem 23 

 

Table 63.  The results for test problem 23 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

46071000 59000 6 18000 

Min Total tardiness 54048000 55000 6 18000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

73754000 70000 5 23000 

74506000 69000 5 23000 

87466000 70000 5 24000 

79892000 68000 5 23000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

53059000 60000 6 18000 

49370000 58000 6 18000 

51396000 56000 6 18000 
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Table 64.  The results for test problem 23 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

17934000 27000 3 11000 

Min Total tardiness 22107000 23000 3 11000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

32839000 27000 3 15000 

38102000 31000 3 16000 

41233000 32000 3 16000 

43252000 33000 3 16000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

20119000 23000 3 11000 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7808 

Table 65.  The results for test problem 23 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1742100 4400 2 3500 

Min Total tardiness 1742100 4400 2 3500 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

3767200 5100 1 5100 

7709500 7300 1 7700 

8404600 7700 1 7700 

3551700 5000 1 5000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1742100 4400 2 3500 
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Test Problem 24 

Table 66.  The results for test problem 24 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

42542000 54000 5 18000 

Min Total tardiness 47808000 52000 5 18000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

66182000 61000 5 20000 

60788000 60000 5 19000 

65150000 60000 5 20000 

63178000 60000 5 20000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

51588000 55000 5 18000 

 

Table 66.  The results for test problem 24 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 

 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Total tardiness 11479000 17000 3 9000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

12201000 16000 3 9000 

 26154000 25000 3 12000 

22738000 23000 3 11000 

25521000 24000 3 12000 

24082000 24000 3 12000 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

13618000 19000 3 9000 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7656 
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Table 67.  The results for test problem 24 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

628710 2480 2 2130 

Min Total tardiness 646670 2130 1 2130 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

3792900 5200 1 5200 

3095200 4700 1 4700 

3531100 5000 1 5000 

3095200 4700 1 4700 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

6412100 2190 1 2130 

 

Test Problem 25 

Table 68.  The results for test problem 25 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

5000-10000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

188780000 120000 5 40000 

Min Total tardiness 230630000 110000 5 40000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

315760000 130000 5 40000 

273350000 130000 5 40000 

229390000 120000 5 40000 

238990000 120000 5 40000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

254420000 120000 5 40000 

253720000 120000 5 40000 

256750000 120000 5 40000 
 

Table 70.  The results for test problem 25 with loose due date 

KK=1.6 

4000-9000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

46011000 410000 3 18000 

Min Total tardiness 52470000 32000 3 18000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

119700000 60000 3 30000 

172800000 60000 3 30000 

73137000 40000 3 21000 

76559000 42000 3 21000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

53004000 33000 3 18000 

 Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7656 
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Table 71.  The results for test problem 25 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1118400 2800 1 2800 

Min Total tardiness 1118400 2800 1 2800 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

8152500 7600 1 7600 

7204100 7100 1 7100 

8152500 7600 1 7600 

7204100 7100 1 7100 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1118400 2800 1 2800 

 

Test Problem 26 

 

Table 72.  The results for test problem 26 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

4000-9000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

143030000 120000 6 40000 

Min Total tardiness 194200000 110000 5 40000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

396100000 140000 5 50000 

404660000 150000 5 50000 

339780000 140000 5 40000 

367710000 150000 5 50000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

240100000 120000 5 40000 
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Table 73.  The results for test problem 26 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

41519000 39000 5 18000 

Min Total tardiness 50420000 32000 3 18000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

250860000 80000 3 30000 

230900000 70000 3 30000 

225790000 70000 3 30000 

230900000 70000 3 30000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

65230000 51000 4 18000 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7363 

 

Table 74.  The results for test problem 26 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

2307600 5300 2 4000 

Min Total tardiness 2321500 4000 1 4000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

27090000 14000 1 14000 

44018000 18000 1 18000 

35909000 16000 1 16000 

16856000 11000 1 11000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

2321500 4000 1 4000 
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Test Problem 27 

Table 75.  The results for test problem 27 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

150-650 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

517850 7510 5 2120 

Min Total tardiness 743810 5970 5 2120 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

1256900 8500 5 2800 

999640 8080 5 2500 

749870 7360 5 2310 

805570 7460 5 2270 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

643020 6950 5 2120 

617560 6610 6 2120 

743810 5970 5 2120 
 

Table 76.  The results for test problem 26 with middle due date 

KK=1.5 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

217930 3250 5 1240 

Min Total tardiness 271340 2570 3 1240 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

545720 3470 3 1580 

495440 3180 3 1490 

519600 3850 3 1520 

409450 3250 3 1490 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

272750 2690 4 1240 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7098 

Table 77.  The results for test problem 26 with loose due date 

KK=1.8 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

17638 531 3 362 

Min Total tardiness 18476 463 2 362 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

120390 920 1 920 

137200 980 1 980 

145730 1010 1 1010 

521590 1910 1 1910 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

20946 560 2 352 
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Test Problem 28 

Table 78.  The results for test problem 28 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

5000-7000 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 124220000 90000 6 30000 

Min Total tardiness 142830000 90000 5 30000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

188250000 110000 5 30000 

196620000 110000 5 30000 

203650000 110000 5 40000 

207250000 110000 5 40000 

Min Maximum tardiness 156200000 100000 5 30000 
 

Table 79.  The results for test problem 28 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of tardiness 33569000 31000 4 15000 

Min Total tardiness 36497000 27000 3 15000 

 

Min Number of tardy jobs 

86565000 45000 3 21000 

74166000 45000 3 21000 

84251000 44000 3 21000 

79038000 43000 3 20000 

Min Maximum tardiness 42017000 35000 3 15000 
Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7566 

 

 

 

Table 80.  The results for test problem 28 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

1853800 4300 2 3700 

Min Total tardiness 1906800 3700 1 3700 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

6715500 6900 1 6900 

11337000 9000 1 9000 

12474000 9000 1 9000 

10846000 9000 1 9000 

Min Maximum tardiness 2041200 5400 1 3700 
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Test Problem 29 

 

Table 81.  The results for test problem 29 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

4886100 22500 6 6600 

Min Total tardiness 6757100 20200 5 6600 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

14841000 29000 5 9000 

12091000 27000 5 8000 

14288000 28000 5 9000 

13467000 28000 5 9000 

Min Maximum tardiness 8813700 22400 5 6600 
 

Table 82.  The results for test problem 29 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Mi Variance of 

tardiness 

1393600 7700 5 3300 

Min Total tardiness 1734000 6100 3 3300 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

9601200 15300 3 6700 

6659700 12800 3 5600 

9601200 15300 3 6700 

8707000 14300 3 6400 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

1864700 6700 3 3300 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.7350 
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Table 83.  The results for test problem 29 with loose due date 

KK=1.95 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

11874 288 1 288 

Min Total tardiness 11874 288 1 288 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

11874 288 1 288 

747330 2290 1 2290 

429510 1730 1 1730 

578420 2010 1 2010 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

11874 288 1 288 

 

 

Test Problem 30 

 

Table 84.  The results for test problem 30 with tight due date 

KK=1.2 

 

Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy jobs Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

13416000 29000 6 10000 

Min Total tardiness 14241000 28000 5 10000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

16256000 30000 5 10000 

15259000 30000 5 10000 

14163000 29000 5 10000 

14399000 29000 5 10000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

14858000 29000 5 10000 

14763000 28000 5 10000 
 

Table 85.  The results for test problem 30 with middle due date 

KK=1.6 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

3382200 8600 3 4700 

Min Total tardiness 3446100 8300 3 4700 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

4844400 10600 3 5500 

4367800 9700 3 5200 

3952400 9000 3 5000 

4011800 9200 3 5000 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

3870100 9400 3 5000 

Correlation between variance of tardiness and total tardiness= 0.8019 
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Table 86.  The results for test problem 30 with loose due date 

KK=1.9 Variance of 

tardiness 

Total 

tardiness 

Number of tardy 

jobs 

Maximum 

tardiness 

Min Variance of 

tardiness 

132750 1170 2 980 

Min Total tardiness 142630 1000 1 1000 

 

Min Number of tardy 

jobs 

414560 1700 1 1700 

370530 1610 1 1610 

284620 1410 1 1410 

272650 1380 1 1380 

Min Maximum 

tardiness 

132870 1180 2 980 
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Appendix D. The results of evaluating NSGAII and SPEA2 
Test Problem 1 

Table 1. the NSGAII results for test problem 1  

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

89,4 47,87238095 6 20,2 89,4 47,87238095 6 20,2 

87,4 50,4247619 6 20,6 87,4 50,4247619 6 20,6 

83,2 56,89142857 6 20,2 83,2 56,89142857 6 20,2 

81,2 58,85333333 6 20,6 81,2 58,85333333 6 20,6 

81,2 49,38666667 6 21,2 81,2 49,38666667 6 21,2 

77,2 93,67238095 5 20,2 77,2 93,67238095 5 20,2 

74,6 103,4361905 4 21,2 74,6 103,4361905 4 21,2 

74,4 104,6457143 4 23,2 74,4 104,6457143 4 23,2 

74,2 94,98666667 5 20,6 74,2 94,98666667 5 20,6 

73,4 110,7980952 4 23,2 73,4 110,7980952 4 23,2 

73,2 55,86285714 6 22,2 73,2 55,86285714 6 22,2 

69,2 64,47809524 5 21,2 69,2 64,47809524 5 21,2 

67,2 64,64 5 21,2 67,2 64,64 5 21,2 

56 67,53333333 5 21,2 56 67,53333333 5 21,2 

 

Table 2. the SPEA2 results for test problem 2 

 Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

89,4 47,87238095 6 20,2 89,4 47,87238095 6 20,2 

87,4 50,4247619 6 20,6 87,4 50,4247619 6 20,6 

83,2 56,89142857 6 20,2 83,2 56,89142857 6 20,2 

81,2 58,85333333 6 20,6         

81,2 49,38666667 6 21,2         

77,2 93,67238095 5 20,2 77,2 93,67238095 5 20,2 

74,6 103,4361905 4 21,2 74,6 103,4361905 4 21,2 

74,4 104,6457143 4 23,2 74,4 104,6457143 4 23,2 

74,2 94,98666667 5 20,6 74,2 94,98666667 5 20,6 

73,4 110,7980952 4 23,2 73,4 110,7980952 4 23,2 

73,2 55,86285714 6 22,2 73,2 55,86285714 6 22,2 

69,2 64,47809524 5 21,2 69,2 64,47809524 5 21,2 

67,2 64,64 5 21,2 67,2 64,64 5 21,2 

56 67,53333333 5 21,2 56 67,53333333 5 21,2 
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Test Problem 2 

Table 3. the NSGAII results for test problem 2  

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

417,6 2896,062857 5 141,8 417,6 2896,062857 5 141,8 

408,8 2854,253333 6 136,4 408,8 2854,253333 6 136,4 

407,8 2890,262857 6 141,8 407,8 2890,262857 6 141,8 

407 2933,542857 5 137,4 407 2933,542857 5 137,4 

404 3079,171429 5 137,4 404 3079,171429 5 137,4 

 

Table 2. the SPEA2 results for test problem 2 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

417,6 2896,062857 5 141,8 417,6 2896,062857 5 141,8 

408,8 2854,253333 6 136,4 408,8 2854,253333 6 136,4 

407,8 2890,262857 6 141,8 407,8 2890,262857 6 141,8 

407 2933,542857 5 137,4 407 2933,542857 5 137,4 

404 3079,171429 5 137,4 404 3079,171429 5 137,4 

 

Test Problem 3 

Table 5. the NSGAII results for test problem 3 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

319,2 893,6666667 6 84 319,2 893,6666667 6 84 

290,8 1074,382857 5 82 290,8 1074,382857 5 82 

280,6 1066,651429 5 83 280,6 1066,651429 5 83 

275 982,8914286 6 81 275 982,8914286 6 81 

268 989,7580952 6 81 268 989,7580952 6 81 

263,2 1082,093333 5 81 263,2 1082,093333 5 81 

263 1039,339048 6 81 263 1039,339048 6 81 

257,6 1101,88 5 81 257,6 1101,88 5 81 

252,8 1104,558095 6 81 252,8 1104,558095 6 81 

252,6 1148,984762 5 81 252,6 1148,984762 5 81 

245,4 1176,009524 5 81 245,4 1176,009524 5 81 
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Table 6. the SPEA 2results for test problem 3 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

319,2 893,6666667 6 84 319,2 893,6666667 6 84 

290,8 1074,382857 5 82 280,6 1066,651429 5 83 

280,6 1066,651429 5 83 275 982,8914286 6 81 

275 982,8914286 6 81 268 989,7580952 6 81 

268 989,7580952 6 81 263,2 1082,093333 5 81 

263,2 1082,093333 5 81 263 1039,339048 6 81 

263 1039,339048 6 81 257,6 1101,88 5 81 

257,6 1101,88 5 81 252,8 1104,558095 6 81 

252,8 1104,558095 6 81 252,6 1148,984762 5 81 

252,6 1148,984762 5 81 245,4 1176,009524 5 81 

245,4 1176,009524 5 81         

 

Test Problem 4 

Table 7. the NSGAII results for test problem 4 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

2605 77623,70286 6 734,2 2605 77623,70286 6 734,2 

2443 78983,89333 6 721,2 2449 79393,16952 6 721,2 

2438 82945,33143 6 721,2 2438 82945,33143 6 721,2 

2409 80142,03619 6 734,2 2409 80142,03619 6 734,2 

2400 83371,90286 6 721,2 2400 83371,90286 6 721,2 

2394 85275,09333 6 721,2 2394 85275,09333 6 721,2 

2369,8 85338,67619 5 737,2 2369,8 85338,67619 5 737,2 

2345,2 85542,01905 5 721,2 2345,2 85542,01905 5 721,2 

2338 83993,02667 6 734,2 2338 83993,02667 6 734,2 

2289,8 85965,4381 5 737,2 2289,8 85965,4381 5 737,2 
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Table 7. the SPEA 2 results for test problem 4 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

2605 77623,70286 6 734,2 2605 77623,70286 6 734,2 

2443 78983,89333 6 721,2 2443 78983,89333 6 721,2 

2438 82945,33143 6 721,2 2438 82945,33143 6 721,2 

2409 80142,03619 6 734,2 2409 80142,03619 6 734,2 

2400 83371,90286 6 721,2 2400 83371,90286 6 721,2 

2394 85275,09333 6 721,2 2394 85275,09333 6 721,2 

2369,8 85338,67619 5 737,2 2369,8 85338,67619 5 737,2 

2345,2 85542,01905 5 721,2 2345,2 85542,01905 5 721,2 

2338 83993,02667 6 734,2 2338 83993,02667 6 734,2 

2289,8 85965,4381 5 737,2 2289,8 85965,4381 5 737,2 

 

Test Problem 5 

Table 9. the NSGAII results for test problem 5 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

598,6 4808,438095 5 169,4 598,6 4808,438095 5 169,4 

583,6 4162,219048 5 170,4 583,6 4162,219048 5 170,4 

555,4 4152,102857 5 171,4 555,4 4152,102857 5 171,4 

549,4 3968,931429 5 172 549,4 3968,931429 5 172 

546,6 3790,838095 6 169,4 546,6 3790,838095 6 169,4 

543,4 3974,779048 5 174 543,4 3974,779048 5 174 

540,6 3592,619048 6 174 540,6 3592,619048 6 174 

537,6 3614,733333 6 170,4 537,6 3614,733333 6 170,4 

534,6 3846,752381 6 169,4 534,6 3846,752381 6 169,4 

532,6 4185,238095 6 169 532,6 4185,238095 6 169 

530,6 3711,666667 6 171 530,6 3711,666667 6 171 

528,6 3530,438095 6 176 528,6 3530,438095 6 176 

524,6 3714,142857 6 173 524,6 3714,142857 6 173 

518,8 3928,091429 6 174 518,8 3928,091429 6 174 

512,8 3921,19619 6 176 512,8 3921,19619 6 176 

511,8 3951,491429 6 174 511,8 3951,491429 6 174 

498,8 3957,262857 6 173 498,8 3957,262857 6 173 

496,8 3965,005714 6 176 496,8 3965,005714 6 176 
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Table 10. the SPEA2 results for test problem 5 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

598,6 4808,438095 5 169,4 598,6 4808,438095 5 169,4 

583,6 4162,219048 5 170,4 583,6 4162,219048 5 170,4 

555,4 4152,102857 5 171,4 555,4 4152,102857 5 171,4 

549,4 3968,931429 5 172 549,4 3968,931429 5 172 

546,6 3790,838095 6 169,4 546,6 3790,838095 6 169,4 

543,4 3974,779048 5 174 543,4 3974,779048 5 174 

540,6 3592,619048 6 174 540,6 3592,619048 6 174 

537,6 3614,733333 6 170,4 537,6 3614,733333 6 170,4 

534,6 3846,752381 6 169,4 534,6 3846,752381 6 169,4 

532,6 4185,238095 6 169 532,6 4185,238095 6 169 

530,6 3711,666667 6 171 530,6 3711,666667 6 171 

528,6 3530,438095 6 176 528,6 3530,438095 6 176 

524,6 3714,142857 6 173 524,6 3714,142857 6 173 

518,8 3928,091429 6 174 518,8 3928,091429 6 174 

512,8 3921,19619 6 176 512,8 3921,19619 6 176 

511,8 3951,491429 6 174 511,8 3951,491429 6 174 

498,8 3957,262857 6 173 498,8 3957,262857 6 173 

496,8 3965,005714 6 176 496,8 3965,005714 6 176 
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Test Problem 6 

Table 11. the NSGAII results for test problem 6 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

1263,6 10577,3581 6 292,8 1263,6 10577,3581 6 292,8 

1220,6 10608,33905 6 292,8 1220,6 10608,33905 6 292,8 

1207,6 10459,69143 6 293,6 1207,6 10459,69143 6 293,6 

1177,6 10344,60571 6 296,6 1177,6 10344,60571 6 296,6 

1080 12672,0781 5 270 1080 12672,0781 5 270 

1078,2 14012,63238 5 296,8 1078,2 14012,63238 5 296,8 

1062,2 16942,48952 5 312 1062,2 16942,48952 5 312 

1054,2 13303,41333 5 319 1054,2 13303,41333 5 319 

1027,2 16982,48952 5 294 1027,2 16982,48952 5 294 

1024,2 16393,85143 5 325 1024,2 16393,85143 5 325 

1009,2 14902,49905 5 339 1009,2 14902,49905 5 339 

1005 10768,39238 6 275 1005 10768,39238 6 275 

989,2 16149,78476 5 328 989,2 16149,78476 5 328 

986,2 12132,49143 6 277 983 10685,45905 6 323 

983 10685,45905 6 323         

963,2 12680,32 6 321         
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Table 12. the SPEA 2 results for test problem 6 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

1263,6 10577,3581 6 292,8 1263,6 10577,3581 6 292,8 

1220,6 10608,33905 6 292,8 1220,6 10608,33905 6 292,8 

1207,6 10459,69143 6 293,6 1207,6 10459,69143 6 293,6 

1177,6 10344,60571 6 296,6 1177,6 10344,60571 6 296,6 

1080 12672,0781 5 270 1080 12672,0781 5 270 

1078,2 14012,63238 5 296,8 1078,2 14012,63238 5 296,8 

1062,2 16942,48952 5 312 1062,2 16942,48952 5 312 

1054,2 13303,41333 5 319 1054,2 13303,41333 5 319 

1027,2 16982,48952 5 294 1027,2 16982,48952 5 294 

1024,2 16393,85143 5 325 1024,2 16393,85143 5 325 

1009,2 14902,49905 5 339 1009,2 14902,49905 5 339 

1005 10768,39238 6 275 1005 10768,39238 6 275 

989,2 16149,78476 5 328 989,2 16149,78476 5 328 

986,2 12132,49143 6 277         

983 10685,45905 6 323 983 10685,45905 6 323 

963,2 12680,32 6 321 963,2 12680,32 6 321 

 

Test Problem 7 

Table 13. the NSGAII results for test problem 7 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

1465,8 11990,62667 6 330,8 1465,8 11990,62667 6 330,8 

1289,6 30385,04571 4 360,2 1289,6 30385,04571 4 360,2 

1166 35525,39238 4 421,2 1240,6 38657,64571 4 479,6 

995,8 14421,83619 5 308,8 995,8 14421,83619 5 308,8 

 

Table 14. the SPEA2 results for test problem 7 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

1465,8 11990,62667 6 330,8 1465,8 11990,62667 6 330,8 

1289,6 30385,04571 4 360,2 1289,6 30385,04571 4 360,2 

1166 35525,39238 4 421,2 1166 35525,39238 4 421,2 

995,8 14421,83619 5 308,8 995,8 14421,83619 5 308,8 
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Test Problem 8 

Table 15. the NSGAII results for test problem 8 

Esttimated Prato Optimal Front Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness     
6422,2 270456,8762 6 1581,2 

5928,2 273538,1714 6 1481 5928,2 273538,1714 6 1481 

5810,2 280469,419 6 1481 5810,2 280469,419 6 1481 

5075 318929,8133 5 1481 5075 318929,8133 5 1481 
    

5069 319660,5562 5 1529,2 

5052,4 288817,1257 6 1481 5052,4 288817,1257 6 1481 

5005,4 301669,5829 6 1601,2 5005,4 301669,5829 6 1601,2 

4504 323660,0324 5 1481 4504 323660,0324 5 1481 

4423,6 302260,3695 6 1481 4423,6 302260,3695 6 1481 

4405,6 324071,9124 6 1601,2 4405,6 324071,9124 6 1601,2 

4389 349773,7467 5 1515,2 4389 349773,7467 5 1515,2 

4356,4 333834,8495 6 1481 4356,4 333834,8495 6 1481 

4244,6 354120,0457 6 1481 4244,6 354120,0457 6 1481 

4222,4 357681,8533 5 1481 4222,4 357681,8533 5 1481 

4138,4 370028,8533 5 1481 4138,4 370028,8533 5 1481 

4127,4 401863,6724 5 1515,2 4127,4 401863,6724 5 1515,2 
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Table 16. the SPEA2 results for test problem 8 

Estimated Prato Optimal Front Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

6422,2 270456,8762 6 1581,2 6422,2 270456,8762 6 1581,2 

5928,2 273538,1714 6 1481 5928,2 273538,1714 6 1481 

5810,2 280469,419 6 1481 5810,2 280469,419 6 1481 

5075 318929,8133 5 1481 5075 318929,8133 5 1481 

        5069 319660,5562 5 1529,2 

5052,4 288817,1257 6 1481 5052,4 288817,1257 6 1481 

5005,4 301669,5829 6 1601,2 5005,4 301669,5829 6 1601,2 

4504 323660,0324 5 1481 4504 323660,0324 5 1481 

4423,6 302260,3695 6 1481 4423,6 302260,3695 6 1481 

4405,6 324071,9124 6 1601,2 4405,6 324071,9124 6 1601,2 

4389 349773,7467 5 1515,2 4389 349773,7467 5 1515,2 

4356,4 333834,8495 6 1481 4356,4 333834,8495 6 1481 

4244,6 354120,0457 6 1481 4244,6 354120,0457 6 1481 

4222,4 357681,8533 5 1481 4222,4 357681,8533 5 1481 

4138,4 370028,8533 5 1481 4138,4 370028,8533 5 1481 

4127,4 401863,6724 5 1515,2 4127,4 401863,6724 5 1515,2 
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Test Problem 9 

Table 17. the NSGAII results for test problem 9 

Estimated Prato Optimal Front Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

13690 2451060,878 5 4028,6 13690 2451060,878 5 4028,6 

13332,4 1901440,806 6 4044,4 13454 3003842,973 5 4011,6 

13317 2701990,392 5 4028,6 13332,4 1901440,806 6 4044,4 

13216,4 2003758,063 6 4044,4 13317 2701990,392 5 4028,6 

13165,4 2044032,406 6 4044,4 13216,4 2003758,063 6 4044,4 

13112,4 2080461,853 6 4044,4 13165,4 2044032,406 6 4044,4 

13111,4 2123619,33 6 4044,4 13112,4 2080461,853 6 4044,4 

12970,4 2283398,291 5 4044,4 13111,4 2123619,33 6 4044,4 

12856,4 2366689,672 5 4044,4 12970,4 2283398,291 5 4044,4 

12821,4 2415932,206 6 4044,4 12856,4 2366689,672 5 4044,4 

12687,6 2333220,811 6 4051,4 12821,4 2415932,206 6 4044,4 

12608,6 2299519,726 6 4112,4 12687,6 2333220,811 6 4051,4 

12600,6 2317114,011 6 4178 12608,6 2299519,726 6 4112,4 

12525,2 2444255,545 5 4112,4 12600,6 2317114,011 6 4178 

12377,2 2450088,459 5 4044,4 12525,2 2444255,545 5 4112,4 

12195,2 2500411,526 5 4044,4 12377,2 2450088,459 5 4044,4 

        12195,2 2500411,526 5 4044,4 
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Table 18. the SPEA2 results for test problem 9 

Estimateed Prato Optimal Front Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

13690 2451060,878 5 4028,6 13690 2451060,878 5 4028,6 

13454 3003842,973 5 4011,6 13454 3003842,973 5 4011,6 

13332,4 1901440,806 6 4044,4 13332,4 1901440,806 6 4044,4 

13317 2701990,392 5 4028,6 13317 2701990,392 5 4028,6 

13216,4 2003758,063 6 4044,4 13216,4 2003758,063 6 4044,4 

13165,4 2044032,406 6 4044,4 13165,4 2044032,406 6 4044,4 

13112,4 2080461,853 6 4044,4 13112,4 2080461,853 6 4044,4 

13111,4 2123619,33 6 4044,4 13111,4 2123619,33 6 4044,4 

12970,4 2283398,291 5 4044,4 12970,4 2283398,291 5 4044,4 

12856,4 2366689,672 5 4044,4 12856,4 2366689,672 5 4044,4 

12821,4 2415932,206 6 4044,4 12821,4 2415932,206 6 4044,4 

12687,6 2333220,811 6 4051,4 12687,6 2333220,811 6 4051,4 

12608,6 2299519,726 6 4112,4 12608,6 2299519,726 6 4112,4 

12600,6 2317114,011 6 4178 12600,6 2317114,011 6 4178 

12525,2 2444255,545 5 4112,4 12525,2 2444255,545 5 4112,4 

12377,2 2450088,459 5 4044,4 12377,2 2450088,459 5 4044,4 

12195,2 2500411,526 5 4044,4 12195,2 2500411,526 5 4044,4 
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Test Problem 10 

Table 19. the NSGAII results for test problem 10 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

10092 1851837,665 4 2788,6 10092 1851837,665 4 2788,6 

9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6 9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6 

9286,4 1725270,166 4 2841,6 9286,4 1725270,166 4 2841,6 

8774 452078,0857 6 1943,6 8774 452078,0857 6 1943,6 

8726 539764,4857 6 2255,6 8726 539764,4857 6 2255,6 

8227,6 750840,3924 5 1970,8 8227,6 750840,3924 5 1970,8 

8215,4 1676200,699 4 2890         

8119,6 968152,4495 5 2015,6 8119,6 968152,4495 5 2015,6 

8088,2 769403,5829 5 2105,6 8088,2 769403,5829 5 2105,6 

7902,8 610579,7924 6 2031,6 7902,8 610579,7924 6 2031,6 

7691,2 839797,0495 5 2105,6 7691,2 839797,0495 5 2105,6 

7212,2 787999,4781 5 2147,6 7212,2 787999,4781 5 2147,6 

7207,8 634914,4114 6 1942,6 7207,8 634914,4114 6 1942,6 

7160 889303,0629 5 2078,6 7160 889303,0629 5 2078,6 

7112 971140,32 5 2390,6 7112 971140,32 5 2390,6 

7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6 7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6 

7037,8 844178,5067 6 2015,6 7037,8 844178,5067 6 2015,6 

6928 1065490,758 5 2159,6 6928 1065490,758 5 2159,6 
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Table 20. the SPEA2 results for test problem 10 

Real Prato Optimal Front Real Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

10092 1851837,665 4 2788,6 10092 1851837,665 4 2788,6 

9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6 9613,4 1866500,29 4 2812,6 

9286,4 1725270,166 4 2841,6 9286,4 1725270,166 4 2841,6 

8774 452078,0857 6 1943,6 8986 1861463,065 4 3331 

8726 539764,4857 6 2255,6 8906 1954088,665 4 3428 

8227,6 750840,3924 5 1970,8 8774 452078,0857 6 1943,6 

8215,4 1676200,699 4 2890 8726 539764,4857 6 2255,6 

8119,6 968152,4495 5 2015,6 8227,6 750840,3924 5 1970,8 

8088,2 769403,5829 5 2105,6 8119,6 968152,4495 5 2015,6 

7902,8 610579,7924 6 2031,6 8088,2 769403,5829 5 2105,6 

7691,2 839797,0495 5 2105,6 7902,8 610579,7924 6 2031,6 

7212,2 787999,4781 5 2147,6 7691,2 839797,0495 5 2105,6 

7207,8 634914,4114 6 1942,6 7212,2 787999,4781 5 2147,6 

7160 889303,0629 5 2078,6 7207,8 634914,4114 6 1942,6 

7112 971140,32 5 2390,6 7160 889303,0629 5 2078,6 

7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6 7100,8 670219,84 6 2147,6 

7037,8 844178,5067 6 2015,6 7037,8 844178,5067 6 2015,6 

6928 1065490,758 5 2159,6 6928 1065490,758 5 2159,6 

 

Test Problem 11 

Table 21. the NSGAII results for test problem 11 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

18850,4 2933792,038 6 4843 18850,4 2933792,038 6 4843 

18565,4 3589425,067 6 5997,2 15510,2 5148400,716 4 4973 

15510,2 5148400,716 4 4973 14999,6 3605378,493 5 4570 

14999,6 3605378,493 5 4570 14889,2 4623616,326 5 4824 

14889,2 4623616,326 5 4824         

13606,2 4730439,05 5 5846,4         
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Table 22. the SPEA2 results for test problem 11 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

18850,4 2933792,038 6 4843 18850,4 2933792,038 6 4843 

18565,4 3589425,067 6 5997,2 18565,4 3589425,067 6 5997,2 

15510,2 5148400,716 4 4973 15510,2 5148400,716 4 4973 

14999,6 3605378,493 5 4570 14999,6 3605378,493 5 4570 

14889,2 4623616,326 5 4824 14889,2 4623616,326 5 4824 

13606,2 4730439,05 5 5846,4         

 

Test Problem 12 

Table 23. the NSGAII results for test problem 12 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

65924,6 48789899,95 5 16316,4 
    

64078,8 31938547,12 6 16426,2 64078,8 31938547,12 6 16426,2 

63473,8 49101504,58 6 16351,4 
    

62124,8 34302148,1 6 16426,2 62124,8 34302148,1 6 16426,2 

62066,8 29515010,98 6 17043,2 62066,8 29515010,98 6 17043,2 

61909,8 30374499,09 6 17620,4 61909,8 30374499,09 6 17620,4 

61003,8 41442203,5 5 17043,2 61003,8 41442203,5 5 17043,2 

60730,8 42148810,7 5 17620,4 
    

60714,8 44388706,22 5 16426,2 60714,8 44388706,22 5 16426,2 

60363,4 53017010,24 5 17043,2 60363,4 53017010,24 5 17043,2 

60095,4 53721797,57 5 17620,4 60095,4 53721797,57 5 17620,4 

59596,8 35652911,17 6 17110,2 59596,8 35652911,17 6 17110,2 

59367,8 38399959,12 6 17110,2 59367,8 38399959,12 6 17110,2 

57591,4 39940545,3 6 17110,2 57591,4 39940545,3 6 17110,2 

57463,4 41625271,3 6 17110,2 57463,4 41625271,3 6 17110,2 

57079,4 42171373,76 6 16426,2 57079,4 42171373,76 6 16426,2 

56519 42495873,57 6 17110,2 56519 42495873,57 6 17110,2 

56010 44827366,58 6 16426,2 56010 44827366,58 6 16426,2 

55963 44234911,93 6 17110,2 55963 44234911,93 6 17110,2 
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Table 24. the SPEA2 results for test problem 12 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

65924,6 48789899,95 5 16316,4         

64078,8 31938547,12 6 16426,2 64078,8 31938547,12 6 16426,2 

63473,8 49101504,58 6 16351,4         

62124,8 34302148,1 6 16426,2 62124,8 34302148,1 6 16426,2 

62066,8 29515010,98 6 17043,2 62066,8 29515010,98 6 17043,2 

61909,8 30374499,09 6 17620,4 61909,8 30374499,09 6 17620,4 

61003,8 41442203,5 5 17043,2 61003,8 41442203,5 5 17043,2 

60730,8 42148810,7 5 17620,4 60730,8 42148810,7 5 17620,4 

60714,8 44388706,22 5 16426,2 60714,8 44388706,22 5 16426,2 

60363,4 53017010,24 5 17043,2 60363,4 53017010,24 5 17043,2 

60095,4 53721797,57 5 17620,4 60095,4 53721797,57 5 17620,4 

59596,8 35652911,17 6 17110,2 59596,8 35652911,17 6 17110,2 

59367,8 38399959,12 6 17110,2 59367,8 38399959,12 6 17110,2 

57591,4 39940545,3 6 17110,2 57591,4 39940545,3 6 17110,2 

57463,4 41625271,3 6 17110,2 57463,4 41625271,3 6 17110,2 

57079,4 42171373,76 6 16426,2 57079,4 42171373,76 6 16426,2 

56519 42495873,57 6 17110,2 56519 42495873,57 6 17110,2 

56010 44827366,58 6 16426,2 56010 44827366,58 6 16426,2 

55963 44234911,93 6 17110,2 55963 44234911,93 6 17110,2 
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Test Problem 13 

Table 25. the NSGAII results for test problem 13 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 

26902,6 12006547,06 5 8020,2 26902,6 12006547,06 5 8020,2 

26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 

26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 

26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 

26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 

26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 

26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 

25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 

25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 

25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 

25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 

25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 

25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8         

25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 

24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 

24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 
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Table 26. the SPEA2 results for test problem 13 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 

26902,6 12006547,06 5 8020,2 26902,6 12006547,06 5 8020,2 

26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 

26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 

26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 

26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 

26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 

26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 

25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 

25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 

25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 

25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 

25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 

25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8 25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8 

25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 

24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 

24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 
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Test Problem 14 

Table 27. the NSGAII results for test problem 14 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 

26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 26902,6 12006547,06 5 8020,2 

26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 

26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 

26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 

26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 

26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 

25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 

25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 

25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 

25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8 

25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8 

25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8 25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 

25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8 

24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 

24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 

        24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 
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Table 28. the SPEA2 results for test problem 14 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27374,6 9801034,716 5 8056,2 26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 

26653,4 7599679,699 6 8085,8 26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 

26631,6 10803684,94 5 8056,2 26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 

26425,4 8008740,556 6 8085,8 26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 

26323,4 8172143,851 6 8085,8 25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 

26216,4 8317291,547 6 8085,8 25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8 

26210,4 8486453,89 6 8085,8 25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8 

25932,2 9127187,333 5 8085,8 24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8 

25705,2 9462278,552 5 8085,8 24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8 

25633,4 9653632,385 6 8085,8         

25367,6 9334342,103 6 8101,8         

25206,6 9195405,77 6 8221,8         

25192,6 9268782,77 6 8354,8         

25045,6 9769591,25 5 8221,8         

24748,6 9792102,811 5 8085,8         

24390,6 9995598,926 5 8085,8         

 

Test Problem 15 

Table 29. the NSGAII results for test problem 15 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

128653 83642202,93 6 27316,2 128653 83642202,93 6 27316,2 

123412 85011027,5 6 27316,2 123412 85011027,5 6 27316,2 

111780 231958108,1 4 32802,2 111780 231958108,1 4 32802,2 

110378 234822604,7 4 32802,2 110378 234822604,7 4 32802,2 

89657,8 96189308,24 5 25129,8 89657,8 96189308,24 5 25129,8 

86699,2 113325390,5 6 25597,8 86699,2 113325390,5 6 25597,8 

86320,8 117475122,6 5 27710,2 86320,8 117475122,6 5 27710,2 

81373,6 88181352,2 6 25781,8 81373,6 88181352,2 6 25781,8 

80469,6 106303786,1 6 31592,2 80469,6 106303786,1 6 31592,2 
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Table 30. the SPEA2 results for test problem 15 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

128653 83642202,93 6 27316,2 128653 83642202,93 6 27316,2 

123412 85011027,5 6 27316,2 89657,8 96189308,24 5 25129,8 

111780 231958108,1 4 32802,2 89119,2 92883652,62 6 26000,8 

110378 234822604,7 4 32802,2 86699,2 113325390,5 6 25597,8 

89657,8 96189308,24 5 25129,8         

86699,2 113325390,5 6 25597,8         

86320,8 117475122,6 5 27710,2         

81373,6 88181352,2 6 25781,8         

80469,6 106303786,1 6 31592,2         

 

Test Problem 16 

Table31. the NSGAII results for test problem 16 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

7533,2 927348,7257 5 2471,2 7533,2 927348,7257 5 2471,2 

7384,2 832981,8781 5 2489 7384,2 832981,8781 5 2489 

7229 1217170,425 5 2492 7229 1217170,425 5 2492 

7066 1038292,539 5 2513,6 7074 1046002,806 5 2538 

7053,8 758084,6381 6 2468,2 7053,8 758084,6381 6 2468,2 

6985,8 815978,819 6 2470,2 6985,8 815978,819 6 2470,2 

6968,8 743973,2762 6 2483 6968,8 743973,2762 6 2483 

6915,2 892445,6781 6 2489,2 6915,2 892445,6781 6 2489,2 

6869,2 890715,9448 6 2502,2 6869,2 890715,9448 6 2502,2 
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Table 32. the SPEA2 results for test problem 16 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

7533,2 927348,7257 5 2471,2 7533,2 927348,7257 5 2471,2 

7384,2 832981,8781 5 2489 7384,2 832981,8781 5 2489 

7229 1217170,425 5 2492 7229 1217170,425 5 2492 

7066 1038292,539 5 2513,6 7066 1038292,539 5 2513,6 

7053,8 758084,6381 6 2468,2 7053,8 758084,6381 6 2468,2 

6985,8 815978,819 6 2470,2 6985,8 815978,819 6 2470,2 

6968,8 743973,2762 6 2483 6968,8 743973,2762 6 2483 

6915,2 892445,6781 6 2489,2 6915,2 892445,6781 6 2489,2 

6869,2 890715,9448 6 2502,2 6869,2 890715,9448 6 2502,2 

 

Test Problem 17 

Table 33. the NSGAII results for test problem 17 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27690 11569060,88 5 8828,6         

27676,2 11249994,45 5 8844,4 27676,2 11249994,45 5 8844,4 

27454 12901376,31 5 8811,6         

27377,4 11261187,53 5 8844,4 27377,4 11261187,53 5 8844,4 

27317 12215257,06 5 8828,6 27132,4 10638570,33 6 8844,4 

27132,4 10638570,33 6 8844,4 27016,4 10894249,49 6 8844,4 

27016,4 10894249,49 6 8844,4 26970,4 11331771,62 5 8844,4 

26970,4 11331771,62 5 8844,4 26965,4 10986104,79 6 8844,4 

26965,4 10986104,79 6 8844,4 26912,4 11052962,81 6 8844,4 

26912,4 11052962,81 6 8844,4 26911,4 11188710,76 6 8844,4 

26911,4 11188710,76 6 8844,4 26856,4 11509063,01 5 8844,4 

26856,4 11509063,01 5 8844,4 26806,4 11765930,42 6 8844,4 

26806,4 11765930,42 6 8844,4 26525,2 11814775,54 5 8912,4 

26525,2 11814775,54 5 8912,4 26487,6 11794462,72 6 8851,4 

26487,6 11794462,72 6 8851,4 26408,6 11721075,92 6 8912,4 

26408,6 11721075,92 6 8912,4         

26400,6 11755660,68 6 8978         

26377,2 11819675,13 5 8844,4 26377,2 11819675,13 5 8844,4 

26195,2 11955531,53 5 8844,4 26195,2 11955531,53 5 8844,4 
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Table 34. the SPEA2 results for test problem 17 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27690 11569060,88 5 8828,6 27690 11569060,88 5 8828,6 

27676,2 11249994,45 5 8844,4 27676,2 11249994,45 5 8844,4 

27454 12901376,31 5 8811,6 27317 12215257,06 5 8828,6 

27377,4 11261187,53 5 8844,4 27132,4 10638570,33 6 8844,4 

27317 12215257,06 5 8828,6 27016,4 10894249,49 6 8844,4 

27132,4 10638570,33 6 8844,4 26970,4 11331771,62 5 8844,4 

27016,4 10894249,49 6 8844,4 26965,4 10986104,79 6 8844,4 

26970,4 11331771,62 5 8844,4 26911,4 11188710,76 6 8844,4 

26965,4 10986104,79 6 8844,4 26856,4 11509063,01 5 8844,4 

26912,4 11052962,81 6 8844,4 26806,4 11765930,42 6 8844,4 

26911,4 11188710,76 6 8844,4 26525,2 11814775,54 5 8912,4 

26856,4 11509063,01 5 8844,4 26377,2 11819675,13 5 8844,4 

26806,4 11765930,42 6 8844,4 26195,2 11955531,53 5 8844,4 

26525,2 11814775,54 5 8912,4         

26487,6 11794462,72 6 8851,4         

26408,6 11721075,92 6 8912,4         

26400,6 11755660,68 6 8978         

26377,2 11819675,13 5 8844,4         

26195,2 11955531,53 5 8844,4         

 

Test Problem 18 

Table 35. the NSGAII results for test problem 18 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27141,6 10496522,79 6 8520,6 27141,6 10496522,79 6 8520,6 

27071,6 10645230,13 6 8520,6 27071,6 10645230,13 6 8520,6 

26879,6 10648719,78 6 8520,6 26879,6 10648719,78 6 8520,6 

25489,8 10836375,44 5 8456,6 25489,8 10836375,44 5 8456,6 

25399,4 11067908,68 5 8440,6 25399,4 11067908,68 5 8440,6 

25325,4 10923289,68 5 8499,6 25325,4 10923289,68 5 8499,6 

25205,4 11232144,59 5 8479,6 25205,4 11232144,59 5 8479,6 

24813 11011377,72 5 8488,6 24813 11011377,72 5 8488,6 

24767 11160182,56 5 8779,4 24767 11160182,56 5 8779,4 
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Table 36. the SPEA2 results for test problem 17 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

27141,6 10496522,79 6 8520,6 27141,6 10496522,79 6 8520,6 

27071,6 10645230,13 6 8520,6 27071,6 10645230,13 6 8520,6 

26879,6 10648719,78 6 8520,6 26879,6 10648719,78 6 8520,6 

25489,8 10836375,44 5 8456,6 25489,8 10836375,44 5 8456,6 

25399,4 11067908,68 5 8440,6 25399,4 11067908,68 5 8440,6 

25325,4 10923289,68 5 8499,6 25325,4 10923289,68 5 8499,6 

25205,4 11232144,59 5 8479,6 25205,4 11232144,59 5 8479,6 

24813 11011377,72 5 8488,6 24813 11011377,72 5 8488,6 

24767 11160182,56 5 8779,4 24767 11160182,56 5 8779,4 

 

Test Problem 19 

Table 37. the NSGAII results for test problem 19 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

39967,8 23387543,96 5 12561,4 39967,8 23387543,96 5 12561,4 

39495,8 27160710,4 5 12525,4 39495,8 27160710,4 5 12525,4 

39337,8 22453930,22 5 12607,8 39337,8 22453930,22 5 12607,8 

39224,8 25198671,6 5 12561,4 39224,8 25198671,6 5 12561,4 

38768,6 20849125,22 6 12607,8 38768,6 20849125,22 6 12607,8 

38540,6 21567900,93 6 12607,8 38540,6 21567900,93 6 12607,8 

38525,4 22623314,58 5 12607,8 38525,4 22623314,58 5 12607,8 

38438,6 21837469,22 6 12607,8 38438,6 21837469,22 6 12607,8 

38331,6 22045341,81 6 12607,8 38331,6 22045341,81 6 12607,8 

38325,6 22396457,1 6 12607,8 38325,6 22396457,1 6 12607,8 

38298,4 23154513,49 5 12607,8 38298,4 23154513,49 5 12607,8 

37403,8 23923495,25 5 12607,8 37403,8 23923495,25 5 12607,8 

37107,8 24377812,22 5 12607,8 37107,8 24377812,22 5 12607,8 
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Table 38. the SPEA2 results for test problem 19 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

39967,8 23387543,96 5 12561,4 39967,8 23387543,96 5 12561,4 

39495,8 27160710,4 5 12525,4 39495,8 27160710,4 5 12525,4 

39337,8 22453930,22 5 12607,8 39337,8 22453930,22 5 12607,8 

39224,8 25198671,6 5 12561,4 39224,8 25198671,6 5 12561,4 

38768,6 20849125,22 6 12607,8 38768,6 20849125,22 6 12607,8 

38540,6 21567900,93 6 12607,8 38540,6 21567900,93 6 12607,8 

38525,4 22623314,58 5 12607,8 38525,4 22623314,58 5 12607,8 

38438,6 21837469,22 6 12607,8 38438,6 21837469,22 6 12607,8 

38331,6 22045341,81 6 12607,8 38331,6 22045341,81 6 12607,8 

38325,6 22396457,1 6 12607,8 38325,6 22396457,1 6 12607,8 

38298,4 23154513,49 5 12607,8 38298,4 23154513,49 5 12607,8 

37403,8 23923495,25 5 12607,8 37403,8 23923495,25 5 12607,8 

37107,8 24377812,22 5 12607,8 37107,8 24377812,22 5 12607,8 

 

Test Problem 20 

Table 39. the NSGAII results for test problem 20 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

650,8 2851,299048 6 165,4 650,8 2851,299048 6 165,4 

639,8 3124,613333 6 165,4 639,8 3124,613333 6 165,4 

633,8 3283,222857 6 165,4 633,8 3283,222857 6 165,4 

628,8 3419,165714 6 165,4 628,8 3419,165714 6 165,4 

627,8 3518,518095 6 165,4 603,2 4138,272381 5 165,4 

603,2 4138,272381 5 165,4 579,8 3633,432381 6 167,4 

579,8 3633,432381 6 167,4 571,8 3510,784762 6 173,4 

571,8 3510,784762 6 173,4 569,8 3563,013333 6 178,6 

569,8 3563,013333 6 178,6 560,2 4161,939048 5 173,4 

560,2 4161,939048 5 173,4 544,2 4191,462857 5 165,4 

544,2 4191,462857 5 165,4 527,2 4272,691429 5 165,4 

527,2 4272,691429 5 165,4         
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Table 40. the SPEA2 results for test problem 20 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

650,8 2851,299048 6 165,4 650,8 2851,299048 6 165,4 

639,8 3124,613333 6 165,4 639,8 3124,613333 6 165,4 

633,8 3283,222857 6 165,4 633,8 3283,222857 6 165,4 

628,8 3419,165714 6 165,4 628,8 3419,165714 6 165,4 

627,8 3518,518095 6 165,4 627,8 3518,518095 6 165,4 

603,2 4138,272381 5 165,4 603,2 4138,272381 5 165,4 

579,8 3633,432381 6 167,4 579,8 3633,432381 6 167,4 

571,8 3510,784762 6 173,4 571,8 3510,784762 6 173,4 

569,8 3563,013333 6 178,6 569,8 3563,013333 6 178,6 

560,2 4161,939048 5 173,4 560,2 4161,939048 5 173,4 

544,2 4191,462857 5 165,4 544,2 4191,462857 5 165,4 

527,2 4272,691429 5 165,4 527,2 4272,691429 5 165,4 

 

Test Problem 21 

Table 41. the NSGAII results for test problem 21 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

659,6 4723,712381 6 197,6     

629,4 4750,798095 6 191,4 629,4 4750,798095 6 191,4 

628,4 4793,179048 6 192,4 628,4 4793,179048 6 192,4 

618,4 5089,502857 6 191,4 618,4 5089,502857 6 191,4 

611,2 5096,744762 6 197,4 611,2 5096,744762 6 197,4 

604,4 6248,902857 6 190,4 604,4 6248,902857 6 190,4 

599,8 5268,398095 5 191,4 599,8 5268,398095 5 191,4 

598,8 5273,502857 5 191,4 598,8 5273,502857 5 191,4 

597,8 5374,293333 5 191,4 597,8 5374,293333 5 191,4 

589,8 6397,83619 5 190,4 589,8 6397,83619 5 190,4 

586,8 6508,379048 5 190,4 586,8 6508,379048 5 190,4 

586,6 5378,386667 5 191,4 586,6 5378,386667 5 191,4 

582,8 6518,369524 5 190,4 582,8 6518,369524 5 190,4 

578 5511,032381 5 191,4 578 5511,032381 5 191,4 

571,8 5431,864762 5 195,4 571,8 5431,864762 5 195,4 

566,4 5207,064762 6 191,4 566,4 5207,064762 6 191,4 

550 5692,565714 5 191,4 550 5692,565714 5 191,4 

548 5896,851429 5 195,4         

546 5978,346667 5 191,4 546 5978,346667 5 191,4 
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Table 42. the SPEA2 results for test problem 21 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

659,6 4723,712381 6 197,6 659,6 4723,712381 6 197,6 

629,4 4750,798095 6 191,4 629,4 4750,798095 6 191,4 

628,4 4793,179048 6 192,4 628,4 4793,179048 6 192,4 

618,4 5089,502857 6 191,4 618,4 5089,502857 6 191,4 

611,2 5096,744762 6 197,4 604,4 6248,902857 6 190,4 

604,4 6248,902857 6 190,4 599,8 5268,398095 5 191,4 

599,8 5268,398095 5 191,4 598,8 5273,502857 5 191,4 

598,8 5273,502857 5 191,4 597,8 5374,293333 5 191,4 

597,8 5374,293333 5 191,4 589,8 6397,83619 5 190,4 

589,8 6397,83619 5 190,4 586,8 6508,379048 5 190,4 

586,8 6508,379048 5 190,4 586,6 5378,386667 5 191,4 

586,6 5378,386667 5 191,4 582,8 6518,369524 5 190,4 

582,8 6518,369524 5 190,4 578 5511,032381 5 191,4 

578 5511,032381 5 191,4 571,8 5431,864762 5 195,4 

571,8 5431,864762 5 195,4 566,4 5207,064762 6 191,4 

566,4 5207,064762 6 191,4 550 5692,565714 5 191,4 

550 5692,565714 5 191,4 548 5896,851429 5 195,4 

548 5896,851429 5 195,4 
    

546 5978,346667 5 191,4 546 5978,346667 5 191,4 

 

Test Problem 22 

Table 43. the NSGAII results for test problem 22 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

5337 288007,1924 6 1487,2 5337 288007,1924 6 1487,2 

5232 296410,5924 6 1487,2 5232 296410,5924 6 1487,2 

5189 309738,4781 6 1487,2 5189 309738,4781 6 1487,2 

5176 312286,859 6 1487,2 5176 312286,859 6 1487,2 

4591,8 320506,9924 5 1461,2 4591,8 320506,9924 5 1461,2 

4567,6 335294,2914 6 1455,2 4567,6 335294,2914 6 1455,2 

4538,8 388548,1733 5 1497,6 4538,8 388548,1733 5 1497,6 

4525,8 336981,2495 5 1514,6 4525,8 336981,2495 5 1514,6 

4494,6 346353,9581 6 1471,2 4494,6 346353,9581 6 1471,2 

4385,4 319372,7181 6 1474,2 4385,4 319372,7181 6 1474,2 

4368,4 332663,6229 6 1592,6         
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Table 44. the SPEA2 results for test problem 22 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

5337 288007,1924 6 1487,2 5337 288007,1924 6 1487,2 

5232 296410,5924 6 1487,2 5232 296410,5924 6 1487,2 

5189 309738,4781 6 1487,2 5189 309738,4781 6 1487,2 

5176 312286,859 6 1487,2 5176 312286,859 6 1487,2 

4591,8 320506,9924 5 1461,2 4591,8 320506,9924 5 1461,2 

4567,6 335294,2914 6 1455,2 4567,6 335294,2914 6 1455,2 

4538,8 388548,1733 5 1497,6 4538,8 388548,1733 5 1497,6 

4525,8 336981,2495 5 1514,6 4525,8 336981,2495 5 1514,6 

4494,6 346353,9581 6 1471,2 4494,6 346353,9581 6 1471,2 

4385,4 319372,7181 6 1474,2 4385,4 319372,7181 6 1474,2 

4368,4 332663,6229 6 1592,6 4368,4 332663,6229 6 1592,6 

 

Test Problem 23 

Table 45. the NSGAII results for test problem 23 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

61116,2 49167543,45 5 18284,2 61116,2 49167543,45 5 18284,2 

58952,8 46070705,19 6 18284,2 58952,8 46070705,19 6 18284,2 

58882,8 48625233,79 6 18527,2 58882,8 48625233,79 6 18527,2 

58854,8 47538298,93 6 18908,2 58854,8 47538298,93 6 18908,2 

58445,2 49370385,12 5 18281,2 58445,2 49370385,12 5 18281,2 

58431,2 50129508,58 5 18988,2 58431,2 50129508,58 5 18988,2 

58230,2 50453596,08 5 18788,2 58230,2 50453596,08 5 18788,2 

58225,2 52123275,92 5 18425,2 58225,2 52123275,92 5 18425,2 

58181,6 53464675,78 5 18608,2 58181,6 53464675,78 5 18608,2 

57690,8 47769248,12 6 18694,2 57690,8 47769248,12 6 18694,2 

57386,6 54262188,81 5 18608,2 57386,6 54262188,81 5 18608,2 

56429,6 53465810,39 5 18694,2 56429,6 53465810,39 5 18694,2 

56308,6 55886534,88 5 18551,2 56308,6 55886534,88 5 18551,2 

56210,6 57333067,01 5 19175,2 56210,6 57333067,01 5 19175,2 

55845,6 58282362,25 5 18713,2 55845,6 58282362,25 5 18713,2 

55798,8 51395948,05 6 18281,2 55798,8 51395948,05 6 18281,2 

55583,8 52238118,65 6 18694,2 55583,8 52238118,65 6 18694,2 

55459,8 54048459,06 6 18425,2 55459,8 54048459,06 6 18425,2 
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Table 46. the SPEA2 results for test problem 23 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

61116,2 49167543,45 5 18284,2 61116,2 49167543,45 5 18284,2 

58952,8 46070705,19 6 18284,2 58952,8 46070705,19 6 18284,2 

58882,8 48625233,79 6 18527,2 58882,8 48625233,79 6 18527,2 

58854,8 47538298,93 6 18908,2 58854,8 47538298,93 6 18908,2 

58445,2 49370385,12 5 18281,2 58445,2 49370385,12 5 18281,2 

58431,2 50129508,58 5 18988,2 58431,2 50129508,58 5 18988,2 

58230,2 50453596,08 5 18788,2 58230,2 50453596,08 5 18788,2 

58225,2 52123275,92 5 18425,2 58225,2 52123275,92 5 18425,2 

58181,6 53464675,78 5 18608,2 58181,6 53464675,78 5 18608,2 

57690,8 47769248,12 6 18694,2 57690,8 47769248,12 6 18694,2 

57386,6 54262188,81 5 18608,2 57386,6 54262188,81 5 18608,2 

56429,6 53465810,39 5 18694,2 56429,6 53465810,39 5 18694,2 

56308,6 55886534,88 5 18551,2 56308,6 55886534,88 5 18551,2 

56210,6 57333067,01 5 19175,2 56210,6 57333067,01 5 19175,2 

55845,6 58282362,25 5 18713,2 55845,6 58282362,25 5 18713,2 

55798,8 51395948,05 6 18281,2 55798,8 51395948,05 6 18281,2 

55583,8 52238118,65 6 18694,2 55583,8 52238118,65 6 18694,2 

55459,8 54048459,06 6 18425,2 55459,8 54048459,06 6 18425,2 
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Test Problem 24 

Table47. the NSGAII results for test problem 24 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

55374,6 46271621,38 5 17656,2 55374,6 46271621,38 5 17656,2 

55341,8 44990927,7 5 17685,8 55341,8 44990927,7 5 17685,8 

54902,6 51587800,39 5 17620,2 54902,6 51587800,39 5 17620,2 

54744,6 45027374,32 5 17685,8 54744,6 45027374,32 5 17685,8 

54631,6 48853071,61 5 17656,2 54631,6 48853071,61 5 17656,2 

54253,4 42542033,98 6 17685,8 54253,4 42542033,98 6 17685,8 

54025,4 43564751,98 6 17685,8 54025,4 43564751,98 6 17685,8 

53932,2 45313427,33 5 17685,8 53932,2 45313427,33 5 17685,8 

53923,4 43937679,09 6 17685,8 53923,4 43937679,09 6 17685,8 

53816,4 44203722,02 6 17685,8 53816,4 44203722,02 6 17685,8 

53810,4 44738903,41 6 17685,8 53810,4 44738903,41 6 17685,8 

53705,2 46027318,55 5 17685,8 53705,2 46027318,55 5 17685,8 

53603,4 47044275,83 6 17685,8 53603,4 47044275,83 6 17685,8 

53045,6 47242577,92 5 17821,8 53045,6 47242577,92 5 17821,8 

52967,6 47182844,96 6 17701,8 52967,6 47182844,96 6 17701,8 

52806,6 46880041,96 6 17821,8 52806,6 46880041,96 6 17821,8 

52792,6 47025018,96 6 17954,8 52792,6 47025018,96 6 17954,8 

52748,6 47260556,14 5 17685,8 52748,6 47260556,14 5 17685,8 

52390,6 47808452,26 5 17685,8 52390,6 47808452,26 5 17685,8 
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Table 48. the SPEA2 results for test problem 24 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

55374,6 46271621,38 5 17656,2 55374,6 46271621,38 5 17656,2 

55341,8 44990927,7 5 17685,8 55341,8 44990927,7 5 17685,8 

54902,6 51587800,39 5 17620,2 54902,6 51587800,39 5 17620,2 

54744,6 45027374,32 5 17685,8 54744,6 45027374,32 5 17685,8 

54631,6 48853071,61 5 17656,2 54631,6 48853071,61 5 17656,2 

54253,4 42542033,98 6 17685,8 54253,4 42542033,98 6 17685,8 

54025,4 43564751,98 6 17685,8 54025,4 43564751,98 6 17685,8 

53932,2 45313427,33 5 17685,8 53932,2 45313427,33 5 17685,8 

53923,4 43937679,09 6 17685,8 53923,4 43937679,09 6 17685,8 

53816,4 44203722,02 6 17685,8 53816,4 44203722,02 6 17685,8 

53810,4 44738903,41 6 17685,8 53810,4 44738903,41 6 17685,8 

53705,2 46027318,55 5 17685,8 53705,2 46027318,55 5 17685,8 

53603,4 47044275,83 6 17685,8 53603,4 47044275,83 6 17685,8 

53045,6 47242577,92 5 17821,8 53045,6 47242577,92 5 17821,8 

52967,6 47182844,96 6 17701,8 52967,6 47182844,96 6 17701,8 

52806,6 46880041,96 6 17821,8 52806,6 46880041,96 6 17821,8 

52792,6 47025018,96 6 17954,8 52792,6 47025018,96 6 17954,8 

52748,6 47260556,14 5 17685,8 52748,6 47260556,14 5 17685,8 

52390,6 47808452,26 5 17685,8 52390,6 47808452,26 5 17685,8 
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Test Problem 25 

Table 49. the NSGAII results for test problem 25 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

123275 188784697,5 6 38015 123275 188784697,5 6 38015 

119313 248450301,7 6 37836 119313 248450301,7 6 37836 

118422,6 205435430,6 5 38015 118422,6 205435430,6 5 38015 

116723,6 251452582,7 5 37796 116723,6 251452582,7 5 37796 

116681,6 254288332,8 5 37796 116681,6 254288332,8 5 37796 

116612,8 211530806 5 38015 116612,8 211530806 5 38015 

116013,4 254418955,9 5 37796 116013,4 254418955,9 5 37796 

114733,4 217986980,9 5 38075 114733,4 217986980,9 5 38075 

114047,4 213420837,4 5 38628 114047,4 213420837,4 5 38628 

113443 202888862,5 6 38015 113443 202888862,5 6 38015 

113289 204196691,5 6 38015 113289 204196691,5 6 38015 

111323,4 222084709,6 5 38015 111323,4 222084709,6 5 38015 

110112,4 223097033,3 5 38015 110112,4 223097033,3 5 38015 

108742,4 230628342,2 5 38015 108742,4 230628342,2 5 38015 

 

Table 50. the SPEA2 results for test problem 25 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

123275 188784697,5 6 38015 123275 188784697,5 6 38015 

119313 248450301,7 6 37836 119313 248450301,7 6 37836 

118422,6 205435430,6 5 38015 118422,6 205435430,6 5 38015 

116723,6 251452582,7 5 37796 116723,6 251452582,7 5 37796 

116681,6 254288332,8 5 37796 116681,6 254288332,8 5 37796 

116612,8 211530806 5 38015 116612,8 211530806 5 38015 

116013,4 254418955,9 5 37796 116013,4 254418955,9 5 37796 

114733,4 217986980,9 5 38075 114733,4 217986980,9 5 38075 

114047,4 213420837,4 5 38628 114047,4 213420837,4 5 38628 

113443 202888862,5 6 38015 113443 202888862,5 6 38015 

113289 204196691,5 6 38015 113289 204196691,5 6 38015 

111323,4 222084709,6 5 38015 111323,4 222084709,6 5 38015 

110112,4 223097033,3 5 38015 110112,4 223097033,3 5 38015 

108742,4 230628342,2 5 38015 108742,4 230628342,2 5 38015 
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Test Problem 26 

Table 51. the NSGAII results for test problem 26 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

122879,8 192741176,6 5 35481,6 122879,8 192741176,6 5 35481,6 

120525,8 240100510,8 5 35303,6 120525,8 240100510,8 5 35303,6 

119473,4 143031395,4 6 35623,6 119473,4 143031395,4 6 35623,6 

119161,8 213833868,9 5 35481,6 119161,8 213833868,9 5 35481,6 

118325,4 151714541,3 6 35623,6 118325,4 151714541,3 6 35623,6 

117814,4 155270836,7 6 35623,6 117814,4 155270836,7 6 35623,6 

117280,4 158583547,1 6 35623,6 117280,4 158583547,1 6 35623,6 

117263,4 161908369,9 6 35623,6 117263,4 161908369,9 6 35623,6 

115660,2 176565284,3 5 35623,6 115660,2 176565284,3 5 35623,6 

114519,2 183973637,3 5 35623,6 114519,2 183973637,3 5 35623,6 

114362,4 186997213,1 6 35623,6 114362,4 186997213,1 6 35623,6 

113010,4 179088908 6 35697,6 113010,4 179088908 6 35697,6 

112207,4 176029627 6 36300,6 112207,4 176029627 6 36300,6 

112141,4 177713850 6 36970,2 112141,4 177713850 6 36970,2 

111220,6 189354559,6 5 36300,6 111220,6 189354559,6 5 36300,6 

109744,6 189985456,3 5 35623,6 109744,6 189985456,3 5 35623,6 

109740,6 191920711,7 5 36151,6 109740,6 191920711,7 5 36151,6 

107952,6 194196510 5 35623,6 107952,6 194196510 5 35623,6 
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Table 52. the SPEA2 results for test problem 26 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

122879,8 192741176,6 5 35481,6 122879,8 192741176,6 5 35481,6 

120525,8 240100510,8 5 35303,6 120525,8 240100510,8 5 35303,6 

119473,4 143031395,4 6 35623,6 119473,4 143031395,4 6 35623,6 

119161,8 213833868,9 5 35481,6 119161,8 213833868,9 5 35481,6 

118325,4 151714541,3 6 35623,6 118325,4 151714541,3 6 35623,6 

117814,4 155270836,7 6 35623,6 117814,4 155270836,7 6 35623,6 

117280,4 158583547,1 6 35623,6 117280,4 158583547,1 6 35623,6 

117263,4 161908369,9 6 35623,6 117263,4 161908369,9 6 35623,6 

115660,2 176565284,3 5 35623,6 115660,2 176565284,3 5 35623,6 

114519,2 183973637,3 5 35623,6 114519,2 183973637,3 5 35623,6 

114362,4 186997213,1 6 35623,6 114362,4 186997213,1 6 35623,6 

113010,4 179088908 6 35697,6 113010,4 179088908 6 35697,6 

112207,4 176029627 6 36300,6 112207,4 176029627 6 36300,6 

112141,4 177713850 6 36970,2 112141,4 177713850 6 36970,2 

111220,6 189354559,6 5 36300,6 111220,6 189354559,6 5 36300,6 

109744,6 189985456,3 5 35623,6 109744,6 189985456,3 5 35623,6 

109740,6 191920711,7 5 36151,6 109740,6 191920711,7 5 36151,6 

107952,6 194196510 5 35623,6 107952,6 194196510 5 35623,6 

 

Test Problem 27 

Table 53. the NSGAII results for test problem 27 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

7508,8 517854,9048 6 2121,6 7508,8 517854,9048 6 2121,6 

6944,4 629843,4229 5 2121,6 6944,4 629843,4229 5 2121,6 

6760,8 654284,4324 5 2121,6 6760,8 654284,4324 5 2121,6 

6576,6 674737,8381 5 2128,6 6576,6 674737,8381 5 2128,6 

6511,4 585543,28 6 2121,6 6511,4 585543,28 6 2121,6 

6505,4 662925,1562 5 2183,6 6505,4 662925,1562 5 2183,6 

6497,4 593059,6133 6 2121,6 6497,4 593059,6133 6 2121,6 

6233,2 695878,2762 5 2121,6 6233,2 695878,2762 5 2121,6 

6111,2 699545,419 5 2121,6 6111,2 699545,419 5 2121,6 

5974,2 743813,2762 5 2121,6 5974,2 743813,2762 5 2121,6 
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Table 54. the SPEA2 results for test problem 27 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

7508,8 517854,9048 6 2121,6 7508,8 517854,9048 6 2121,6 

6944,4 629843,4229 5 2121,6 6944,4 629843,4229 5 2121,6 

6760,8 654284,4324 5 2121,6 6760,8 654284,4324 5 2121,6 

6576,6 674737,8381 5 2128,6 6576,6 674737,8381 5 2128,6 

6511,4 585543,28 6 2121,6 6511,4 585543,28 6 2121,6 

6505,4 662925,1562 5 2183,6 6505,4 662925,1562 5 2183,6 

6497,4 593059,6133 6 2121,6 6497,4 593059,6133 6 2121,6 

6233,2 695878,2762 5 2121,6 6233,2 695878,2762 5 2121,6 

6111,2 699545,419 5 2121,6 6111,2 699545,419 5 2121,6 

5974,2 743813,2762 5 2121,6 5974,2 743813,2762 5 2121,6 

 

Test Problem 28 

Table 55. the NSGAII results for test problem 28 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

96757,8 138044918,1 5 30514 96757,8 138044918,1 5 30514 

95816,8 156203175,6 5 30443 95816,8 156203175,6 5 30443 

95495,6 133609546,3 5 30571,2 95495,6 133609546,3 5 30571,2 

95270,8 146784423,6 5 30514 95270,8 146784423,6 5 30514 

94716 124220040,2 6 30571,2 94716 124220040,2 6 30571,2 

94257 127697113,3 6 30571,2 94257 127697113,3 6 30571,2 

94051 128975103,2 6 30571,2 94051 128975103,2 6 30571,2 

93870,6 134478737,4 5 30571,2 93870,6 134478737,4 5 30571,2 

93838 129915758,3 6 30571,2 93838 129915758,3 6 30571,2 

93832 131687387,3 6 30571,2 93832 131687387,3 6 30571,2 

93413,6 136947553,4 5 30571,2 93413,6 136947553,4 5 30571,2 

93411 139582611,6 6 30571,2 93411 139582611,6 6 30571,2 

92123 139847140,6 6 30598,2 92123 139847140,6 6 30598,2 

92093,4 140885138,1 5 30842,2 92093,4 140885138,1 5 30842,2 

91806 138822625,4 6 30842,2 91806 138822625,4 6 30842,2 

91779 139337296,3 6 31109,4 91779 139337296,3 6 31109,4 

91503,4 140981502,3 5 30571,2 91503,4 140981502,3 5 30571,2 

91501,4 141658773,4 5 30782,2 91501,4 141658773,4 5 30782,2 

90784,4 142825710,8 5 30571,2 90784,4 142825710,8 5 30571,2 
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Table 56. the SPEA2 results for test problem 28 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

96757,8 138044918,1 5 30514 96757,8 138044918,1 5 30514 

95816,8 156203175,6 5 30443 95816,8 156203175,6 5 30443 

95495,6 133609546,3 5 30571,2 95495,6 133609546,3 5 30571,2 

95270,8 146784423,6 5 30514 95270,8 146784423,6 5 30514 

94716 124220040,2 6 30571,2 94716 124220040,2 6 30571,2 

94257 127697113,3 6 30571,2 94257 127697113,3 6 30571,2 

94051 128975103,2 6 30571,2 94051 128975103,2 6 30571,2 

93870,6 134478737,4 5 30571,2 93870,6 134478737,4 5 30571,2 

93838 129915758,3 6 30571,2 93838 129915758,3 6 30571,2 

93832 131687387,3 6 30571,2 93832 131687387,3 6 30571,2 

93413,6 136947553,4 5 30571,2 93413,6 136947553,4 5 30571,2 

93411 139582611,6 6 30571,2 93411 139582611,6 6 30571,2 

92123 139847140,6 6 30598,2 92123 139847140,6 6 30598,2 

92093,4 140885138,1 5 30842,2 92093,4 140885138,1 5 30842,2 

91806 138822625,4 6 30842,2 91806 138822625,4 6 30842,2 

91779 139337296,3 6 31109,4 91779 139337296,3 6 31109,4 

91503,4 140981502,3 5 30571,2 91503,4 140981502,3 5 30571,2 

91501,4 141658773,4 5 30782,2 91501,4 141658773,4 5 30782,2 

90784,4 142825710,8 5 30571,2 90784,4 142825710,8 5 30571,2 
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Test Problem 29 

Table 57. the NSGAII results for test problem 29 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 

22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 

22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 

22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 

22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 

22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 

22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 

22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 

21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 

21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 

21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 

21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 

20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 

20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 

20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 

20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 
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Table 58. the SPEA2 results for test problem 29 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of 

Tardy Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 

22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 

22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 

22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 

22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 

22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 

22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 

22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 

21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 

21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 

21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 

21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 

20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 

20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 

20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 

20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 
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Test Problem 30 

Table 59. the NSGAII results for test problem 30 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of Tardy 

Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of Tardy 

Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 23194 6771417,872 5 6616,2 

22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 22524,8 4886095,059 6 6637,8 

22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 22451 7537643,491 5 6616,2 

22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 22426,6 8813746,24 5 6591,2 

22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 22296,8 5203172,916 6 6637,8 

22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 22194,8 5319113,945 6 6637,8 

22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 22087,8 5453311,707 6 6637,8 

22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 22081,8 5576595,45 6 6637,8 

21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 21743,6 6131210,059 5 6637,8 

21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 21516,6 6400583,507 5 6637,8 

21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 21223 6168188,116 6 6637,8 

21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 21056 6053808,64 6 6751,8 

20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 20835 6563687,139 5 6751,8 

20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 20560 6595777,196 5 6637,8 

20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 20521 6618924,939 5 6703,8 

20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 20202 6757139,053 5 6637,8 

 

Table 60. the SPEA2 results for test problem 30 

Real Prato Optimal Front Estimated Prato Optimal Front 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of Tardy 

Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

Total 

Tardiness 

Variance of 

Tardiness 

Number of Tardy 

Jobs 

Maximum 

Tardiness 

28898,8 13415895 6 9561,6 28898,8 13415895 6 9561,6 

28654,4 14704156,18 5 9539,6 28654,4 14704156,18 5 9539,6 

28644,4 13511232,09 5 9561,6 28644,4 13511232,09 5 9561,6 

28474,4 14704381,97 5 9539,6 28474,4 14704381,97 5 9539,6 

28467,4 14762755,83 5 9539,6 28467,4 14762755,83 5 9539,6 

28460,8 13698278,43 5 9561,6 28460,8 13698278,43 5 9561,6 

28404,4 14776382,43 5 9539,6 28404,4 14776382,43 5 9539,6 

28276,6 13916739,17 5 9568,6 28276,6 13916739,17 5 9568,6 

28218,4 14021310,01 5 9561,6 28218,4 14021310,01 5 9561,6 

28205,4 13756147,16 5 9623,6 28205,4 13756147,16 5 9623,6 

27933,2 14023894,28 5 9561,6 27933,2 14023894,28 5 9561,6 

27901,4 13808661,18 6 9561,6 27901,4 13808661,18 6 9561,6 

27887,4 13843870,85 6 9561,6 27887,4 13843870,85 6 9561,6 

27811,2 14055978,09 5 9561,6 27811,2 14055978,09 5 9561,6 

27674,2 14240675,94 5 9561,6 27674,2 14240675,94 5 9561,6 
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